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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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TEMPORARY

V.

Launched Today

-

PRICE

Mercury

,v

Red Cross Drive

A

Constructive Booster tor

Up

TEN CENTS

(Us

Into the

50s

Over Nation

hHoUArea

Ottawa County Quota

February Snowfall

Oi $40,581 Includes

01

Boost for Disasters

Season Total to 63.3

All

23 belies Pushes

March came

into Michigan like

President Eisenhower today proclaimed the month of March as
Red Cross month and urged Ameri-

a lamb today. But it was a frisky

cans all over the nation to cooper-

with temperatures in the lower 90s

ate in the cause which he describ-

units all

—the warmest since last Nov. 23
when a high of 57 waa recorded.
It was 49 In Holland at 11 a.m.

prepared to raise

today, and Detroit forecuters laid

lamb bringingbrisk winds

ed as a fellowshipof good will.

And Ottawa county, like
over the nation,

a

is

total of 540,581which is

an

temperatureswould push close to
the 60-mark in aome extreme

in-

crease of 22.7 percent over the original quota because of national
disasterscaused by floods in California and hurricanes in the eastern states. The national quota was
boosted 58,000,000 for these causes.
County Fund Campaign Chairman Harvey De Vries of Holland
today listed quotas for the various
units in the county. Quota for the
south half will be 524.348.60and
for the north half 516,232.40.
Breakdown follows : B 1 e n d o n,
5487.97;Georgetown,5973.94; Holland .township, 51,704.41;Jamestown, 5852.20; Olive, 5486.97; Park,
51,582.66;Port Sheldon, 5243.49;
Zeeland township, 5730.46; Zeeland
city, 52,313.11;Holland city, 514,974.39; Allendale,5405.81;Chester,
$405.81; Crockery, $405.81; Polkton,
51,623.24; Robinson, 5243.49; Spring
Lake city, 52,434.86;Tallmadge,
5568.13; Wright, 5243.49; Grand

Haven
•

southern areai this afternoon.
It

it

MICHIGAN

•

.

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
CHARLES M. ZIEGLER, STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER

land area because Red Cross this

workers are being contacted in
cities and townships other than Hol-

land, and persons working on the
home canvass are urged to make
their calls promptly and report to
their chairmen.
This year marks the 75th anniversary of the American Red Cross
one of the greatest volunteer programs in the world today. President Eisenhower said: “In joining
the Red Cross, we multiplythe
helpfulnessthat any one of us could

m
•v/

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS FOR M-21
BETWEEN HOLLAND AND ZEELAND

A

HERE ARE

TWO DIAGRAMS from the Michigan State

Highway
Department showing proposed improvements for M-21 between
Holland and Zeeland. Top plan labeled "temporary" shows how
the road will b« this summer when the dual highway will angle
south of Zeeland. Lower plan labeled "future"shows how the

state department expects eventually to develop the interstate

five-mile stretch between the cities a "local" road because it

route which carries traffic around both Holland and Zeeland.

will be necessaryto continue the present M-21 at the east

The

limits of

future plan involves construction of another bridge across
Black River. Commissioner Charles E. Ziegler has pointed out
that it will be impossible to make the entire length of the present

Consistory Named

Man Dies

Allegan

At Eastmanville

to

Host

Peter Roos, 72, of 112 East 20th
St., died early this

For

morning at the

Paw Paw Band

Succumbs
at-

Age 64

at

17 years before retiring several
years ago.

(Special)
Thornstein, 64, route 1,

the new Faith Christian Reformed Nunica, died in Municipal Hospital
Church Wednesday night in Pros- at noon Wednesday following a
pect Park Christian Reformed long illness. He was born in
Church. The new congregation Chicago June 28. 1891 and came
which plans to build a new church to Nunica about 1914. On Dec. 13,
on 26th St. near Michigan Ave. 1928 he married Edna Edwards
meets each Sunday in Christian who survives him as do two sons
The concert,scheduled for 8 p.m. High School with services at 9:30 and two daughters, includingJohn
Saturday in Griswold Auditorium, a.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday school at home; two stepdaughters,three
follows the morning worship.
stepsons,one sister and two brothwill culminate a full, two-day scheNew. elders are Peter Marcusse, ers, the latter residing in Chicago
dule for 75 Paw Paw and 68 AlleJohn Volkers, Clarence Greven- and 20 grandchildren.

Cage

Revealed

Saturdays,

noon

when

it will close at

—

from today after having
kept late evening hours for the
past week to serve the rush of applicants.

tigation.”

Wedeven
Shower

Miss Gladys

Honored

at

Miss Gladys Wedeven was guest
of honor at
bridal
Friday evening given by Mrs.
Louise Serie at her home in East
Saugatuck. Miss Wedeven will be
married to Bill Serie in April.
A two-course lunch was served
and games were played with duplicate prizes
to Mrs.
Leonard Brink, Mrs. Bert Brink,
Mrs. Gary Hocsink, Mrs. Harold
Vander Kolk, Mrs. A. Oetman and
Miss Joyce Clifman.
Invited were the
Leonard Brink, Grace L e n t e rs,
Albert Oetman, Fred Tubergan,

a

Wright, 23, Muskegon,
paid $100 fine and $4 costs in
Justice Kent Hastings' court in
CoopersvilleWednesday on a
charge of furnishing beer to minors. He was picked up Monday
night by sheriff's officers when he

Dies of Injuries
Mn. Grads Hoke,

37. of

Hamilton, died at Blodgett Hospital
in

Grand Rapids Wednesday

of

injuries received in an accident on

East Saugatuck Road shortly before 2:30 a.m. Monday.
She was riding In a car with her
sister, Rosemary Tanls of
Hamilton,and driven by Francis
Wessels, 33. of route 2, Hamilton.

The car

hit an icy spot about

two

miles west of Hamilton and went
out of control. It skidded Into a
ditch and turned over on its side,
then flipped back onto the wheels

Perhaps the greatest plague of
February's weather was the ice
left on roads and walks. Roads
cleared fairly quickly, but walks
remained a problem the greater
share of the month. There was one
bad sleet storm on Feb. 8, drizzle
on Feb. 8, and fog on the 17th and
24th. More falls and fractureswere'
believed to have occurredduring
these weeks than during any other
period in the immediate past
Elsewhere in the nation, the
weather picturewas essentially the
same. Temperatureswere mild al>
most everywhere and rose more
than 20 degrees from zero levels
in the northern plains.The mercury went up 15 to 20 degrees
through the MississippiValley and
eastward into the Ohio Valley.

Miss Tanls and Wessels were
shaken up but not seriously injured.
Mrs. Hoke was taken to Holland
Hospital by a Ten Brink ambulance from Hamilton and later
transferred to Blodgett Hospita
where she died about 8 a.m. Wednesday morning.
Drawings for the Gass A reAccordingto r e p o r t s, she regional basketball tournament
ceived chest injuries. The '51
del car was badly damaged, ac- scheduled for Civic Center March
cording to Allegan county depu- 12-17 will be held tonight in Holland High Gym at 7:30 pm.
ties.
Mrs. Hoke was a registered Representatives irom the seven
nurse and was employed in the of- participatingschools will be here
according to Joe Moran, tourney
fice of Dr. H. P. Harms.

mo

Survivors are two children, director.
Schools scheduled to participate
Nedra Jean, 8, and Jeffrey
Michael, 6; her parents, Mr. and in the tournament are Battle
Mrs. Ben Tanls of Hamilton Creek Central, Benton, Harbor
five sisters, Mrs. Jeaneite Grand Rapids South, Grand RaKoning of Holland, Mrs. Dennis pids Central, Kalamazoo Central,
Schipperand Mrs. Robert Chinell Niles and Holland.
Holland,host school, will not
of Hamilton and Rosemary and
Joan Tanis, at home; two brothers enter the hat until the first school
Elmer Tanis of Rhode Island and is drawn out The first school out
of the hat is the bye. Then HolHerbert Tanis of Holland.
A Dykstra Funeral Home ambu- land goes into the hat
The first Gass A game will be
lance from Holland went to Grand
Rapids Wednesday afternoon to ro- staged Monday, March 12 rather
turn the body. Arrangements are than Tuesday as previously announced. The switch was made
pending.
after Charles Forsythe, state director of athletics, approved the

move

because of Holland’s observance of Prayer Day.
The other tournamentdates will
Cub Scouts of Pack 52, Beech- be Tuesday.Thursday and Saturwood School, and their families day.
held their monthly meeting Tuesday evening at the Howard Avenue School. A potluck supper, ar- Miss Schout to
ranged by Mrs. Lillian Meyer, was Garth Fynewever
enjoyed by 215. The pack, largest
in this area, now boasts a memberMr. and Mrs. Herb Schout of
ship of 53 boys.
Coopersvilleannounce the engageChester Raak opened with pray- ment of their daughter,Shirley
er. The program included opening Jean, of Coopersville and Holland
by Den 2, Mrs. Meyer, den moth- to Garth Fynewever, son of Mr.
er; trick, Den 3, Mrs. Bemice and Mrs. Glen Fynewever of
Rotman, den mother; game, Den Coopersville.
early autumn
4, with Mrs. Ruth Van Kampen; wedding is being planned.
music, Den 6, with Mn. Hazel
Dyke; barrel parade, displaying Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dogger of 625
the nail key stools made as the Graafschap Rd., received word
February project; skit, Den 7 with Wednesday of the death of Mr*.
Mn. Ruth De Kraker; awarding Fred Damson, 87, who died Sunday
of Bobcat pins to 32 new memben; evening at her home in Bremingclosing, Den 1, with Mn. Leora ton, Wash. Burial will be held in
Nichols, den mother, and Mn. Poplar, Mont, Friday. Mrs. “
Anne Dykema, assistant.
son, who formerly lived at
The pack committee, headed by

Wed

awarded

Mesdames

Henry Wedeven, .Ray Bultema,
Alfred Hoeksema, Lawrence
Brink, EarlDykhuis, Joe

An

CoraielDiekema, Lavern Roossien,
Albert Clifman, Bud Brink, Julius

Wedeven, Arend Hovenga, Harold
Vander Kolk, Ted Brink, Calvin
Brink, Garry Hossink, Harold

Mulder, GUlis L e n t e r s, Alma
Diekema, Bert Moulenbelt, Harold
had his car loaded with youths who Hewitt, Barbara Rummery, Tony
had be#n drinking beer in the Dykatra, Misses Joyce and Lois
car. They also had broken several Clifman, Miss Doris Diekema and
bottles on the street^
Misses Lynn and Pat Serie. -

in 1152. Precipitationfell on 15
days, compared with 11 in 1966, 13
In 1954, 10 In 1953 and seven in
1952.

Beechwood School Cub
Scouts, Families Meet

shower

Muskegon Man Fined
Tubergan,Lavern Diekema, Betty
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Crawford, Jean Moulenbejt,
Raymond A.

Wonuii

-

GRAND HAVEN

tended the organizationmeeting of Albert^

Hamilton

Survivingare a brother, Ben.
with whom he made his home;
three sisters, Mrs. Kryn Kalkman,
Mrs. Ben F. Dalman and Mrs. John
Overway, all of Holland.
gan band members. The Paw Paw goed, George Tinholt, Fred Vander He was a member of the Nunica
Funeral services will be held at group will arrive Friday morning. Pioeg and Peter Slenk and dea- MethodistChurch, the Nunica
2 p.m. Saturday at Nibbelink- Rehearsalsare scheduled for Fri- cons are Russell Fredricks,Ray- Odd Fellows and Rebekah lodges.
Notier Funeral Chapel under aus- day and Saturday afternoons. A mond Kolk, John Hietbrink,James The body will remain at
pices of Trinity Reformed Church. party Friday night and roller skat- Langeland, Engbertus WesterhofKammeraad Funeral Home until
Burial will be at Pilgrim Home ing Saturday morning are also and Louis Damstra.
Friday afternoon when it will be
Pairing
There are 82 familiesin the new removed to the family residence
Cemetery.Friends may call at the planned.
funeral chapel Friday from 2 to 4
At the concert, the two bands congregation listing 195 confessing where it will remain until Saturday
and 7 to 9 p.m.
will perform separately under the members and 138 baptized mem- morning when it will be taken to
district basketball tournamentscar.
leadership of Marshall Myers of bers for a total of 333 souls.
the church for services at 2 p.m.
were held this afternoon in Hol- Arrested were Fred Trethewey,
Paw Paw anc( Lawrence Frank of The Rev. William Brink presided A private service at the home at
18, of 406 Elm St. and Ramona Allegan Red Cross Drive
land Christian High School.
Allegan. The combined bands will at the worship service, the Rev. 1:30 will precede the church servHudsonville Unity Christiand and Piron, 19, of 88 East Eighth St., Launched (or March
then give a program under the J. F. Schuurmann delivered the ice. Rev. Hartwell Gosney will ofsermon and Dr. J. T. Hoogstra, ficiate. Burial will be in Ottawa
Hudsonvillq will meet in the Class and two 16-year-oldyouths.
baton of George Caverden. assisC opener next Tuesday at 7 p.m. Police said the girl remained in ALLEGAN (Special) — Allegan tant director of Universityof Michi- genera, chairman,took charge of Center Cemetery.
the businessmeeting. Assisting
and Grandville and Allegan will the car, near the shop, with* the county’s Red Cross fund drive will gan bands.
elders were Louis LaGrand and
motor
running
while
one
of
the
16battle at 8:30 p.m. the same night
be underway during March with
Harold I^angejans of Bethany Junior Welfare League
year-olds acted as lookout.
in the first B game.
$1,360 earmarked for western flood
The Cedar Lake Academy Choir
Wednesday night, Holland Chris- The other minor and Trethewey victims included in its goal of of 40 voices and the director. E. Church. John Breuker and John Stages Mens Night
Scholten of Fourteenth Street
tian and Zeeland, the other two B smashed a side window and stole $17,700.
Baer, will be at the Seventh-Day
Church, and Andrew Helder and
schools in the meet, will play at the guns, police said.
John Pahl and Marvin Hayes, Adventist Church for the 11 a.m.
Members of Junior Welfare
Edward Klaasen of Prospect Park
Officers
said
a
waiver
would
be
8 p.m.
both of Allegan, will be co-chair- service March 3. The choir will
League entertainedat Men's Night
Church.
Two Class C games are slated asked in Probate Court so the two man of the fund raising effort, ac- then go to Grand Rapids for an
Tuesday evening at the Woman’s
minors
can
be
charged
in
Thursday night with Fennville and
cording to Mrs. Thelma Stratton, afternoonservice there and to
Literary club house. Mrs. Egbert
executive secretary of the county Muskegon for an evening service. Firemen Answer Alarm
Byron Center, both first round Municipal Court.
Boer was chairman of the event,
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff chapter.
byes, meeting in the 7 p.m. game
Donna Jean Dorgelo, daughter of
Firemen answered a call to 14th assisted by Mrs. Bill Venhuizen
and Hopkins plays the winner of praised the alert citizensfor call- Included in the goal Ls approxi- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dorgelo, St. and Van Raalte Ave. shortly and Mrs. Julius Karsten.
the Hudsonville-Hudsonville Unity ing police.He urged all residents mately 54,000 which will be used to and Mary Cook, daughter of Mr. before noon today when a nearby Highlightof the evening was
to immediatelycontact headquar- finance the county’s w'hole blood and Mrs. Fra n k 1 i n Cook of resident smelled smoke. No fire square dancing, conductedby Mr.
Christian game at 8:30 p.m.
Holland are members of the choir. was discovered.
Finak in both classes .will be held ters whenever they hear anything program inaugurated last year.
and Mrs. Claude Ketchum.
Saturday night at 7 and 8:30 p.m. suspicious.
Van Hoff said, “Call the station
in all cases and let the desk serLong Lines Dwindle
geant decide If it warrants inves-

normal *offlce hours — 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. except Wednesdays and

Greatest amount of snow on the
ground was five inches, compared
with 18 in 1955, five in 1954, one
in 1953 and three in 1952. Heaviest
nowfall In a 24-hour period was
5.7 inches, compared with 7.5 vin

Albert Thornttein

New Church

Approximately250 persons

county infirmary at Eastmanville,

catastrophes. The concern of the
and Columbia Ave.
Red Cross extends to other vital Officers said another resident
health and safety programs that
saw a car speed away and gave
make our towns and cities better police the description and license
communitiesin. which to live.”
number. He attempted to catch the
vehicle but was outrun.
The car was stopped 40 minutes
later at 2:20 a.m. today on M-21
District
east of Holland by Zeeland police
and ap Ottawa County deputy.
Holland police said two guns, a
.22 caliber automatic and a .22
caliber revolver, stolen from the
Drawings for the Class B and C gun shop, were found inside the

sale.

34.1.

Holland for travel into and out of Holland. The future
program involvesa number of grade separations.

make possible blood for the sick An alert Holland resident, who where he had been staying for the ALLEGAN (Special) — Allegan
and injured; assistance for our heard glass breaking early this
will play host this weekend to the
servicemen and veterans in per- morning and immediately called last two weeks.
Mr. Rods, who was bom in Hol- Paw Paw high school band for
sonal and family emergencies;repolice, resulted in the arrest of land, had been employed as a
covery from the shock and loss of
four persons accused of breaking molder at Home Furnace Co. for their annual combined band condisaster to those struck down by
cert
Into Prins Gun Shop at Eighth St.

Lines of applicants for auto license plates at the licensebureau
have thinned today after a week's
rush. The bureau sold more than
1,200 licenses Wednesday until
10:30 p.m. and about 150 up to
noon today, said Frank Cherven,
manager of the bureau.
This brings the total number of
license plates sold since Nov. 15 to
about 17,000.Cherven said about
3,500 license plates are left over
for
/
The bureau office will revert to

really warms up.

1955, four in 1954. 1.2 in 1963 and H.4

Holland

extend alone. Our memberships

At License Bureau

over Mich-

today. With predictions of continued
sir and warmer for Friday, further inroads in the unsightly piles
are expected tomorrow.
In many spots, filling stationattendants were chopping up ice piles
today to aid the welcome thaw.
Weather Observer Charles Steketee of Hope College reported today that 23 inches of snow fell
during February, bringing the season's total to date to 68.3 inches.
Snowfall totaled 7.8 Inchei in January, 17.6 inches in December and
19.9 inchei in Novamber. Precipitation for the month totaled 1.93
inches or .09 inch above normal
for the month. Last month, precipitation was only .41 inch, a record
low.
Average temperaturefor February was 27.8 degrees or 16 degrees above normal. The maximum
was 43, the lowest tor five years,
and the minimum was 8, compared
with -1 in 1955, 7 in 1964, 8 in 1S6S
and 15 in 1952. Average minimum
was 21.4 and average maximum

there

Chest functions.So far, Chest officials believe there are sufficient
funds available to care for the increased quotas. The Community
Chest covers Holland city, Park
township and the greater share of
Holland township.
Although the entire month of
March Is Red Cross month, De
Vries said solicitation dates will
be March 5 through 17. Volunteer

sprlng-lika all

Aided by the brisk winds, the
dirty snow and ice deposits at eity
curbs were really being -reduced

.will be no active campaign in Hol-

year comes under Community

was

igan-even in the Upper Peniniula,
where temperaturesranged from
35 to 40. But the Upper Peninsula
has a lot of snow to melt up before

city, 59,495.95.

De Vries explainedthat

along

HOTEL

MACATAWA ONLY A MEMORY —

today of the once proud Hotel

and two wooden

Macatowo is

All that

a pile of used lumber

poles (foreground)that once marked the
entrance. Earlier in the month the buildingsthat formerly
housed the post office, businessesand soda fountain were torn

dawn. Last to be reduced to a pile of rubble will be the kitchen
and dining room. Work on that structure started Thursday.Even
for long time residents it is very difficult ,to look at the vacant
space and try to visualizethe former hotel. Try it when you look
at this photograph/
Sentinel photo)
f

&.V-.

Ernie Wehrmeyer, chairman, and
Warren Van Kampen,
met after the meeting.

THE HOLLAND CITY

Fire

NEWS, THURSDAY, MARCH

mm;| "FHS

Bums Out

y

Vriesland
Mr. and

.mv.

Home

-

krOn Gordon St.

ifcrs. Simon

Officers Round

Up

Broersma

will celebrate their 40th wedding

anniversary this week Thursday,
March 1. They will hold open
house from 2 to 5 in the afternoon
and from T to 9 in the evening.

.

Five-Room

1,195<

*

(The

Women’s World Day

of

10 More Youths
For Violations

M

Prayer was observed Friday, Feb.
17, in the Vriesland Reformed
Ten more juvenilesIncludingone
Church with the women of the 17-year-oldhave been rounded up
Drenth Christian Reformed by Holland police and Ottawa CounGerrit Ter Beeks Had
Church, the Beaverdam Christian ty deputies on a variety of chargTo Flee Home Before
Reformed Church, and the Beaverdam Reformed Church. Mrs. The oldest of the group, James
CompletingFire Call
George Van Zoeren was chairman. Crittenden,17. of 78 East Eighth
Mrs Kenbeek, the wife of the Rev St, demanded examinationMonAn early morning fire of
Kenbeek, pastor of the Drenthe day when arraigned in Municipal
determined orgin Friday completeA il
ChristianReformed Church, was Court on a charge of statutory Let’s Plant
ly gutted a five-room house while
in charge of devotions,Mrs. Junior rape. Bond of 5500 was not furnishthe occupants fled the smoke fillVereeke sang a solo with Mrs. ed.
ed structure. .
Willard Vereeke as pianist, repreMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ter Beek
Authoritiessaid Crittenden is In
senting the BeaverdamReformed charged with the moral offense
were forced to flee from their 305
Church, Mrs. Jerry Veldman, wife which involved a 13-year-oldgirl.
Enjoy an early spring by bring- two weeks to open are red maple,
Gordon St., house at 3:40 a.m.,
of the Rev. Veldman, associate The offense allegedly took place ing your flower t indoors. If you pussy willow and forsythia;taking
even before they could complete
pastor of the Third Reformed in Holland Township.
have any bleedinghearts(dicen- close to three weeks are azalea,
a call reporting the fire.
Church of HoUand, was the speakFire Marshal Andrew WestenTwo other boys, under 16, also tra), primroses (primula), lily-of- flowering quince, magnolia, flower. Mrs. Martin Voetberg and Mrs
the-valley (convallaria),or hardy ering almond, peach, pear, cherry,
broek said he received a telephone
admitted relations with the girl.
Henry Balder sang a duet with Mrs
call reporting a fire but the conSome of these boys as well as candytuft (iberis), bring a clump crab apple, dogwood, and bridal
Floyd De Boer (the Beavrdam
wreath. If your patience is great
nection was cut off before he could
others have admitted strippingcars of it inside,pot it, water it, and
Christian Reformed pastor’swife)
and you can stand a four-to-fivelearn the address.
In used cars lots. Items they took coax it along with some sunshine.
as pianist,representing the BeaHolland as part of his tour. Frequin had the
TOURING U.S.
There are nine persons
Westenbroek immediatelycalled
ranged from spot lights, fender Your reward will be a song of tfeek wait, you can have blossoms
verdam Church. An offering was
of lilac, plum or deutzia. And if
above picture of his family to show. The eight
spring in the gloom of winter.
skirts, to exhaust extensions.
the telephone company asking that
vitally interested in the comings and goings of
taken for the Children's Retreat
Forcing flowerings h r u b s or you bide six weeks, a handsome
chlidren range in age from four to 15. Below,
Police
said
one
of
the
boys
ada trace be made of a phone apLouis Frequin, who currently is on a three-month
in Cutlerville. A season of prayers,
mitted he was the driver of a sprays from fruit trees can give arrangement of horse chestnut foparently left off the hook. Ten
Frequin looks over some United Press copy at
and singing of the doxology contour of the United States as guest of the State
minutes later Westenbroekreceivcar that nearly ran down a 12- you much enjoyment this month- liage will make a very special
The Sentinel while Dick Collins, (right) city
cluded the program of the aftersomething in your room.
Department. They are his wife and eight
ed the address of the fire from
year-old girl Feb. 11 on 15th St. even though your husband may
editor, and Willard C. Wichers of the Nethernoon.
Since these branches can be used
have
to
share
ttife
use
of
the
bathchildren.
Frequin
is
editor-in-chief
of
the
near the railroad tracks.
another caller.
lands InformationService look on. Wichers is
Nclvn Ter Hear of Vriesland
* Westenbroeksaid that when the
Gelderlander-Press
in Nijmegen, the NetherThe boy told police he stole the tub with them. We are sure the best in line arrangements, try
with other foliage,flowers,
and Marcia Myaard of Forest keys to his sister’scar and then furrows on the domestic brow them
ier
acting*as host for the visit. (Sentinel photo)
Ter Beeks ran from the thickenlands. He spent a couple of days in
Grove went to Battle Creek last picked up two other youths. The will be removed when he views the fruit, figurines (especially bird),
ing smoke in their home they left
or alone. If you like line arrangeof the Hi-Y teams of Zeeland High
the phone off the hook knocking out
three then went for a ride. They pale gold aura of forsythiaor the
ments,, a good investment in your
School.
They
returned
on
Sunday.
jeweled
pink
of
magnolia
bloomone party line circuit and tied up
saw several girls walking. on 15th
Editor
The Sewing Guild met Thursday,
garden may be the French pussy
ing out of season.
the fire alarm number.
St. and swerved towards them.
willow which will supply you from
Feb.
16, at
:30 p.m. in the church
To
achieve
this
pre
seasonal
The phone company managed to
Two jumped out of the way but
basement with Mrs. John BroerJanuary through April by producput a jump on the open circuit althe third slipped. Her foot was run glory take a pruning shears and
sma serving as hostess.Others
ing fat silvery pink catkins.
prune
your
shrubs
and
flowering
to
lowing the second alarm to come
over by one of the car’s wheels.
present were the Mesdames Will
fruit
trees,
bringing
the
branches
She was saved from serious inVender Kolk, Hubert Heyboer.
Start now to save your wood
in and plunging them up to their
When firemen arrived the blaze
jury because of heavy snow. ,
Jacob T. De Witt, Jacob Morren,
ashes. If you have a compost pit,
necks
in
a
bucket
of
water.
Prunhad surged up fronfitsstart in the
Henry Boss, Eugene Brower, Ir- With only one or two exceptions ing should be done on a warm put them in there to aid decombasement and was eating between
none of the 10 picked up in the
ving Hungerlnk,John T. De Witt,
winter day (temperaturebetween position: if you have none, save
partitionsof every room.
last week had been questioned preJoe
Kloet,
John
Hoeve,
Harry
"What
is
the
American
way
of
40 and 60 degrees. The nearer you them until spring when you can
Westenbroeksaid it was a stubDunning. Carl S. Schemer, Joe viously.
cut the branches to the plant's spread them over your garden to
born fire to fight since the smoke
life?"
Authoritie’s said that their investiBrinks. Gerrit Boss, John Ver
natural blooming time, the short- supply potash. Weathering will
was so thick and the fire was not
It’s a simple question but reHage, Gerry Schemer, and John gation is continuing and additional er will be the time required for cause the mineral content to be
in the open. They were forced to
quires a complicatedanswer
De Jonge. Lunch was served by persons will be brought in for ques- forcing.
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tioning in the near future.
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and ceiling to get at the fire.
The minors have been turned
Now is the time to get your orMother’s Club met in the school
peel several inches of bark from
Even smoke masks were of little
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the
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evening,
value, Westenbroek said, because
Louis Frequin is putting
them for greater water absorption. sure you get not only choice mait was so difficult to find the
question to people all over the Catechism for the young people
Submerging them for a day or two terial but that it gets here at the
Wednesday a, 7
flames.
in a bathtub.3wiU help force them ideal planting time. If you can buy
Radio equipment in the fire
Fair
more quickly. Occasional spray- the exact variety you want localtrucks allowed firemen to call for
a"' 8 «
ings of tepid water to simulate ly, do so for several reasons: you
a second truck and smoke masks.
Netherlandsand currently la on a fhe Sunday School Teachers meetApril showers will hasten the de- can see what you’re getting,your
When the tanker went dry fireUrree-monthatour ot the United
Martln
wln.
but. Of less effort and nuisance is plants will be in better condition
men laid a hose to a nearby creek
u i
tc ,u0 garden were Wednesdayevening
merely submerging them to their for not having had to travel,
and continued to pump water.
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Area necks in a bucket filled with wa- there's the saving of delivery costs,
Westenbroek said he was unlargest provincial newspaper in cal^ on
residents fed up with the weather
1-1
ter. keeping the room temperature and it's the civic thing to do. Be
able to give any estimate of the
the Netherlands and has a circula- m ^ee,anacould take some comfort from a
at about 70 degrees, and prevent- sure to check and replace your
damages but every stitch of clothfrom the office of James Snow, ing direct sunlight from reaching stock on fertilizers and mulching
ing, every stick of furniture and
new president of the Allegan them. If the temperature is too material, stakes aqd ties, spraying
all kitchen equipment was either
I
County fair board.
high and the air too dry the buds equipment,and other tools you
kutted by flames or damaged
Although the Sept. 9-15 fair is a
C. Wichers of the Netherlands*n- Mr. and. Mrs. John Jousma, Mr.
*may blast before • they can open may need.
smoke and water.
fomation Service and arrived | and Mrs* Ted Jousma of Holland. long way off. Snow said many
On warm days, ventilate your
Firemen from Holland Township
or, if they open, they may last
here for a two-day stopover that | Bert Hungerink was a Tuesday program details already have been
Stations No. 1 and 2 remained on
but a day. Be sure you choose cold frame for short intervals,so
same evening.He just /noseyed calier 0n Mr. and Mrs. Henry planned.
the scene for nearly four hours
branches that have well - formed your plants will be ready for exaround the city, chatting with
He was especially proud to reposure later on. Loosen the mulch
Ter Beek said the loss was only
flower buds.
Dutch people,obsening local cus- ^lrs jacob T
witt atended veal that the annual Monday night
partially covered by insurance.
One of the most quickly forced too so the plants may be aerated
toms and in general, getting a the meeting of the Home Econo- thrill show" would have a new shrubs is honeysuckle, opening one and the final removal of mulch will
little "Americana’in an effort to m|cs c]ub at the home of Mrs. look this year. Snow said the
week after cutting.Taking about no’ prove too great a shock.
answer his
Peter Barense last week Thursday. Oytrix motorcycle team from EngFrequin arrived in the United j,lr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis Jand, had been signed up as an
States Feb. 5 and after a week of and family of Kalamazoo were added feature for the unusual
Admitted to H o 1 a n d Hospital
what he jokingly describes as Saturdaycallerson Mr. and Mrs. automobilethrill show. It will be
Friday were Wayne Savage, 227
State Department ’ brainwashing."Martin D. Wyngarden and family, the team's first tour of the United
West 21st St; Raymond Tardiff,
moved on to New- York, Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Merton Wubeke. States and the Allegan fair will be
262% West Ninth St; James Boes,
Albany, Buffalo and Detroit,be- Sandra and Nancy were Sunday one of two scheduled appearences
1660 Washington St; Mrs. Robert
fore coming to
afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. in Michigan.
Nyhoff, route 2, Hamilton;Marcia
Snow indicated that Barnes
He is a guest of the State De- Will Kleymeer and family of
Ruth Ter Haar, 171 Highland;
About 700 guests from Holland
Carruthers
Co. of Chicago, will apartment
for
the
three-months
Grand
Rapids,
Dolores Rivera, 369 West 18th St;
and Zeeland attended the 20th angain
produce
the
grandstand
show
visit and says, "I wouldn’t dare
Mrs. Harold Ter Haar was a rePatricio Beltran, 176 East 18th St;
back to the Netherlandswithout cent caller on Mrs. M.P. Wyngar- This year's revue will be Cana nual WashingtonBanquet at Civic
Cynthia Klultenburg, 260 West
dian Capers” and it will be mark Center Thursday evening. The Dr. R.
36th St; Lynda Beukema, 401
stopping in
4, VI .
event was sponsoredby the Eu16
points and Whitey Riemersma,
His itinerary from Holland on- Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis ed by a switch in scenery from
Fourth Ave.; John Hulst, route 2,
also winding up his college play- ward includes Chicago, Springfield and family of Kalamazoo were the usual tinsel and paint scenes nice Aid Society of the Holland
Zeeland.
Christian School.
ing days, was third with 12:
III, Lincoln. Neb., Denver, Colo., I Saturday supper guests of Mr. and to a backgroundof authenticrocks
Discharged Friday were John De
to
Visser, Michigan district chair- Salt Lake City. San Francisco and ^rs- John Woliert and tenuly.
trees and ether Canadian scenes
American flags and flowers
Ruiter, 407 College Ave.; Mrs.
Another feature of the grand were used for decorations at the
man for the NAIA. sponsors of a
Mr. and Mrs. Vem South, Debra
Bernard Van Veil, 317 Lincoln
Los Angeles, Grand Canyoq, HousDr. Robert W. .Cavanaugh,prostand show will be a return en event.
small college basketballtournaAve.; Mary Lou Boeve, route 5;
gagement by Bobo Barnett, the After dinner program featured fessor of music at Hope College,
ment
next
month,
reported today
Mrs. Gordon Comelissen, 78 East
clown who was so popular with as speaker Dr. Bastian Kruithof of was guest speaker for Rotary at
Adrian and Kalamazoo will repreEighth St; Richard Bryan, 369 For
those who attended the 1954 fair. Beverly Reformed Church, Grand
sent the MIAA anr Detroit Tech,
West 18th St.; Mrs. Andrew Kragt
their noon luncheon Thursday.
The fair will open as usual with Rapids, former pastor of First Rethe independent schools in a play1 John Van Regenmorter were Monand baby, 141 West 32nd St; Mrs.
Dr. Cavanaugh spoke on "Pis- ;
Adrian off later this week.
day callerson Mrs. Vem Boss and church services Sundrfy afternoon formed Church of Holland. He gave
Edward R. Wolters and baby, 102 ADRIAN (Special)
life,’’question he’s interested
of
portaget Mrs. Jennie and close the following Saturday.
catorial
Personality” describing
an illustratedlecture ancf traveDunton; Mrs. Anthony Bouman College's basketball got some fine Adrian and Kalamazoo will meet newspapers —naturally— churches, De witt Mr and
Jack
Children’s day will be Tuesday logue on his two years in Scotland. the various kinds of tropical fish,
Thursday
at 8 p.m. in Portage,
and baby, 1184 Beach Dr.; Jacob rebounding and scoring in the secschools and soc
welfare. And Witt of sturgis.
with an additional"kids day”
Postma. 265 West 23rd St.; Mrs. ond half here Monday night and Visser announced today following when he gets back into the harness Heldred De Witt sang recently planned for Friday until 6 p.m. Dr. Kruithof and his family had their habits and peculiar characa
drawing
this morning. Detroit
opportunity to observe through exGerrit Buis. 139 East 14th St; overcame a five-point halftime deteristics.
at the Gelderlander-Press,he’ll do at the Girls
0f Service Four days of harness racing with
Mrs. Bernard Zwiers, route 4; ficit to whip Hope College, 84-70 in Tech will play the winner at the several articles on his observa- of the second Reformed Church, official purses of $15.1)00listed will perience the primary school, high According to Dr. Cavanaugh,
winner’s gym Monday night for
school and seminary at Edinburgh
Barbara Huizenga,157 V a n d e r Adrian College gym.
at the We-Two club of First Re- start Wednesday. Increases in en- and they were particularly im- tropical fish can be divided into
the right to represent this district
The win pushed the Bulldogs into
Veen Ave.; Mrs. William Bouman,
has traveled widely In formed Church, and at the Uter- tries last year pushed the actual pressed with the thoroughnessof two main types, the live bearers
in the Kansas City, Mo., tourna39 East 34th St; Mrs. Gerald a tie for second place in the final
Europe on newspaper assignments ary club, all of Zeeland,
total of purses awarded to more
ment
March
12-15.
Scotland’s education. The pictures
Hamstra, 582 Pinecrest Dr.; Anne MIAA standings, and marked one
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- than $20,000, Snow recalled,since showed, among other things, the and the egg bearers. In the live
Calvin College, MIAA winner, is and also has visited Pakistan
Oostendorp. route 6; James Boes, of the best comebacks staged by a
prohibited from playing any past- a guest of that country. He has a garden of Vriesland. Mrs. Helder many races were split into two befutifulgardens and old churches bearer type, the eggs are hatched
1660 Washington St; Marcia Ruth league team in a long time. Adrian
inside the body of the female fish
season game through a faculty rul- broad interest in American social, 0f Holland, and Miss Rachel Boer divisions.
of which Scotland is so proud.
Ter Haar, 171 Highland; Lynda had a 9-5 season’s record following
economic, political and cultural 0f Zeeland were recent callers on
while the egg bearers spawn their
ing.
Toastmaster
for the evening was
Beukema, 401 Fourth Ave.
a 3-3 mark at the end of the first
affairs.Frequin, 41, was bom in Mr. and Mrs. John H. Van Welt
Box score:
the Rev. J. H. .Brinks of Sixteenth eggs in the usual manner.
Admitted Saturday were Bruce* semester.
Dr. Cavanaugh continued with a
Arnhem
and
currently
lives in at the Parkview Home in Zeeland.
Street Christian Reformed Church.
Hope (70)
Johnson, route 2, Hamilton; Mark
The defeat, Hope’s fourth in a
description of necessary equipMr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were
Nijmegen with his wife and eight
TP
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by
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school
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PF
F(i
Oudemolen,53 Cherry St; Johanna row, resultedin knocking the Dutch
ment to raise fish and techniques
recent supper guests of Mr. and
12 children ranging in age from 4 to
4
1
instrumentalistsand vocalist Jim
Hulst, 329 West 21st St; Mrs. Ben into a tie for fourth place with Riemersma. f . 4
Mrs.
Syrene
Boss
of
Galewaad.
15.
6
4
3
Lucas accompanied by Miss Al- used to keep them alive. Over. 1
Kragt, 193 West 21st St; Richard Hillsdale.Both teams ended with Buursma, f
feeding, overcrowdingand contaMr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar,
Nijmegen
(population 117,000)
0
0
16
bertha Bratt.
Benes, c .......
Burke, 22 West 26th St; John 845 records.
is a rail, manufacturing and inland Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter Haar,
o
18
2
The Rev. J. O. Handley gave gious deseases are the most conKruithoff,54 East 33rd St.; Mrs.
Hope led at halftime 38-33 as the Molenaar, g ... . 8
The 40th annual meeting of the opening prayer and devotions. mon causes of death among fish,
2
2 shipping center to Gelderland pro- Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Ensing were
3
.
0
Ritsema,
g
David Toscano, 28 West First St; Dutch got good board control from
he said.
recent callers on Bert Ensing at shareholders of the Home Furnace
0
8 vince in eastern Holland on the
2
Kathy Ham presided at the organ.
Mrs. Fred Van Slooten, route 1, center Paul Benes, plus six buckets Teusink, g ..... . 3
Dr. Cavanaugh said that raising
the home of Mrs. Gertie Rooker Co. was held Monday at the comGerman
border.
4
4
2
Group singing was. led by H. Van
1
Vander Lind, g
West Olive.
from the 6’10” athlete.
tropical fish had been a hobby of
of Jamestown.
pany
offices. Reports for the year
2
2
1
.
0
Der
Linde
with
Mrs.
Bert
Bos
acDischarged Saturdaywere Mrs. The Dutch had the best first half Thomson, f
his as a boy and about two years
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roelofs 1955 were presented and reviewed.
0
2
1
companying. Mrs. F. Klunder,
John Beereboom, 95 East Ninth foul shooting mark of the season, Woodcock, g .. i 1
ago he renewed his interest in the
were Friday guests of Mrs. J.G.J. Officers re-electedwere Vernon
president of the Eunice Aid SoSt; Mrs. James Barkel and baby, hitting on 14 straight charity tosses.
pasttime.
Van Zoeren and Mrs. R.P. Lees- D. Ten Cate, president; John W.
70
15
ciety, introduced the toastmaster.
Totals ... 26 18
137 Rita Ave.; Mrs. Harry Dornbos Hope’s zone was working and comJunior Rotarians Ron Windetma.
De
Vries, vice presiednt; Arthur
Adrian (81)
The offering taken for the schools
and baby, 204 East 38th St; Mrs. bined with a full court press premuller and Ralph Houston, attendC. Becker, secretary - assistant amounted to $443. •
5
2
21
.
8
Dale Van Dorple and baby, 390 vented the Adrian team from work- Harper, f
ing meetings for the month of Febtreasurer;Garence J. Becker, gen0
3
11
Blae and Gold Banquet
Brown, f ...... . 5
West 20th St; Mrs. Fred Bush ing in for shots.
ruary, spoke briefly and thanked
eral
manager
•
treasurer.
Mrs. William Schrier was elected
26
4
1
. 11
and baby, route 1, Zeeland; Mrs.
The Bulldogs started strong in Hughes, c
the club for its hospitality to them.
Directors electedincludingthe of- Community Ambassador
Held
by
Lakewood
president
of
BW
Chapter.
PEO,
8
2
2
Robert Nyhoff, route 2, Hamilton; the second half, and Henry Hughes Stephens, g ... . 3
ficers
were:
Daniel
Ten
Cate,
O.
P.
0
7 Monday night to succeed Mrs. A.E.
3
Dan Murray, 333 Washington; who has been the difference for Keller, g ..... . 2
Cub Scouts of Pack 3049 and Kramer, E. D. Dimnent, C. E. Speaks to Fellowship
5
5 Hildebrand, president for the past
Dorinda Lee Conklin
1
Randy De Boer, 1711 Lakewood Adrian in the second semester, be- Ohrman, f ....
their parents met at Lakewood Becker, Henry Ketel and Clarence
two
years.
The
.meeting
and
an0
2
2
The Epsilon Fellowship of First
Blvd.; Michael Degens, 15 South gan to hit. Held to three baskets Hobart, g .....
School Friday evening, for a Blue Klaasen.
Celebrates Birthday
0
2 nual election were held in the home
0
Methodist Church met in the
River Ave.; Mrs. Elmer Harper, in the first half, the big center Schroeder, f .. .. 1
and Gold banquet and presentaof
Mrs.
George
Stephens
on
West
2
0
0
Emaus Room Tuesday evening. Dorinda Lee Conklin celebrated
route 4; Mrs. Albert Alderink, 312 found the mark for eight buckets Mohn, f ........
tion of awards.
22nd St.
Don Kuite, president,conducteda ther third birthday anniversary
West 18th St.; Edward A. Grote, in the second half in leading the
Following
the dinner John Holland Seventh Graders
Others elected were vice presibrief business meeting in which Monday afternoon at a party givTotals . .. 33 17 13 84
87 West 27th St.; Mrs. Leonard Adrian push.
Victor, Cub committee chairman, Avenge Earlier Setback
dent, Mrs. L.A. Wade; recording
the treasurer’sand secretary’sre- en by her mother, Mrs. Dorman
Sowers, 398 Lakewood Blvd.;
Bob Brown and Leon Harper,
commented on the month’s activisecretary, Mrs. Stephens;corresports were given. Mrs. Jean De Conklin, at their home, 819 West
Dolores Rivera, 369 West 18th St; the other two of the big three
ties
and
Introduced
Ivan
DeNeff,
Bridal Shower Given
Holland seventh graders defeatponding secretary, Mrs. R.C.
Vries led devotions.
Mark Oudemolen, 53 Cherry St.; Bulldog front line, got in five and
25th St.
Hartigan; treasurer, Mrs. V.J. commissioner for the Chippewa ed Lakeview 39-34 in an overtime Guest speaker was Holland’s Games were played and birthRichard Burke, 22 West 26th St; four buckets respectively in the For Arlene Venstra
district DeNeff conductedan in- Monday afternoon. The game was
John Kruithoff, 54 East 33rd St; second half to aid in the drive.
Miss Arlene Venstra. April Bareman; chaplain, Mrs. Robert spection of the Cubs and present- tied 32-all at the end of regulation Community Ambassador,Miss Nell day refreshments were served.
Salm. Discussion followed her talk One of the little guests, Charlene
Bruce Johnson, route 2, Hamilton.
At the 10-minute mark, the Bull- bride-elect, was guest of honor at Vanderham; guard, Mrs. Gerald ed the awards to the following:
time.
and she answered many questions Jacques, brought a miniature birthAdmitted Sunday were Ernest dogs had pulled 10 points ahead a bridal shower given Monday Bolhuis. Mrs. Hildebrand conducted Pobcat, Ronald Thomas; Wolf,
Jim De Vries and Hog Buurma
the installation service.
about her "family” in England.
, Kleis, route 6; Willard Kruithoff, and maintained at least that much evening by Miss Shirley Venstra
day cake with three candles.
Plans for the state convention Steven Van Dyke; gold arows, stole passes and scored buckets in
Refreshmentswere served in Guests were Karen Lohman,
route 1; Luke Lam hers, 42 of a lead the rest of the game. Hope and Miss Carol Dykens at the VeriMichael Hughes, Jerome Simmons, the overtime and De Vries added
to be held in East Laming April
Graves' PL; Edwin Laarman, route went into a full court press for stra home.
David Underwood, Kenny Wright; a foal shot. These two lads had Burns Parlor by Mr. and Mrs. Al- Vicki Lou and Warren Jansen,
2; Mrs. Beatrice Allen, 58 West the final eight minutes.
Games were played and duplicate 16, 17 and 18 were discussed. silver arrows, Mickey Mlchielson, also been the big guns in the last- len Veldhuis and Mr. and Mrs. Jean, Charlene, Raymond and MarNinth St.; Mrs. Fred Ten Cate, 29
Adrian’s abilityto hit from out prizes were won by Arlene Moore, Elected delegates were Mrs. Scott Van Hekken, David minute drive that saw the winners Vearly Coffman.
ianne Jacques.
East 18th St.; Mrs. Edwin John, and Hope's tiring early in the sec- Jean Mokma, Helen Feenstra and Schrier and Mrs. Wade; alternates Underwood, Michael Fogg, Dickie overcome a seven-pointdeficit. Plans were made for an excur268 West 12th St
ond half were the main factors con- Carol Dykens. Refreshments were are Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh and Conant, and Michael Hughes.
Lakeview defeated Holland, 33-27 sion to Grand Rapids March 8 to since 1905. She was married Oct
Mrs. Bolhuis. Mrs. A.G. Buys Is
attend a hockey game.
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. tributing to the defeat,Hope Coach served by the hostesses.
Denner stripes were awarded earlier In Ihe year.
5, 1896 to Frederick Ackerman.
Dale Visscher and baby, 1824 John Vlsser reported after the
Invited were Arlene Moore, a member of the state transporta- Kenny Wright and Dickie Conant;
De
Vries led the winners with
She was a member of the Methotion
committee.
Central Ave.; Johanna Hulst, 329 game.
Frankie Ash, Jean Mokma, Mrs.
14 and Buurma had 13. Bill Nyland Mrs. Minnie Ackerman
dist Church.
Gifts to the Michigan PEO Home, assistant denner stripes, David
West 21st St; Mrs. Ben Kragt 193
Hughes, who hit for 217 points G. Feenstra,Mrs. A. Feenstra,
Underwoodand Michael Hughes. popped 14 for the losers and Allen
Survivors include the husband;
West 21st St; Henry Borgalt, in eight second semester MIAA Mrs. H. De Boe, Mrs. H. Kortman, to the InternationalPeace Scholar- Den mother pins went to Mrs. Brinkman followed with 11.
Dies in Coopersville
two sons, Harold of Lansing and
route 2, Fennville; Alan Schreur, games, led the winners with 26 Mrs. H Mokma, Mrs. R. Plagge- ship and the Michigan Cottey Col- Mildred Underwood and Mrs.
The local seventh grade plays at
Carrollof Grand Haven; one daughGRAND kAVEN (Special)
97 Walnut; Dick Valk, 218 South points. Harper was second high mars. Mrs. K. Ver Hoeven, Mrs. lege Scholarship were voted by the Charlotte Mlchielsonand their Beechwood today and at Hairing
chapter.
A
gift
also
is
to
be
made
ter, Mrs. Helen Meister of Lansing;
A.
Jansen,
Marion
Reus,
Betty
Mrs.
Minnie
F.
Ackerman,
84,
died
Maple, Zeeland; Mrs. Ted with 21.
assistants, Mrs. VirginiaWright ton Thursday.
at the ChristianRest Home In Coop- five brothers, Jesse and William
Dykema, 379 Howard Ave.; Mrs
Harold Molenaar, playing his Grien. Mrs. C. De Graaf, Gertrude to Holland’s new school, Prestatie and Mrs. Verna Fogg.
Harold Mouw and baby, 799 East final college game, paced Hope Ten Brink, Mrs. J. Hamberg and Huis.
Garden tools often become lost ersville Tuesday. Her . home Hiler of Grand Rapids, E. P. Hiler
Mrs. Buys assisted the hostess. Monthly projects were shown by
Eighth St
with 18. He got fou. of his buckets Mrs. C. Venstra.
in
the garden because they lack was at 315 Columbus St., Grand of Holland, Charles of Detroit and
The next meeting wiU be March 12 each Club and awards for their color. It will make them easier Haven.
Leroy of Lansing; two sisters, Mrs.
in the second half.
work were presented by DeNeff.
American women 6uy more with Mrs. I.J. Lubbers as hostess
She was born Minnie Hiler June Angie Mosher and Mrs. May StevAdenauer,at 80, Is the
Paul Benes, Hope’s top scorer
to
find
if
you
paint
the
handles
a
The evening closed with games
25, 1871 and had lived in this area ens of Lading and one grandson.
world’s oldest chief of this season with 244 points in 14 than 100,000 wigs a year, accord- at 576 State St., where she is work tnd movies.
brightjicolor.
ing
temporarily.
ing
to
a
Philadelphia
wig
maker.
of a major nation.
MIAA £tunef,was second high with
t
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SMASHUP — Two persons were injured and
damaged at 8 a.m. Friday in two separateaccidents

ICY ROADS CAUSE
four cars

stopped her car (right)and went to call deputies. Her car was
then struck by one (left) driven by Anthony Marine, 28, Detroit.
The cars driven by Beltran and Miss Plakke (center) were judged
total losses while damage to the other two vehicles was estimated
at $450, acording to Ottawa County deputies,who said the road
wqs a sheet
eet of gl
glare ice. Miss Plakke was also treated for minor
cuts and bruises.
(Sentinelphoto)

within a few feet of each other on Lakewood Blvd., one mile west
of River Ave. Patricio Beltran, 29, of 176 East 18th St. suffered a
fractured knee cap and cuts. His car and one driven by Carol
Plakke, 19, of 591 Lakewood Blvd., collided as Beltran passed a

bus. Minutes Jater Jane Nyland, 39, of 852 Lakewood Blvd.

Miss Boersma, Pat Nordhof

Wed

1, 1156

Library Adventures
— Arnold Mulder

GOOD START

Not one of the news reports that cherished convictionsof many peoI saw of the death of H. L. ple who take their Ideas readyMencken in late January contained made the way they take their handme-down suits of clothes. The
the fact that his lastest book Ls to
book will meet with ribald laughcome out iri May. The author just ter many of the ideas of the curhad time before death struck him rent "right-thinkers"and "do-gooddown to predict that the new book ers.”
would subject him to a new chorus
In his lifelong iconoclasmMenof abuse. Since all his life he has cken. like many of his followers
welcomed abuse of his writings,he and associates, has ridiculed many
hailed the expected depreciation ideas and points of view that dewith glee. But he died before he serve respect, even though they
could cash in on his expectation. are sometimes uncriticallyvoiced
The new book scheduled for May and advocatedby people who do
publicationby the same publisher not deserve the same treatment
who has issued all Mencken'sbooks Iconoclasts are always destroyers
is to be called "Minority Report.” of many things that deserve proThe title itself is revealing.Ever tection and perpetuation.
since he was a youngsterin his
But along with some good things,
early twenties Mencken was been, the iconoclasts usually demolish
making "minorityreports," both many things that could nbt be
in book form and in his two maga- cleared out of the way in any othzines. "The Smart Set” and "The er manner. Outworn ideas and

—

Bernord Arendshorst(left), chairman of the
Rural RelationsCommittee of the Chamber of Commerce,
Arnold Mokma, (center) and Garrell Adler, agriculture teacher
at Holland High School, inspect the Hampshire Gilt pig the
chamber helped purchase for the newly formed FFA chapter at
the high school. Mokma will keep and care for the animal until
the first litter comes along and the FFA unit will start a "pig

chain."

Chamber Gives

FFA

Flying Start

(Sentinel photo)

Who says dogs can do nothing,
except by ancestral instinct?
Your Dog’s Age
Again I am requested to repeat
my formula for determinga dog's
age in relationto that of a human
being.

'

The budding Future Farmers of
America chapter at Holland High
School is off to a "flying start”
thanks to the Rural RelationsCommittee of the Chamber of Com-

The more or less accepted method is to multiply the animal's age
by seven. Based on this theory a
dog 3 years of age compares with
a human 21 years old. However,

merce.

this is not a very accurate formula

American Mercury."(Not the

who wart born Fab. 19 at
Holland Hospital. Tha twins wara born , six days aftar the
Shoulders and their other five children had to flee from their
home which burned to the ground on 165th St., near tha Laketown Rd. The family, indudina the new twins, plan to live in a
trailer on the site of the burned out home. The pastor of a nearby
church said that if anvone is able to help the family and the
children they can call him at
(Sentinel photo)
daughters, Linda Kay and Lola Jo

8146.

De Vries-Guichelaar Rites Read

points of view and social attitudes

"Mercury” of today; it is as dif- die hard; usually they have to be
ferent from the Mencken "Mer- killed if the world is to rise above
The chamber committee,chair- to use.
cury" as a spiritedyoung girl is them. Ideas that are genuinely
maned by Bernard Arendshorst, Dogs attain maturity much soondifferent from a dried - up shrew.) worthy in themselves normally are
er
than
you
or
I.- At one year of
recently gave the FFA group 535
Mencken became so enormously vital enough to withstand such attoward purchaseof a good Hamp- age a dog attains the same maturipopular because he appeared upon tacks.
ty
as
does
a
man
in
his
early
shire Gilt pig. Idea of the contrithe American scene at a time when
FundamentallyMencken has albution was to start a pig chain in twenties.Eleven to 15 years is the
masses of Americans had become ways been a conservative.He was
normal
life span of a dog. Bearing
the organization.
fed up with platitudes. He appear- never fooled, for instance, by Sothese facts in mind you will find
ed about the time, perhaps a little cialistic movements. In the thirties
Objectiveof the project Ls to my "times 4 plus 20” formula the
earlier because he was a pioneer, he ridiculed the "proletarianmovetrain boys for farming and related
most accurate to use.
when other writers became icono- ment" and the New Deal, as in the
occupations. The pig currently is
For example,a dog one year old
clasts in fiction, in poetry, in mu- twenties he had ridiculedthe poliin possession of Arnold Mokma would be considered to be as old
sic, in art. The people of that day tical spirit that resultedin the 1929
who will care for the animal unit as a 24-year-old human <4 times
just loved to see the stuffed shirts debacle. He Jias always been an
until a litter of young pigs comes
1 plus 20 equals 24 1. A S-year-old
un-stuffed;they took delight in the extreme individualistin an age
along. Mokma then will return two dog compares in age to a man of
satire of ideas that had become when government has been trying
pigs to the FFA unit and thus put 40. A la-y ear-old-dogto a man of
wearisome catchwords. Just as the to regiment’ the lives of everybody.
the pig chain In motion.
80. The extremely rare 20-year-old
Mr. ond Mrs. Pat Rhinord Nordhof
romantic worship of the village
^Garrell Adler is agriculture dog is an old as the very rare
"Minority Report,"the coming
(Penno-Sosphoto)
spirit in Artierica was deflated by new book, will not agree with
Teacher at the high school and is human of 100.
- Miss Vivian Phyllis Boersoma and Her only jewelry was a diamond"Main Street,” so other social what everybody else is saying
the guiding hand for the newly Pat Rhinard Nordhof were married centered gold cross.
shibboleths were attacked by the about the superiority of the "Ameriformed FFA unit. The FFA is a
The matron of honor wore an mocking voice of Mencken.
at 10 a.m. Friday. Feb. 10. in
national and state organization.A Harrington Cabs Stage
can way of life.” But if it is like
electric blue ballerina gown with
It may be expectedthat "Min- Mencken ai all, it will be provocatotal of 220 high schools in the
double ring rites performedin the
white
accessories
and
carried
a
Blue and Gold Banquet
state have such organizations.
parsonage of Bethel Reformed bouquet of white mums centered ority Report.” to; be published in tive and will force any reader to
May. will do the same sort of have1 another look at his mental
There are 16 members in the club
Cub Scouts of Harrington School, Church. The Rev. Henry Rozen- with an orchid.
thing. It will go counter to the furniture.
at Holland High and Jerry Gras is Pack 3030, and their familiesgath- dal read the ceremony before the
Mr. ond Mrs. Worren Jay D« Vries
The bride's mother wore a blue
president.
(de Vries photo)
ered at the school gym Tuesday fireplace, which was decorated dress with black and white acNorth Street Christian Reformed West Cherry Ave., Zeeland.
evening for the annual Blue and with an all-whitearrangement of cessoriesand a red and white corChurch of Zeeland was decorated
Both the bride and groom are
Gold Banquet.Place cards, made calla liliesand mums.
sage of roses. The groom's mother
with palms, ferns, candelabra and graduates of Holland Christian
The bride is the daughter of Mr. wore a beige silk suit with brown
by the Cubs, were in the form of
Calvin
bouquetsof white gladioli, mums High School. The bride is a bookyellow nosegays for the mothers and Mrs. Peter Boersema of 341 accessories and a corsage of yeland pompons Friday, Feb. 17, for keeper at Zeeland State Bank and
and boutonnieres for the fathers. West 18th St. The groom is a son low and rust tea roses.
the double ring wedding of Miss the groom, who recently completed
By Peter Boggs
A wedding luncheon was served
Miniature blue and gold sleds were of Mrs. Rhinard 'Pati Nordhof of
With
Mar jorie Ann Guichelaar and War- military service in Germany, is
The Dog with Gold Teeth
made for the children.There were 257 West 11th St., and the late to 16 guests in the Centennial Room
ren Jay De Vries. The bride is the employed at Herman Miller
I remember a number of years 108 attending.
Mr. Nordhof.
of the Warm Friend Tavern.
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Furniture Co.
• go that Dr. A.E. Hodgdon. a denBy UNITED PRESS
Mrs. Harry ’’anden Brink of For going away, the bride wore John Vanden Beige & wf. to
Mrs. E.. Osterhaven gave the
tist of Needham, Mass., had a invocation and Cubmaster Norman Grand Rapids, sister of the bride, a beige satin dress with brown Henry Weaver & wf. Pt. NEU
Calvin sewed up its third John Guichelaar, 28 East Main St.,
Zeeland, and the groom is the son
sure-fire way of proving owner- Dep Uyl welcomed the parents. and Calvin E. Nordhof of Holland, and white accessories.They will be 2-5-16 Twp. Park.
Surprise Shower Fetes
straight MIAA basketball crown
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob De Vries,
ship of his collie Laddie in case William Norlin, Parent Teachers brother of the groom, attended at home after March 1 at 257 West
Josephine M. Oldenburgerto Ed Friday night with a 73-63 victory route 3. Holland.
the dog should be lost or stolen club president,spoke on behalf of the couple.
Miss Esther De Jonge
11th St.
Nyhoff & wf. Pt. Lots 7, 8 Blk. over Albion.
i) and his identity questioned. All the parents.
The bride was given in marriage
The bride's wedding gown was The bride, a graduate of Hol- A City of Holland.
It was Calvin's 12th conference
Miss Esther De Jonge was guest
Dr. Hodgdon would have had to
by her father, who also officiated
Two former Cubs were graduated fashioned of ice blue crystalette land High School, attended DavenEva Ramirez to Dick Lesters & win and gave it an overall 17-4 at the service, assistedby the Rev. of honor at a surprise bridal showdo in such an emergency was open Into the Boy Scouts. Representing featuring fitted lace and silk port Business institute and is emrecord, best in 19 years. It also
er given last Friday at the home
laddie's mouth. The collie's right Scout troop 30 were Art Taze.aar, bodice with long lace sleeves,and ployed at Carleton Cleaners. The wf. Lots 9. 10 Harrington's Add.
marked the firsttimein33year sm Dewey J. Hoitengaof Cutlerville, of Mrs. Frank De Vries. Miss De
upper incisor Was of gleaming' committeeman, and Eagle Scout a bouffant, ballerina-lengthskirt. groom, also a Holland High gradu- No. 2 Macatawa Park Grove. Twp.
uncle
of
the
bride. Mrs. Burton
marked' the first time in 33 years
Park.
gold.
Borr of Holland was organist and Jonge vyill be married March 29
Robert Kingshott.Clark Jesiek She wore a matching hat and car- ate. attended Hope College and is
that a team has taken the MIAA
In his puppyhood. Laddie broke was welcomed into the Panther ried a white pearl beaded Bible employed as an inspector at
the Rev. Harold Kammeraad of to Glen Earl De Vries.
William P. Scheele & wf. to Men- title three .straight times.
Games were played and duplithis incisor on a bone. Hodgdon Patrol and James Stephen.Fox with an orchid and satin streamers. Crampton ManufacturingCo.
no Edewaard & wf. Ix)t 291 DiekeCalvin had little trouble with Worth. 111., was soloist.
took an impression of the tooth's Patrol. They were given Scout
ma Homstead Add Twp. Holland. Albion. After piling up a 39-31 The bride chose a gown with cate prizes won by Mesdames
Norman Sneller. Don De Koster,
stump, as he would have done if manual’s from the pack.
George Veldman 4 wf. to Willie halftime edge. Calvin never was fitted bodice of rosepointlace with
Cornelius De Vrie\ Henry Pippel,
the patient had been human. Then
Awards included: Michael
Veldman & wf. Pt. W1, SE'4 19- headed. Tom Newhof paved the Peter Pan collar trimmed with iriKeith Nieboer, Lucy Bremer and
he built and fitted into place a Zeedyk and Dennis Nicol, Lion
6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
way with 24 points to take game descent sequins. The long sleeves Miss Linda De Vries. A two-course
gold tooth which matched perfectly badge, gold and silver arrow;
tapered
to
points
over
the
wrists.
1 Dick Riemersma to Katheryn scoring honors
lunch was served by Mrs. De
in shape. Moreover, the shiny false
John Hollquist,gold arrow under
In another MIAA League game, The bouffant skirt of nylon tulle
Riemersma Pt. Lot 3 Blk. 10 HowVries, assisted by Mrs. Lambert
• tooth was as serviceable as any Wolf; Kenneth Herweyer, Lloyd
had
a
front
permanently
pleated
Alma raced to a 73-57 victory
ard's Add. City of Holland.
Zylstra. Mrs. James J. De Vries,
of its fellows,and after a day or
panel and terminated in a chapelBowens and Jack Den Uyl. Wolf
Jennie M. Hyma et al to Ed over Olivet.
Mrs. Earl Hamelink a n ch Mrs.
two, it caused Laddie not the least badge and gold arrow; Jim Van
The Rhapsody in White and the Some numbers feature choral com- Nyhoff & wf. Pt. Lots 7, 8 Blk.
Sub forward Bernie Tinsley sunk length train with ruffles from waist
Melvin Graveling.
discomfort. Because of it. he could
to
tip
of
trai.i
trimmed
with
ChantiBruggen, Wolf badge, gold and Baylor Bards, choral ensetoble of positionsfrom the composition de- A City of Holland.
six important points in the closing
Invited were Mesdames Jack
bite his toughest food as well as
lly lace. Her fingertip veil of illusilver arrow; Steve Maatman, Wolf
Arthur J. Ward to lumber! Van minutes to give Central Michigan
Baylor University. Waco. Texas, partment of the School of Music.
Fletcher, George E. Stanton and
ever.
badge; Dick Kingshott,gold arrow
This group has been very popular Dis & wf. I/>t 73 Harrington's a close 94-91 verdict over Northern sion fell from a Juliet cap with
He was not the first dog. by any under Lion; Paul Busscher, Wolf will appear h*re under the auspiseed pearl trim. She carried a Henry De Vries of Grand Rapids;
on radio and television throughout Fourth Add. Macatawa Park Grove, Illinois.
means, to have this kind of de- badge; Clark Jesiek, Webelos; Karl ces of Hope College Friday, March the Southwest.
white Bible with a lace handker- Rodger Russell of Grand Haven;
Tinsley
put
the
Chips
ahead
with
Twp. Park.
Jacob De Koster. Harold De
coration in his mouth. Many years
2, at 8 p.m. in Hope Memorial
chief and white orchid.
Herpolsheimer,Pat Tynan. Carl
These young people bring a reWilliam D. Baltz 4 wf. to Christ- two minutes to go with a field
ago I saw a handsome Gordon setThe bride's sister, Mrs. Helen Koster, Henry Pippel. Cornelius
Johnston. Calvin Osterhaven, Chapel.
freshing and altogether entertain- man Lumber Company Pt. WVi goal and two free throws, then
De Vries, Jacob Lamar. Martin
ter. with a solid gold eyetooth
These touring units from Bay- ing program.
Michael Maa.ss and Bob Vanden
NE!i NE*4 NEU 22-8-16 4 pt. sunk a field goal in the last Krediet of Fort Wayne. Ind.. was Groenhof of Zeeland; Herman
placed there by his dentist master.
lor were organized in 1937 by their
matron
of
honor.
Her
gown
of
blue
The public is invited to attend. Lots 7, 11 Christman's Add. Spring seconds to registerthe win.
Bos, Bear badge with gold arrow.
I have seen other dogs whose tooth
Stremler of F e n n v i 1 e; Lucy
While on an eastern tour last Lake.
Receivingone-year service pins present conductor,Miss Martha
Center Dick Kackmeister took crystalettewas fashioned with a
cavities were filled with gold.
Bremer, Jacob Stremler, Maynard
Barkema,
professor of voice and spring, this group from Baylor vifitted
bodice
and
bouffant
skirt
of
were Karl Herpolsheimer,Carl
Robert J. Casemier 4 wf. to high point honors with 36. while
Canine dentistry is an art still
director of glee clubs, in the Baylor
nylon net over taffeta. She wore a Van Null, Arlie Bradfield,William
sited Washington and were presentJohnston, Pat Tynan, Calvin Osterhigh
for
Northern
Illinois
was
John
Arthur Reenders 4 wf. Lot 32
in its infancy. But often there is
matching jacket with Queen Anne Russell, Keith Nieboer, Norman
ed to President Eisenhower. He
haven, Michael Maass and Elmo University School of Music.
Olson with 30.
real need for its practice,to save
Miss
Barkema.
a
native of Hol- shook hands with each and talked Kooiman Add. Grand Haven.
collar
and matching hat band. Her Sneller, Herman C. De V r i e s,
Gherke.
Flint practicallywrapped up the
Ralph DeYoung 4 wf. to Arnold
teeth and help digestion.
Donald De Koster, Douglas Bowen
land and graduate of Hope Col- informally and pleasantly to the
Junior College Conference basket- cascade bouquet of yellow carnaRenders et al Lots 12, 4 pt. 13
Not Content to Bark
and Miss Linda and Shirley Ann
lege, was well-known here for her
tions
was
intwined
with
ivy.
Ruth
group.
ball crown bv defeating Dearborn,
Kooiman’s Add. Grand Haven.
There are dogs which love to Ottawa Must Furnish
activities in music circles, includBeverly Guichelaar, also a sister De Vries of Holland.
92-82.
Mary E. Anderson to Cornelius
produce more noise than they can
ing directing the Third Church
7 for Draft in April
The victory was the visiting of the bride, as junior bridesmaid
Trapp 4 wf. Pt. Lot 2 Blk. 2
achieve by mere barking. I have
Choir. She was a popular soprano Two Bound to Circuit
team's
10th in 12 conference wore an identicalgown in daffo- Albert G. Berg Diet
Cutler 4 Sheldon's Add. Grand
known several such noise-lovers. Ottawa County must furnish soloist and taught music and
games
and
Flint has only one dil yellow and carried blue carnaHaven.
One I knew used to delight in seven men for the April draft and French at Hope from 1927-29. Be- Court on Morals Counts
In DougUs Hospital
game
remaining
against cellar- tions.
Exec. Est. Anna Vander Schaaf,
* pressing a big India rubber cat, Allegan County two men, accord- sides being music director at BayMrs. Guichelaar chose for the
Donald
Skinner. 17. of 159 West Dec. to Gerrit Nyboer 4 wf. Pt. dwelling Jackson.
Albert G. Berg, 82, of 106
dozens of times in succession,with ing to county quotas anfiounced to- lor and of the Waco First Baptist
Every other team in the league occasion a wedgewood blue taf- GriffithSt., Saugatuck, died
one of his forepaws, and in listen- day by state selectiveservice Church, she supervises three choirs Eighth St., waived examinationin EH SWU 24-5-16 Twp. Park.
feta
dress,
with
white
accessories.
has lost at least three games.
Friday noon in Douglas CommunCarl C. Johnsdh 4 wf. to Frank
\ ing with evident rapture to the headquarters.
Municipal Court when he was
and a string ensemble.
Heading tonight’s packed slate Mrs. De Vries wore a dusty rose ity Hospital following a long illW.
Hannum
4
wf.
Lot
14
Parkhurst
|py's raucous squeaks. Another reMiss Barkema. after graduation arraigned Thursday afternoonon
Col. Arthur A. Holmes, state
crepe
dress
with
navy
and
white
is Michigan’s tussle with Wisconsin
ness. Born in 1873 in Nauvoo, 111.,
. joiced in hanging a loud stable selectiveservice director, said the from Hope, majored in French at a gross indecency charge. Bond of Plat, Spring Lake.
accessories.They had rubrum lily
he worked in Chicago as a salesFank W. Hannum 4 wf. to Peter at Ann Arbor. In other games, corsages.
gong with his skull for the sake April call for Michigan's draft the University of Chicago and also 5500 w'as furnished for his appearMichigan State is at Purdue,
man for a sportinggoods company
of the hideous racket it made.
boards for 351 men, is the smallest studied on a voice scholarship at ance in Circuit Court March 9. Laidal 4 wf. Pt. Lot 14 Parkhurst Detroit at Canisius, Northern IlliAttending the groom were his
until his retirement 16 years ago
A black retriever belonging to during the past year. All inductees the American Conservatory of Mu- The allegedoffense occurred on or Plat, Spring Lake.
nois at Michigan Normal, Hope brothers, Paul De Vries as best when he moved to Saugatuck.
• J. Wesley Lee 4 wf. to Edward
Paul Montgomery of Pueblo, Colo- will be assigned to the Army.
sic in Chicago. Later she attended about Dec. 24 in Holland city.
man
and
Leslie
De
Vries.
Seating
at Hillsdale,Central Michigan at
He was an active member of St.
rado, taught himself a similar
Robert R. Wasker, 36. Bauer, Meany- 4 wf. Lot 4 Blk. 26 Monthe Eastman f :hool of Music in
Alma, Detroit Tech at Olivet, the guests were Donald De Vries, Peter’s Catholic Church of
roe
4
Harris
Add.
Grand
Haven.
trick, which more than once
was
bound
over
to
Circuit
Court
Rochester,N. Y., were she reOhio U. at Western Michigan, cousin of the groom, and Herman Douglas.
Officers Introduced
brought the police on the run. Left
ceived her B. M. and M. -Mus. following examination in Munici- George Visser 4 wf. to Oarence Michigan Tech at Northlandand Guichelaar, the bride’s brother.
Survivors are the wife, Estelle;
alone on the front seat of his At Auxiliary Meeting
degrees. She holds memberships in pal Court Thursday afternoon on DeWitt 4 wf. Pt. SEH 13-6-13 Twp. Kalamazoo at Adrian.
At the reception in the church
one daughter, Mrs. Della Keller of
master's parked car, one day, he
the American Association of Uni- a gross Indecency charge. Wasker Georgetown.
basement. Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Arlington, Va.; one granddaughturned around. In doing so his head
Members of the Tulip City Rod versity Professors, Nu Phi Epsil- had previouslywaived examination Effie Kalmink to Jprome Marvin
Karsten were master and mistress
ter, Mrs. John Le Roy Witzleben
pressed accidentally against the and Gun Club Auxiliary met Thurs- on and the Associationof teachers and then was remanded back to Kalmink 4 wf. Pt. Lot 1 Blk 1 Pedestrian Injured
of ceremonies. Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis
of Arlington, Va.; three great
button of the car’4 loud horn.
Municipal Court when he appear- Marsilje'sSub. City of Holland.
day evening in the home of Mrs. of Voice.
Mrs. Sarah Rhoda, 80, of 152 East Markvluwer and Mr. and Mrs.
That was the start. Cleverly the Leon Wenzel.
The personnel of the ensemble ed in Circuit Court for arraign- George F. Bethke 4 wf. to Dore 16th St. was injured Saturday at Verne Robbert arranged the gifts grandchildren.
dog realized that the pressing of
New officers were introduced, includes students from 15 states. ment, The alleged offense occur- W. Westra 6 wf- Lot 22 George 11:30 a.m. when she was hit by and Misses Alma Vredeveld and
' the button was followed always by including Mrs. Ben Dirkse, presi- They have presented programs in red on or about Aug. 3 in Blendon Bethke Add. Grand Haven.
car on 16th St. near ColumbiaAve. Donna Huizenga served at the Motorist Strikes Bridge
a hooting sound which was most dent; Mrs. Calvin Strong, vice all parts of eastern and southern township. Bond of 52.500 was con- Carmen W. Dunton to Willis A. Driver of the car was William Mey- punch bowl. Pouring at the buffet
A car driven by Delbert Diepengratifying to his ears. Presently president; Mft. Harold Van United States anfl Mexico. There tinued.
Arnold et al Lot 91 J. C. Dunton er. 153 East 16th St. who was back- table were Misses Fannie Brink- horst, 22, of route 4. Holland, ran
he learned to keep his head press- Slooten, secretary and treasurer; are about 55 in the touring group,
Add. City of Holland.
ing out of a driveway. Police said man and Joan Kragt.
off the highway and struck a
ed aginst the button as long as Mrs. Dean Miller, recreation;Mrs. representing students from all deSherman P. Gleason 4 wf. to Mrs._ Rhoda suffered severe leg
In terms of density, black ironThe newlyweds left on a southern bridge abutment on US-31, onethe heavenly din would keep on. At Riemersma, sunshine; Mrs. partmentsof the University.
wood is the hardest North Ameri- Robert Marshall 4 wf. Lot 10 Kean bruises.She was treatedby a local wedding trip.* For traveling,the quarter mile north of M-21 SatWhen last I read about the re- Kenneth Kadwell, reporter.
The repertoryincludes sacred can wood. Found in Florida, it is Kourt, Twp. Spring Lake.
physician.
bride wore a wool beige suit with urday. Sheriff’sdeputies retriever, he was getting fewer
Lunch was served by Mrs. works from the masterpieces and so heavy that it sinks In water.
Hehry Weaver 4 wf. to Charles
chocolate brawn accessories and ported.^ damage to the right
rides— so he blew the horn while Bernard Waterway and Mr*. excerpts from choice Broadway
Rouwhorst ft wf. Lot 11 Cove Sub.
Texas produces about 30 percent a white orchid corsage. They will front and aide of the Dlepenborst
the car was in the garage.
Richard Vander Yacht.
hits, especiallyarranged for them.
Tiranla is the capitalof Albania. Twp. Grand Haven.
of the United States oil production. be at home after March 8 at 38H caf.
*
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Beaverdam

JayceesHear

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
The Beaverdam Unit of the Zee-

Sportsmen's Club Starts
Gun Safety Program Here

land Hospital League met last
Sunday, March 4
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Sunday, March 4
, Twenty-six local residentssigned
Jesus Faces the City
What Does Saviour Mean?
Mrs. Martin Voetberg. The group
up to be instructors 'Tuesday night
Automation
will
be
needed
to
Luke 19: 37-48
Isa. 53:4-12
in the first step here -of a camkeep production of goods abreast is making hospital gowns for this
By C. P. Dame
By Raymond E. Welaa
month’s assignment. The next
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
paign for gun safety.
of the rising populationin this
To the Leader: This is the first
meeting will be held March 21 at
produced by the Division of
The group met at the Tulip City
country, said W.H. Connor of the the home of Mrs. George Nlenhuis.
in a series of topics on "Familiar
C h r i s t ian Education.National
Rod and Gun club grounds located
General
Electric
Co.
in
a
speech
Present
at
this
meeting
were
Mrs.
Council of the Churches of
Terms.” It is possible to have
State
one mile west of Pine Creek
George Nlenhuis, Mrs. Leslie BekChrist in the U.S.A. and used
heard and used words like we are before Holland Junior Chamber of
School on Riley Ave.
1ns, Mrs. Arnold Huyser, Mrs.
Commerce monthly meeting at
by permission.)
going to discuss in thesq topics so
Laurence Klamer, Mrs. Harvey At the regular Tuesday noon Instruction in the handling of
Religious people who have reCumerfords Restaurant Tuesday Loedema, and children, Mrs. Ben luncheon meeting J. G. Schaub of sporting arms afield and at home
often that they become commonThe Homf of thf
ceived much and who hear and
evening.
Karsten, Mrs. George Ohlman, the State Highway Department will be handled in the training
place with no deep or clear meanHolland City New*
A good, deal of automationde- Mrs. Harry Bowman and Mrs. addressed the Lions Club on the course with Howard Working, NRA
\ Publishedevery Thurs- fail to do have a tremendous reing. Because these words have to
Jd.v by The Sentinel sponsibility. In many respects
vices are already in use in several Voetberg.
workings of the state highway qualified instructor,teachingth«
do with things concerning the Lord
/Printing Co. Office
Jerusalem was a highly favored
Industries,he said, and there are
A’cst E1R
Eighth Street, HolRobert Conner, senior student at department,telling of many prob- first group of local applicants.
it is important that they be clearA’«'St
city. Instead of profiting by the
areas in industrial produc- Western Seminary, conducted pray- lems in highway road building.He Other Rifle Club members will aid
,'and, Michigan
ly understood, so that people may
at favors the city received it rejecttion which stand on the thresh
er meeting last Tuesday evening. also conducted a question and In the program.
know,
believe
and
be
saved,
know
the pos' office a’ Holland. Mich-- ed them and sealed its own doom.
hold of full automation. When full
under the Act of Congress. March 3.
A surprise bridal shower was answer period on the planning of This group will have its first
where
they stand as Christiansand
Our advantages may be a blessing
3879.
be
able to clearly tell others automation replaces the present carried out successfully for Miss the local highways. He stated session March 20 at 7:30 p.m. in
and they may prove to be a curse.
mechanized system pf production, Harriet Vereeke on Tuesday eve- there are 9,300 miles of state high- Room 102 of Holland High School.
Cornelius Tubergen
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher
about the Gospel.
I. Jesus deserves a royal welThese people, along with any
Make nicely lettered signs, as it will come through a slow and ning by members of the Girls ways in Michigan.
TelephoneJ^9oiqi come. The Lord loved Jerusalem
carefulevolutionary process.
League for Service at the home of
Advertisingand Subscriptions 31.
follows:
"UNDERSTANDING
Lipn1 R. O. DeWeerd, business others interestedin safe gun handand its temple. When He was a
FAMILIAR TERMS." "SAVIOUR” Connor predicted that the num- her sister, Mrs. Chester Machiele manager for the Lions Sport Show, ling, will take the same detailed
The publishershall not b* ''*b-£ boy twelve years old He remained
"CONVERSION,” ber of people displaced through In- of Zeeland. Mrs. Arend Vereeke, gave a report on the coming Sport course that will be given to boys
for ar.v error or errors In printing
in the temple where His parents
"YOU." Place the first sign on the troduction#of automationwill be mother of Harriet, and Miss Vera Show . in Holland Civic Center and girls or other adults.
any advertisingunl,,*^a pl^fh(Vfn found Him. He spent considerable
much less than when manual and Brower were co-hostessesand March ?0-24. Many committees After completion of the 8-10 hour
wall in the front of the room with
a„t3V«!ur.,ndh^ubm1 time in His teaching ministry in
course these qualified instructors
tool system of production was re- served a two-courselunch. The
were appointed for the Show.
the next four signs underneath. On
the temple. Jesus planned to enter
placed by fullscale mechaniza- evening was spent playing games The Lions made nearly the 100 will head classes of 12 each and
a table right below these signs
p^a ini
hereon*:
nd in sue b rase if Jerusalem and offer Himself for
tion. With automation,there will at which duplicate prizes were
follow through all phases of the
percent attendance for the Tuesday
error so noted 1* not corrected
Funeral Services were held place an open dictionary, an open
course. An NRA identification card
the
last
time
to
that
city.
On
the
be. on the other hand, a great need awarded to the bride-to-be and
iTabimy shall not exceed
meeting.
Tuesday afternoon at Beechwood Bible and the "YOU” card with for highly skilled technicalper?uch a proportionof lheh*!‘liref *pfhe first day of the last week of His
Phyllis
Haasevort,
Ruth
Vander
Uon Herm Medema gave a re- will be given persons upon satisoccuried by the error bears to the life he entered the city riding on Reformed Church for Cornelius the ."YOU” card standing up in sonnel.
Meulen and Dorothy Vereeke. At port on the Polio Drive. He stated factory campletionof the final
whole space occupiedby such adverthe
middle
of
the
table. As the
an ass. His own disciplesand the Casey) Tubergen of Waukazoo,
Representativesof the Grand tending the party were Marilyn the total collected by the Lions examination.
tisement
Some 14 states have already
crowd of pilgrims on the way to who died unexpectedlyFriday members arrive ask each one to Haven Jaycee attended the meet- Dorothy and Alma Vereeke, Carol
was $1,901.
TERMS OK St ASCRIPTION
write what it means to them to say
passed compulsory laws making
One year. 53 00; six months. 8.00. the Passover feast in Jerusalem morning at Holland Hospital. He that Jesus is Saviour. Have them ing.
Hop, Ruth and Mary Ann Vander
Harvey De Vries, president of it necessary that all new licensees
three months. $1.00 single copy. 10c. spread their garments in the way was 51 years old.
Meulen, Linda Abel, Shirley and the Lions Club, presidedand inSubscriptions payable In advance and
Mr. Tubergen. co-owner of the put their names on these so that
and enthusiasticallyshouted, sayJudy Vereeke, Patricia Ohlman troduced the visitors who were pass a similar test before using a
w Hi he promptly discontinued
If not
you
may
use
them
in the discusgame license to hunt. The approvElectric
Motor
Service,
was
born
ing. "Blessed be the king who
Phyllis Haasevort, Luciele Hoff- John Van Tatenhove, Jr., KenSubscriberswill confer a favor by comes in the name of the Lord.” in Holland in 1905. He was a vet- sion period following your talk,
ed course could "get the jump on
man. Elaine Boersen, Mrs. Jim neth Thompson, and Mel Jousma.
reporting promptly any Irregularity
asking each one what they would
any similar legislationin MichiAll the four gospels report the eran of World War H and a memIn delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
De Jonge, Mrs. Nelson De Jonge John Vinkemulder led group singadd.
subtract
or
change
in
their
shouting of the c r o w d. And ber of the American Legion AuxA regular meeting of the Ladies Mrs. Junior Vereeke,Mrs. Gerald ing, John Swieringa accompanied gan.
definition. As part of the discussion
Don Richardsof the Educational
Jesus accepted the acclaim of the iliary.
Aid Society of the First Reformed Huyser and Mrs. Leslie Bekins at the piano and the Rev. Jerry
U5S HARD TO BE SIMPLE
Division of the Michigan ConserSurviving are the wife. Mildred; period ask various ones to tell Church was hell Thursday afterpeople. This was most unusual
Thomas Cauley, a Detroit high
how they would tell an unsaved noon. Group 3 presented a Lenten Miss Vereeke and Harvey Berens Veldman gave the invocation.
vation Department in Lansing met
for up to this time Jesus had al- two brothers. Henry and George
are planning a March wedding.
school composition teacher,has isperson
that the L/)rd Jesus is the
with
representatives in interested
Tubergen
of
Holland;
three
sisters,
ways dodged every popular demonprogram. The scripture and prayMrs. John Schreur entertained a
sued a complaint that television is
local groups Tuesday to talk over
Saviour.
stration.This event was the ful- Mrs. Peter Heemstra and Mrs.
er
was
given
by
the
president group of relatives and friends at
playing havoc with the teaching of
the setup.
L e a d e r' s talk : "What Does
filment of the prophecy of Jacob Zuidema of Holland and
Mrs. P. Madderom. Meditations her home on Thursday evening.
writing. Says this harassed teachRepresentatives and their organiMrs. Simon Helmus of Grand Rap- •SAVIOUR’ Mean?”
Zechariah
9:9.
were
given
by
Mrs.
S.
Elhart,
The Mission Guild met Thursday
er: "So many of my students are
zations include^: Ed Kampen,
1. I>et's check the dictionary.
Miss
Elaine
Lampen
was
guest
ids.
and
a
sister
in
law.
Mrs.
Mrs. J. Blankenstyn, Mrs. M. evening in the chapel. Mrs. Herman
used to the tangled plots of tele- The Pharisees were not pleased Clara Tubergen of Beaverdam.
Turn to the table, take the diction- Walters and Mrs. P. Vanden
of honor at a miscellaneous show- Holland Police Department; Len
to see so much enthusiasmand so
Berens, president, presided. Mrs.
vision, the constant action on the
ary and read what it says. Then Bosch. Mrs. J. Den Ouden and
er given last week Friday evening Ver Schreur, Ottawa County
they
said.
"Master,
rebuke
t h y
Alfred Bowman was in charge of
acreen and the frequent bursts of
give an illustrationof a savior Mrs. L. De Kraker were in charge
at the home of Mrs. Stanley sheriff’s Department; Don Schaafthe Bible Study using the word
callousbrutality to understand that disciples." The Lord told these
from everyday life, as one who of the nursery. Mrs. G. Timmer
Lampen. Games were played and sma, Harold Van Slooten. Ernie
critics
that
if
these
people
should
"Hope” for her study. Mrs. Wesley
there is beauty in writing about a
Phillips and Howard Ehrich of the
saves someone from drowning
and Mrs. J. Vruggink were host- Hungerink was in charge of the duplicate prizes awarded to Mrs. Tulip City Rod and Gun Club; Hine
hold their peace, the stones would
quiet day in the country.”
Jerry
Kuiper
is confined in St.
2. Let's check the Bible. Replac- esses.
Lloyd
J.
Lampen.
Mrs.
Francis
Mission Topic, telling about the
That complaintis not new; It immediatelycry out. He meant to Mary’s Hospital where he under- ing the dictionary, take the Bible
Van Der Heuvel, Holland Fish and
The women of First Reformed work in the Leprosy Colony. Mrs. Meiste, Mrs. Robert Lampen and Game Club; Charles Madison,
merely has taken on a new form say that if human voices would went surgery last week.
in which you may have placed Church mission societies met at
Mrs.
Albert
Lampen.
A
two-course
Herman Berens gave a report of
with the coming of TV. The teach- keep silent at such a time then
Rotary Club; Louis Van Ingen. rt,
Wednesday evening the American your notes for your talk.
the church Tuesday, February 21. the meeting of the delegates was lunch was served by Mrs. Stanley
ers of a century ago were as stones would become vocal.
Herm Prins and Working, Holland
Seating Choir of Grand Rapids will
a. The Bible defines Saviour in The meeting was in charge of Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Justin
n. Jesus is grieved over unbeheld recently. Mrs. Jim Klynstra
familiar with the basic problem
Rifle Club; Joe Moran, Holland
present a program at the local terms of the Lord Jesus Himself A. Vander Waa, president of the
and Mrs. Chester Machieleserved. Dannenberg.Invited were Mes- High School and RecreationDeas are the unhappy instructorsof lief. When Jesus came near Hall under the auspices of the
(Matt. 1:21 and Luke 2:11).
Service Chain, Mrs. L. Meengs There were 16 members present. dames Henry A. Lampen, Harvey
Jerusalem He wept over* it. Jerupartment; Bert Kraai, Farmer's
this televisionage.
Jamestown Public So^ool. The b. The Bible tells why men need gave the prelude after which Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted De Jonge, Lampen, Albert Lampen, Robert Union; Clare Broad. Parks DiviSimply and bluntly stated, It’s salem was a religious city, the public is invited.
a Saviour.
L.A. Van Kley conducted the song Sharon and Jack were visitors with Lampen. Myron Hoffman, Kenneth sion of ConservationDepartment
hard to be simple. Terribly hard. temple was in it, priests of God
The Rev. Harold Englund of Zee(1) Sin separates men from God
service. The devotional service Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Boer and Dannenberg. Albert Meiste, Tom and Harold Bowditch. Ottawa
ministered
in
the
temple
and
the
Even those who are fundamentally
land was guest minister at the Re- Isa. 59:2.
McCune, Willis Lampen, James County Conservation officer.
was presented by Mrs. B. Poest. family Friday night.
stupid can, with a little practice, law of God was taught there— and formed Church Sunday evening.
<2> Sin must and will be punishA duet "My God and I” was Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman Lampen, Lloyd J. Lampen. Floyd Bill Wenzel, president of the
use many - syllabled words and yet Jesus wept over the city. It Rev. P. Alderink preached at the
ed. Rom. 6:23a.
presented by Mrs. H. Karsten and and Laurie entertainedSaturday Boerman. Robert Dykstra, Francis Tulip City Rod and Gun Club, preinvolved sentences.When they are is in place to ask— w’hat is Jesus
Hamilton Reformed Church.
(3t Sin has already killed the Mrs. P. Wiersma of the Third
Meiste, Earl Snay, Louis Neyasked to say a thing in such a saying to the cities of our day and
Mrs. Alice Struik returned to real life God gave man. Eph. 2:1 Christian Reformed Church. The night with a dinner, having as their meiyer and the Misses Delores sided at the meeting.
to
its
churches?
Jesus
knew
the
guests,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerben
Kuyway that everybody can understand
her home on Saturday from St.
(4) Sin has put men in Satan' offertoryprayer was given by Mrs.
ers, Bonnie, Marcia and Kristi of Lampen and Faye Meiste and the
it they are more or less helpless. attitude of the city towards Him
Mary’s Hospital where she spent power. Eph. 2:2.
A. Vander Waa and the offering Borculo and Mr. and Mrs. Harry honored guest,
Television is by no means the and what the consequences of that
several days for observation. She
(5i Sin is so great no man can was designated for the Overseas
Bowman. The occasion was in hon- A congregationalmeeting was
only villain in the play. Much con- attitude would be. He knew the had been at the home of her chilsave himself1 from it. Isa. 64:6 Chinese Work in the Philippines.or of Harry Bowman whose birth- held in the Reformed church last
temporary poefry is so completely city would reject Him and rejec- dren. Mr. and Mrs. Ted Aalsburg,
Rom. 3:20. Eph. 2:8-9.
A duet was presented "It Took a day was the 25th and Laurie, week Thursday evening, at which
estranged from the realities of tion would bring tragedy to the for a few days before coming
c. The Bible tells us Jesus
time a call was extended to the
Miracle"by Mrs. H. Karsten and whose birthday was the 26th.
real men and women that the stu- city. The city refused to see its home.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Hungerink Rev. William Rosenberg of
dent of Compositionwho studies sinfulness. Its sinfulness blinded Laverne Ter Haa^ is enjoying the Saviour men need because He Mrs. P. Wiersma.
can change our condition.
Mrs. Joseph Esther, missionary and children, Karen Beth and Waupun, Wis. It was also decided
it gets the unconscious impression the city. Sin still blinds people.We
West Ottawa Soil Conservation
several days furlough at Jhe home
(1) He died on the cross taking to the overseas Chinese in the Craig Allen spent Friday evening to build an addition to the church
that language is meant to conceal know that forty years after Jesus of his parents.Mr. and Mrs. Henry
district cooperatorsshould have
thought Such students just natural- uttered His solemn words about Ter Haar. He will return to an the penaltv of our sin for us. Isa Philippines,was the speaker. She with Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Kuyers on the west side for more class- received their tree order cards
53:4-12. John 1:29. I Peter 2:24.
also gave the closing prayer. Ush- and daughters in Borculo.
rooms and to again help a church
ly feel contempt for so simple a Jerusalem that the city was be- Army Base in Alabama.
by this time, according to Clarence /
poem as, say, the Twenty-third sieged. its houses raised to the Mr. and Mrs. Iran Stilwill of (2) He has the power to make ers were Mrs. J. Walters, Mrs. L. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Veldman in Canada financially. The church Reenders,chairman.
Psalm. Since beginners in writing ground and its inhabitants slaugh- Grand Rapids were Sunday guests life anew. Heb. 9:25. John 3: 3-4 Pluister.Mrs. R. Morren, Mrs. of Grand Rapids called on Mr. and at London. Ontario, of which the
Those interestedin obtaining
D. Vanden Berg. Mrs. A. Van Mrs. Ed Veldman Saturday after- Rev. H. Fikse is pastor, was
learn by imitation in most cases tered because the oity refused to of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. R B 14-16, John 5:24-26.
trees at the districtnursery are
3. Let’s check you. Replace the Kley, and Mrs. M. Walters. In noon.
chosen.
is it any wonder that they cannot accept His authority.
urged to return their cards listing
Stilwill. also attending the evenBible, pick up the "YOU" card charge of the decorationswas
New address of a serviceman— preferences as soon as possible. It
Chris De Jonge returned to his
understand that “there is beauty
ID. Jesus objects to unrighteous- ing service here.
The fullnessof the meaning
Mrs. P. Van Kenenaam. The host- home last week from Excelsior Pvt. Alvin Dykhuis.U.S. 55554637
in writing about a quiet day in ness. The royal entry took place
is necessary that the superinThe Home Economic Club met
esses were: Mrs. C. Roelofs, Mrs. Springs, Mo., where he underwent Co. B, 1st B.N., M.T.C., Brook
the country?”
on Sunday. On Monday Jesus Thursday evening. Their leaders. "SAVIOUR” -must be known
tendent know how many trees to
Army Medical Center, Fort Sam lift so there will be no delay in
And then .there are the govern- came back to Jerusalem and Mrs. H. Van Klompenberg and personal faith, just correct defini- G. Huizinga. Mrs. Burton Poest, surgery a few weeks ago.
The sacrament of Baptism was Houston.Tex.
ment bureaus with their “gobble- chased out of the temple those Mrs. F. Van Noord gave the les- tions are not enough. You may Mrs. R. Karsten, Mrs. W. Van
filling orders.
, degook.” Normally those govern- who were selling animals for sac- son on "Home Cleaning Methods know the Lord Jesus as you Asselt. Mrs. L. Davis. Mrs. A. administeredto Keith Allen Huy- Mrs. Stanley Overbeek the for- It appears that all stock will be
Van Dyke. Mrs. P. Pyle. 'Mrs. G. ser, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. mer Thresa Schaap had her memSaviour if you see you need
ment releases use 50 words to say rificial purposes and the money and Equipment.
in good supply with the possible
Saviour and trust Jesus as the Walters, Mrs. A. Mulder.
Willis Huyser in the Sunday morn- bership transferred from the local exception of spruce and white pine.
something that could be more changers.Once before Jesus had
Philip Huizenga, who is attending
Dr. D C. Bloemendaal of ing church service.
Saviour you need.
Christian Reformed church to If orders exceed supply it may be
clearlystated in five. And although cleansed the temple of this traffic
the University of Michigan,spent
In closing, give an opportunity Zeeland, has been named as one
Christian necessary to place limits on these
The Rev. Francis Dykstra from East S a u g a t u
the most stupid can master such but it had come back again. The
the weekend with his parents. Mr.
for any who might want to. to con- of a number of alumni to organ- the Harlem Reformed Church Reformed church.
language without any trouble, it is priestlyhouse of Annas got all the
two species.
and Mrs. Arden Huizenga.
fess the Lord Jesus as their ize classes for the annual spring preached in the Reformed Church
The Rev. Lambert Ponstein of
natural that the high school stu profits. The traffic was interfering
Present orders for Scotch pine
Three young men, James Koo
reunion of Huron College of Huron, last Sunday morning. Norman Hope College was guest minister
Saviour.
dents of Composition should use it with the worship of the Gentiles
total approximately 900,000, and
man, Allen akkrn, and Henry
S. D. Dr. Bloemendaal
a Penning, seminary student occu- in the Reformed church Sunday.
as a model.
the nursery inventory includes
in the court of the Gentiles. The Young are confined in St. Mary's
member of the class of 1921.
pied the pulpit for the evening ser- In the morning service the choir about one and quarter million
It is extremely hard to write, so honesty of these traders was also
Hospital with fractures and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chris
Ver
Planke
sang the anthem "In the Valley of Scotch.
vice.
that what is written shall mean questionable for Jesus said that
scratches they suffered when they
of
have returned from a 3-weeks vaA new address: Pvt. Willard Peace" and in the evening the
the same thing to the wise and they made His Father’s House a were in an accident Friday even(
cation in Florida.
the simple. But the effort is tre- den of thieves. We know that the
Driesenga. US. 55555972, 146th junior girls chorus sang "Farther
ing when their car struck an
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Van Ommen, Sig. Co. 6th Armored Division,Fort Along". The Rev. Clarence Groups Will Exchange
mendously worthwhile.The De- authoritieshated Jesus all the abutment on the road to Zeeland,
to
who have spent several weeks in Leonard Wood. Mo.
Denekas of Bentheim will have Favorite $a}ad Recipes
troit high school teacher deserves
more because he interfered with near the former Forest Grove
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and other
The Girl’s League for Service charge of the prayer meeting and
sympathy in making his age-old their profitablebusiness.The pock- station.
John Vroon. surgical resi- southernpoints of interest,have meets Thursday evening in the teachers meeting on Thursday eveplea now that the new gadget of ets of many people are sensitive.
"Seasonal salads" is the topic
Mr. and Mrs. Rein Hoeksema of
TV may be adding to the difficulties The determination of the enemies Dorr and Mr. and Mrs. M. Do dent at Butterworth Hospital, returned home.
chapel at 7:45 p.m. Vera Brower ning.
which will be discussed at the
Grand
Rapids,
will
speak
at
the
Jack Sneller and Keith Nyenhuis, and Shirley Vereeke will be the
Jim Kleinheksel who was injur- meetings held for leaders of the
of the teachers.
of Jesus to get Him out of the Groot of Hudsonville visited with semi-annual meeting of the Christseniors of Zeeland High School, leaders. The Roll Call word is ed in a truck accident a few weeks
Ottawa County Home Demonstraway increased because of his in- Mr. and Mrs. H. Bowman after the ian Reformed Unit of the Holland went to Selfridge Air Force Base
"Think." Donations for this month ago was able to return home from tion Groups in March.
terference with the temple traffic. Sunday evening service.
Mrs. Elenbaas Reviews
Hospital Auxiliary.
at Mt. Clemens to undergo exam- are childrens socks.
Holland Hospital last week
An exchange of favorite salad
1. Jesus offered Himself to
The meeting will be held Thurs- inations for admittanceto the Air
The annual Mission Syndicate Thursday.
Book at Resthaven Meet
recipes
will be included along with
Jerusalem and was rejected.
day at 7:45 p.m. at Holland Heights Force Academy in Colorado.
banquet of the Holland-Zeeland Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lampen suggestionsas to how to serve
Mrs. Don Elenbaas presented an
2. We either accept or reject
Christian Reformed Church.
Rev. Brink from Bethany Christ- Classisof the Reformed church for and Mrs. and Mrs. Henry A.
inspiringhook review on "I Passed Jesus.
salads and the food values
Dr. Vroon is a medical mission- ian Reformed Church in Holland the Zeeland churcheswill be held
Lampen returned home last week to be found in a good salad.
for White” at a meeting of Rest3. It costs much to reject Jesus.
Mrs. Donald Buiskool wos guest ary from Pakistan,now on fur- was guest speaker at chapel exer- Thursday. March 8, at 6:45 p.m. Wednesday from a few weeks stay
haven Guild last Friday evening
The dates are as follows:Tues4. Jesus is rejected for various
soloist
at the Sunday evening lough. A native of Grand Rapids, cises in Zeeland High last Mon- The speaker will be the Rev. J. in Florida. Mr. and Mrs. Myron day. March 6 at Zeeland City Hall
in the parlors of Central Avenue reasons in these days.
he was educatedat Calvin College day. He spoke to the students on Butyn of Kalamazoo, secretary of
Kollcn and family of Detroit were at 10 a.m. and Thursday. March
church service.
Christian Reformed Church. The
5. Modern Christians need more
the board of Foreign Missions of weekend guests of relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Vruggink and University of Michigan. He "SeekingGod”.
book written by Mary Hastings enthusiasmfor their Lord.
8 at Allendale Town Hall at 10
Zeeland High School’s newspa- the Western District. This meeting Mr. and Mrs. Lew Altena of
and hoys of Jenison were Sunday interned at Harper Hospital in DeBradley, portrays the life of Reba
a.m.
6. A militant attitude towards
troit.
per,
The
Peeper,
won
a
state
ceris
sponsored
by
tl\e
Mission
Synevening visitors at the home of
Holland were Sunday evening
Lee, who through many touching evil is Christian.
Mrs. Andrew Van Klompenberg.>
In 1941. Dr. Vroon went to India tificate (or taking part in the tu- dicate for the purpose of promotMr. and Mrs. Herman Brink.
guests in the Martin N i e n h u l s
and trying experiences in life later
a member of the Star-Jamestown
under
the
United
Presbyterian berculosis campaign. There were ing a greater active interest in
Mr. Sebus Berghorst submitted
home and attended church serv- group, will assist Mrs. Grace
realized that truth, honesty and
to
major surgery last week Sat- Board of Foreign Missions. He re- 19 other schools receiving awards, Missionsamong church men and ice with them. Relatives attended Vander Kolk. Home Demonstration
‘Every
Family
Has
One’
religion are the essentialfacts in
turned
the
next
year
during
the out of which 10 were picked for tp raise funds for their $600 share
urday morning at Blodgett Hospithe funeral service for Alice Agent, to present the lesson.
a person s life in order to be truly
partition of India disturbances. He national judging. This is the fifth at Cook Christian Training School
To Be Given in Zeeland
Klumper at D y k s t ra Funeral
tal.
happy.
was medical directorof the United year in which The Peeper has won and other mission projects. Tickets chapel last week Saturday. Miss
The Junior class of Zeeland High
Mrs. M. Dt Vries, religious School is making final prepara- Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen Christian Hospital in Lahore, this award.
can be secured from Herman Klumper was born in Overisel and Washington School PTA
of North Blendon visited Mr. and
chairman, told of various activitions for their play. "Every Fam- Mrs. Harold Vruggink and chil- Pakistan, for three years, beginSupt. Julius Schipper of Berens or Sherwin Hungerink for lived here until 15 years ago when
ties and programs that are arning in 1949. and in 1952 was made Zeeland High and Henry Geerlings,
Has Fan Night, Sapper
ily Has One.” which will be pre- dren Sunday evening.
those interested from the local she moved to Holland. Burial was
ranged from time to time at the
director
of
the
Sielkat
Mission president of the school board, at- church.
sented March 21, 22 and 23 at the
Miss Jeanne La Huis was guest
in the local cemetery.
Resthaven Home and Mrs. Wil- school.
tended the American Associationof
Mr. and Mrs. Nelford Diepen- Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lampen Fun Night and supper sponsored
of honor at a bridal shower given Hospital.
liam Dc Roo chairman of the
by the Washington School ParentMusical selectionsfor the even- School Administratorsconvention horst and daughterSuzanne from
Mrs. Rose Maatman. the direc- by Miss Helen Vruggink and Mrs.
left Tuesday for San Diego, Calif, Teacher Associationattracted a
project comm Hire, emphasizedthe
tor, has chosen the following cast: Arthur Petroelje at the latter’s ing will be presentedby a trio in Atlantic City. The convention Benton Harbor were visitorswith to visit their daughterand son-infact that the Resthaven Guild is
large group of parents, children
Penelope Reardon, played by home last week Friday evening. from Prospect Park Church. Mrs. consistedof business meetings and their sister and brother-in-law,Mr. law Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dykstra.
again planning the semi-annual
and teachers Tuesday night.
Carol Hop; Laura Reardon. Nor- The invited guests were members Glenn Mannes will preside.
exhibitsof school equipment, such and Mrs. Arnold Huyser and Mr. Dykstra is stationed there
rummage sale in March. Mrs. A.
Supper was .served at 5:30 p.m.
ma Knoll; Mrs. James Parker, of the 1952 graduating class of Not only members, but all per- as school furniture,books, sports daughter, Peggy Sunday.
with the navy.
and concessions opened at 6 p.m.
Dogger, president, was in charge
Judy Lokers; Essie, Karen Deur; Hudsonville High School. Present sons interestedin hearing the fea- and band equipment,etc. One of
Maurice Huyser left last Monday
Included in the concessions were a
of the meeting and Mrs. R. BaarNana Reardon. Mary Schipper; were Mesdames Roy Brown, Don- tured speaker are invited to at- the displays was the "Fleetwood for Excelsior Institute and Hospital
spook house, game rooms, candy,’
man conducteddevotions.
tend.
Flexible School Furniture,” made at Excelsior Springs, Mo. He was
pop com and balloon rooms, cake
New meml>ers of the Protestant ReginaldReardon. Ron Komejan; ald Mulder. Delvin Hoezee and
by the H. L H u b b e 1 Co. in to undergo surgery Monday.
Marcia Reardon, Marcia Myaard; Misses Shirley Koning. Marilyn
walk, parents’ rogue gallery,funand Sixteenth Street Christian ReZeeland.*
The choir sang at the Sunday
Warry Reardon. Ron Beyer; Takken. Bonnie De Weerd and De- Family Gathering Held
ny hats and painted faces, baked
formed churches were welcomed.
Dr. and Mrs. William Winter of
The choir of Central Avenue James Parker. Ron Bekius; Sher* lores Geurink. The evening was At William Wierda Home Holland will be guest speakers at evening service instead of the Admitted to Holland Hospital goods, movie room, white elephant
morning service last Sunday. They Tuesday were Pete Armstrong, auction, funny photo room, funnv
win Parker, Fred Velthuis; Lily happily spent In playing games
Church under the direction of Marthe Zeeland Literary Club Tues sang "On the Wing of a Whispered
New Richmond; Mit. Donald Rice, books and bubble gum and coat
vin Baas sang “Dear I/)rd and Reardon, Shirley Ver Beck; Todd after which a two course lunch
Galloway,Karen Deur.
was served. Beautiful gifts were A family gathering was held Sat- day, Feb. 28, at 3 p.m. in the Prayer" and "The Precious Blood 166 Fairbanks Ave.: Roger Brede- check room.
Father of Mankind” and "Father
urday evening at the home of Mr. city hall auditorium. Mrs. Winter of Jesus Cleanseth Me.”
The stage crew includes Lee received by the bride-tobe.
Proceeds of the evening will be
weg, route 1, Dorr; Andrew Hyma,
in Heaven.” accompanied by Mrs.
and Mrs. William Wierda, 89 West will tell of a European motor tour
Mr. and Mrs; Stanley Posma and
Schuitema, manager; Junior Esused for improvements and equipJohn Tibbe.
19th St.
potluck dinner was taken with her husband and chil- children with Mr. and Mrs. Pres- 349 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Henry SierHostessesfor the evening were sink. Larry Van Noord, Ken Joost- Flint Physician Dies ;
served. The evening was spent dren in the spring of 1954. She ton Brunsell and family from Hol- sma, route 2; Joanne Visser, route ment for the school.
4.
the Tryphosa and Deborah socie- herns and Wes Wiggers.
sociallyand pictures were taken. will illustrate thia tour with color
land and Mr. and Mrs. Ted De
On the ticket committee are Rites in Grand Haven
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs.
ties of the entertainingchurch.
Invited were Mr. and Mrs. John
slides. Mrs. Paul Van Dort will Vries and children from Hudson- John Lawson, route 2; Mrs. Fred Pleads Not Gailty
Marilyn Rybsburger,Naida Staal
Wierda, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis WierGRAND HAVEN (Special)
and in charge of makeup are GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Dr. da, Mary Lou and Nancy Jean, present a vocal solo and Mrs. ville were supf>er guests of their Bertsch, 135 Oakwood; Mrs. WilHolland Man Fined
Jackie Vander Hulst, chairman, Arthur J. Reynolds,75, born and Mr. and Mrs. Harv Wierda, Carol, Chris Plasman and Mrs. Edward parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Posma liam Valkema, 184 West 17th St.; Mrs. Amelia W. Roth, 50, Grand
in honor of their mothers birthday Joanne Visser, route 4; Mrs. Rapids, pleaded not guilty when
Jean Styf, Arlene Cramner, Nor- raised in Grand Haven, died Sun- Betty, Judy and Connie, Mrs. Poest will be hostesses.
GRAND HAVEN (Specialarraigned on a drunk driving
The East Zeeland Home Exten- anniversary Sunday.
Clarence L. Hill, 53, of 165 Man- ma Keppel and Rose Hoffman.
Henry Siersma, route 2.
day at his home in Flint. He was Margaret Marllnk, Violet and BarMr. and Mrs. Marvin Huyser of
ley St.. Holland appeared ini Other committeesinclude ushers born June 19, 1880, in Grand Hav- bara, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Oppcn- sion Gub met at the home of Mrs.
Hospitalbirths include a son, charge in Justice F. J. Workman’s
Grand Haven Municipal Court —Don Capel, Norma Vander Pop- en, and attended local schools. He huizen. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Nord- Peter Barense on TTiursday eve- Kalamazoo were week-end visitors William Craig, bom Tuesday to court in Spring Lake Feb. 29 and
Monday afternoon on a charge of pen, Shirley Bowman. Marilyn graduated as an M. D. from the hof, David. Joan and Barry, Mr. ning. Mrs. Herman Hulst and with relativeshere and in Hudson- Mr. and Mrs. Warren Stien, 1525 furnished $150 bond for trial to be
Houseman, N.E., Grand Rapids; set later. Mrs. Roth was arrested
allowing an unlicensed person to Vereeke, Les Den Bester, Verne University of Michiganin 1904 and and Mrs. William Rauch, Tommy Mrs. Ward Keppel presentedthe ville.
The P.T.A. of the Christian a daughter, Lori Ann, bom Tues- as the result of an accident at
drive and paid $15 fine and $5.50 Huyser and Joyce Vredeveld; pub- had practiced medicine in Flint for and Gary, Mr. and Mrs. William lesson on "Cleaning with Ease
costs. *1116 charge by city police is licity— A1 Klingenberg,chairman, 52 years. His father was the late Wierda, Ronald, Sharon, Joyce and The March meeting will be held School will meet Friday evening at day to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nien- 2:10 p.m. Tuesday at the junction
at the home of Mrs. Harold 8 p.m. in the chapel. The Film huis, route 1; a daughter, Sue of M-104 and US-31. Driver of
the result of the arrest of his son. Norma Vanden Bosch, Mary Dr. John N. Reynolds.
Kathy.
“PreciousJewels" which pictures Ann, bom Tuesday to Mr. and the other car was Harley Erick-*
Warner. 17, on Feb. 26, for driving Bloemsma, June Dykgraaf, Nella
He is survived by three daugh- Out-of town guests were Mr. Beltman.
the work of the Children's Re- Mrs. Donald Rice, 166 Fairbanks son, 67, Spring Lake. Both car*
with no operator's license. The Ter Haar, Keith Smits, Gary ters, one son, a sister, Miss Jessie and Mrs. William Evink of Otsego.
Djakarta,capital of the young treat will be shown. There will also Ave.; a son bom today to Mr. and were considerablydamaged and
father also paid his son's fine and Congdon; costumes — Lois De N. Reynolds of Grand Haven; Unable to attend were Mr.‘ and
costs which amounted to $15 fine Jonge, Lois Schrotenboer and eight grandchildren and four great Mr. FJoyd Wierda and Sue Ellen republic of Indonesia, is the larg- be special music. All parents and Mrs. Corstian Klein, 88 East 16th Mrs. Roth was lodged in the counfriends are Invited.
St.
ty, jail until this morning.
est city in southeastern Asia.
and $6.10 costs.
Carol Christensen.
grandchildren.
of Pompano Beach, Fla.
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Dykema
Succumbs at Home

1, 1956

Mrs. Louis

Ottawa County

Mrs. Gertrude Dykema, 71, died
Sunday morning at her home. 51

Safety Council

Holland Christian
Trustees Approve

East 20th St., after a short illness.
She was bom Feb. 24. 1885. in
Holland to the late Mr. and Mrs.
Bill
Albert De Weerd. On Aug. 24. 1918,
she marfied Louis Dykema. She
was
member of Fourteenth Holland Christian board of trusRep. perald R. Ford, Jr, of
Street Christian Reformed Church tees adopted the recommendations
Grand Rapids has asked the House and the Ladies Aid Society.
of its educational committee WedInterstateand Foreign Commerce
Surviving are the husband; a nesday night and voted to hire five
Committee to give favordble con- daughter, Mrs. Wesley (Frances) additional teachers for the school
sideration to his bill to require Vryhof of Grand Rapids; two sons, year 1956-57. A conflict had forced
Harold of Lansing and Alvin of the , postponement of the board
railroad cars to display reflectorHolland; nine grandchildren; two meeting until Wednesday night.
ized material on their sides.
sisters.Mrs. Ida Atwood of MilThree of the new teachers are
In a letter to Rep. Percy Priest waukee, Wis., and Miss Elberta De slated for duty in the high school,
Weerd of Holland; three brothers. Supt. Bert P. Bos reported. The
(D-Tenn.), chairman, Rep. Ford
emphasizedthe backing of the In- Simon, Ollie and Albert De Weerd other two will work In the grades.
Two of the new high school teachterstate Commerce Commission of Holland.

5

Backs Ford’s

New Teachers

a

for the proposed legislation, and
the frequencyof after-dark cartrain accidents in Michigan.
Ford’s proposal would direct the
ICC to establish rules whereby
railroad cars would display reflectors. Purpose of the bill is to
reduce the number of car-train
accidentswhere autos run into the
sides of unlighted trains at night.
Ford quoted Anthony Arpaia.
ICC chairman,who said this type
of protection at unguarded grade
crossings "would be well worth
the expense involved."

ers.

MrsJ.P.Oggel

HesatAge91
Mrs. J. P. Oggcl, a long - time
leader in civic and church affairs,
died at 9:15 a.m. Monday at the

Ebenezer Convalescent Home,
where she was taken last Wednesday. Mrs. Oggel. whose home was
at 157 East 26th St., was 91 years

He also cited 1955 Michigan
Mrs. Helene Deschamp#

Adams

Authoress, Store Clerk

Writes of Experiences
ALLEGAN

-

Mrs. and shame as her daughter's role
pin- as a spy found her in the employ of
ning her hopes for a continuing life first the Vichy secret police and
in America for herself and her later the German Gestapo. But it
five-year-old daughter on the com- was a necessary precaution as the
pletion and sale of a book based mother was later questioned many
on her experiences in five years times about her daughter by Vichy
as a secret agent for the French and German agents.
Helene's duties in the underunderground,the U. S. Offices of
StrategicSendees and Army intel- ground began with the routine job
of going to Marseille once a week
ligence.
A store clerk by day and an au- to pick up copies of papers and
thoress by night, she said that sale pamphletswarning the French of
of the book constitutesher "last the German s real motives. She al
so helped many students to eshope" for remaining here. Widowed
in 1933 when her American hus- cape to North Africa rather than
band, Forest Adams, a former join forced labor battalionsin Ger(Special'

Helene Deschamps Adams is

State Police tigures showing that
77 persons were killed in cartrain accidents, and 39 of these
persons or 51 percent were killed
during hours of darkness
State Police figures show that
in 1954. there were 87 persons killed in Michigan car-train crashes,
with 65 deaths occurring in uiral
areas and 29 of them at county
road crossings. Of the 71 fatal
accidents in 1951. there were 32
or almost half occurring in the
open country.
During the past four years, the
State Police report, 341 persons
have been killed in Michigan cartrain accidents, and 116 of these
have died in after-dark crashes.
Of 509 such accidents picked at
random. State Police said 44 per-

old
She was born in Mount Pleasant
the late Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Bright. She had come to Holland
as a young woman and was employed by the telephone company
here. On July 5. 1888, she married John P. Oggel.
Mrs. Oggel was a member of

Hope Reformed Church and was
active in the Women's Missionary
and Aid Societies. She was a charter member of the Woman's Literary Club and served as its president from 1912 to 1915. §he was
instrumental in having the present
club house built. She also was a
member of the Century Club and
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution.

Surviving are a son. Dr. M.
cent occurred during hours of Verne Oggel, pastor of Community

darkness, and 50 percent of these
resulted
motor vehicles
struck sides of trains.
Ford's proposal has the enthusi-

when

one man and one woman,

would help

Church at Glen Rock. N. J.; a
great granddaughter, Sharon Westervelt of Spindale, N. C.. and a

in the physical educa-

Fendt's Auto Service

The other teacher
is necessary to help reduce the
load amongst the present high
school faculty, Bos reported.
The superintendent reported that
the faculty and board had voted
recently to Inauguratea limited To Detect
physical education program in the
high school. Bos said, since the
The source of any "faulty motor
program is limited, he expects that trouble” whether electrical,carthe physical education teachers buretor or compression, can easiwill also be able to teach sdme
ly be detected by the use of the
other high school subjects.
Allen Motor Analyzer.

tion department.

Mrs. Roy R. Beard Dies

Marriage Licenses

Analyzer Used

Ottawa County
At Douglas Hospital
Paul Bruizeman, 19. and Lois
Mrs. Goldia Beard, 40, wife of
DeWeerd, 18; Thomas W. Knowles,
25, and Shirley Y. Kammeraad, 22, Roy R. Beard of Douglas, died
all of Holland; Howard Scholtcn, Saturday evening in Douglas Hospi20, Hudsonville,and Marilyn Thres- tal, where she had been a patient
sa Woudwyk, 17, route 3. Holland; for six weeks. Born in 1915 in
Peter Van Houw, 62. and Nellie Green county, Ark., she came to
Strabblng. 68, both of Holland; this vicinityfive years ago. She
Harvard Borons. 20, route 1. Hamil- attended the Assembly of God
This is one of the many devices ton. and Harriet Vereeke, 19, route Church of Fennville.
Survivingbesides the husband
used by the Fendt s Auto Service 2. Zeeland;. Roger Vernon Van
equipped to service any make of Wieren. 23. Holland, and Hah Mae are two daughters. Mrs. Vernon
Taylor of Detroitand Betty Sue at
car.
Hondred. 19, Byron Center.
home.
Another service provided by the
company is the repairing of 'the
Hats of the early Middle Ages
automatictransmissions.Special were comparativelysimple caps
The ladles of China and' other
equipmenthas been purchased en- or hoods, hut in the 14th and 15th eastern countries dye their hair,
abling the mechanics to provide centuries,extravagant and eccen- the juice of the petals of the hibisthe best in repairing of hydra- tric shapes and proportions were cus being in general use for that
matic and other automatictrans- developed.
purpose.

Trouble

Increasing enrollment also forc-

ed the educational committee to
recommend two additional grade

school teachers. Bos said, under
present plans, a new first grade
section will be set up in the South
Side school and a third section o
the fourth grade in the Central
Ave. And Fifteenth Street schools
The board also discussed various
other problems dealing with the
ever increasing enrollment. In furmissions.
ther action the group also reapFendt's Auto Service, located at
pointed teachers in grades kinder344 West 16th St., and owned and
garten through 12 for the coming
operated by Henry Fendt. mainschool year.
tains a large supply of auto parts
for nil makes of cars. Other services include general repairs, humping and painting,lubrication, washing and overhauling and tire repairing. They also sell the White
Rose Gasoline
Telephone Fendt's at 66660 and
they will be happy to service your

TWO GOOD PLACES

I

TO EAT

WATER WELL

Board Discusses

AT HOME AND AT

PROBLEMS?

THE
Coniult ui for wafer

Teacher Salaries

well advica.

Wa

Hava

cxfeniivt knowladga

The Board of Education met car.
and data on ground
informally
Monday night to diswafer formation and
sister, Mrs. Fred Eilenburg of East
cuss and consider teachers' salar- Bridal Showers Given
wotar wall construeLansing.
Another
son,
Richard,
astic support of Kent County
with
whom
Mrs.
Oggel
made
her
ies
for
the
year
1956-57.
Board
tions.
Sheriff Arnold Pigorsh and the
TOUR HOSTS!
For Marilyn Dohter
Allegan resident, died while study- many.
Ottawa County Citizens Safety home, died Feb. 10.
action probably will be taken in
PAUL AHD IDNA VAN RAAITI
ing at the University of California In September of 1941, Marshall Council.
April.
Three bridal showers were given
ACROSS PROM POSTOPPICI
at Los Angeles, she has made her Retain was installedas premier
Sheriff Pigorsh reports that
A
sarary schedulerevision ns last week for Miss Marilyn Dokhome in Allegan for the past year of UnoccupiedFrance and the ill- during the last six years, Kent
recommended by the Telphers' ter. bride-elect.
ZEELAND
famed Vichy government began county has experienced22 carto be near his family.
Club was presented, callingfor a
Co.
On Friday evening. Mi's. Clarfunctioning,
complete
with
a
NaziNow, however — barring a suctrain accidents causing four
minimum of $4,000 a year and a ence De Vries and Miss Audrey
aOSID SUNDAYS
Oa M-21
cessfulbook — she feels she must style Gestapo.Shortly afterward, deaths. Of these 22 accidents,half
maximum of $6,150 for A.B. de- De Vries entertained in her honor Phono 6-6536
the
denunciations
began.
Neighbors
return to her family in Aix, a rehappened when cars ran into the
grees. Master's degrees would at their home in Drcnthe. Games
The Kiwanis Queens observed command an additional $300, Die were played and
sort town in Southern France, be- and relatives denounced each other sides of trains, and seven of these
two-course
cause of personal and economic as British agents or members of 11 accidents happened after dark their 11th anniversary Monday current salary schedule calls for lunch was served. Those present
the
resistance
. . . some to even
conditions.
"We heartily endorse the bill with a dinner in Cumerford’s din- $3,400 to $5,550 for the A.B. de- were Mr. and Mrs. Reinert De
old scores, some hoping to better which you have before Congress, ing room. The tables were at- grees, but the schedule had not
Vries, Mr. and Mi's. Ben Schreur.
Even if her book is sold, an early
their position by serving the new
Sheriff Pigorsh has written Ford tractively decoratedwith spring been achieved this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence De Vries,
visit to France is planned as she
government as informers.
Attending the meeting was the Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Julius KampAvery D. Baker, Ottawa county flowers and a large birthday cake.
is scheduled to receive the Legion
The retiring president,Mrs. Fred walfare and salary committee of huis. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bakker,
It marked the beginning of t safety director, likewise has ex
of Honor and Croix de Guerre for
Bulford, thanked the officersand the Teachers' Club with Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dokter, Mr.
new
life
for
Helene,
however
pressed
the
approval
of
his
group
her part in the French Resistance
members for their cooperation Deane VanLare chairman,Harold and Mrs. Clarence De Vries, Sr..
Resistance leaders agreed some- to Ford’s bill.
from 1940 to 1915.
during the year and was presented Streeter and Russell Hornhaker. Miss Audrey De Vries and Gerald
thing must be done to halt the flood
"The
citizens
of
Ottawa
county
When she receives the Legion of
Honor she will be following in the of arrests of their members. Helene and the council in particular are a floral arrangement by outgoing The committeerecommended adop- De Vries.
Quality was chosen to penetrate the offices very grateful to you for your per- vice president.Mrs. Clare Walker. tion of the revised schedule to bo
On Wednesday. Mrs. Bernard
footsteps of many members of her
After dinner the evening was put fully into effect the coming Dokter. Mrs. lason Volkers and
of the Volunteer French Legion
sonal interest in preventing future
family. She recalls that at least
year. The committee pointed out Miss Nancy Dokter were hostesses
one member of every generation the French Gestapo — because of tragedies like the one experienced spent playing cards, with Mrs. Andrew
Dalman
and
Mrs.
John
Per- that such a schedule would attract at a shower at the Ralph Dokter
a
pre-war
acquaintanceship
with
near
Marne
last
year
when
a
19of the Deschamps family received
PHONE S4M
140 RIVER AVE.
its chief, a former French officer year-old young man lost his life in cival winning bridge prizes.Mrs. well qualified instructorsfor Hol- home. Prizes for games were won
the decoration since it was first
land
children
and
help
to
retain
Jacob
Grasmeyer
and
Mrs.
Wilwho had served with her brother a train accident," Baker wrote
by Miss Thea Beckman. Mrs Gilestablished by Napoleon.
qualifiedand experienced teachers bert Hussies, Mrs. Peter Beckman
She not only obtained a job at its "Such a device could have easily liam Du Mond received canasta
In additionto her day-time job as
as well as improve teacher and Mrs. Marinus Dokter. Refresha clerk in a local department headquarters,she became personal been warning enough to prevent prizes.
Mrs.
James
Crozier was a guest morale.
ments were served’.
secretary
to
the
chief
of
the
orsuch
a
terrible
fatality."
store and her writing,the attracDr Lester J. Kuvper presided Invited were the Mesdames GilThe Michigan 4-H Club Agents at the meeting.
tive Frenchwoman — now a natur- ganization. She was in an excellent
Scrapp>' 5°e:
In charge of the event were Mrs. at the meeting. Others present bert Bussies. Peter Beckman, John
alized U. S. citizen — is much in position to obtain lists of those who Associationalso has backed Ford's
were Wendell Miles. A.J. Cook. Dokter, ClarenceDokter. Marinus
Clarence
Kammeraad.
Mrs.
Dan|m|
L/P buys and markets used surplus
demand as a speaker at lodge, had been denouncedso they could bill, explaining that many rural
iel Vander Werf, Jr., and Mrs. Bernard Arendshorst.Miss Ade- Doktc^ Donald Dokter, Henry Dokclub and school programs. Her ex- be warned before their arrest.She crossings especiallyare very danmachinery and surplus inventory items
laide Dykhuizen.Edward Donivan ter, Lrlph Dokter, John Muyskens.
Walker.
citing account of life as a secret also supplied the undergroundwith gerous.
and Supt. Walter W. Scott.
Joe Tubborgan, John Van Wingeren
from industry.
Other Michigan citizens have The next meeting will be held
agent and her charming accent samples of passes, official forms
Ed Kampen, William Miller. Stanhave brought just one complaint rubber stamps which the Maquis written Rep. Ford in approval Tuesday, March 27. at the home
ley Seidolman. Richard Taylor.
of Mrs. John Plewes. with Mrs.
. . . that her talks were "too put to good use. It was not long many of them citing personal ex
Flowerday, Al Kalkman.
always buying
materials
afterward, on the pretext of want- periences with car-trainaccidents Lester Walker and Mrs. Irvin De
short."
Arthur Lapinga, Corney Johnson
Weerd
as
hostesses.
Helene, now 31, was born in ing some method of communicat- or similar near-wrecks.
The Women's Missionary and
Postma and the Misses
One such letter describes an New officersare Mrs. Elmer Aid Society met in the church Andrew
Tien Tsin, China, and her child- ing information to the VFL chief,
Patsy Dokter, Carla Elders. Pat
Plaggemars,
president;
Mrs.
Donthat
he
handed
her
the
key
to
the
experience
in
1938
when
the
writer
hood included followingher father
basement Thursday evening, Feb. Beaverwyk, Thea Beckman and
to such French military stations organization's code, information almost hit a tram. "There was no ald Bell, vice president;Mrs. 23. Mrs. E. Ten Clay conducted the
120 River Avo.
Holland,Mich.
Shirley Seidolman.
as Indochina.Colombo. Dakar, that made the Maquis' work much sign of a light on the long freight Vander Werf, secretary;Mrs. meeting and Mrs. I^estcr Veld- Miss Dokter was feted by the
Madagascar and LaReunion, in the simpler throughout the resistance. train. Naturally I hit it and Rene Willis, Jr., treasurer, and heer led devotions. The spiritual ’51 Circle-Kites last Tuesday at
Mrs. M. J. Geertman, assistant life was presented by Mrs. H.
Bourbon Islands. Her mother is
The efforts o( Helene and her thought I was a goner, but am still
the home of Mrs. Lee Meadows.
secretary-treasurer. Board memliving"
still living in the family’s home in fellow agents in frustrating the
Redder. A book review on "The Duplicate prizes were won by Mrs.
IN
bers,
including
the
officers,
are
Another wrote: "It is only by
Aix. Another brother. Henri, re- French Gestapo proved so successMiracle at Carville" was given by Arthur Feenstra and Mrs. John
cently retired from the army. A ful that the Germans ordered her the grace of God that I am here Mrs. Howard Kooiker, Mrs. Bul- Mrs. Jack Nieboer. RefreshmentsMuyskens.
Meadows and
sister died in China and a brother chief to be relieved and she lost today. . . . because twice I have ford and Mrs. Kammeraad.
were served by Mrs. Jen Brower Mrs. Harold Mast served lunch.
was killed in Hanoi, Indochina, in her prized post as his secretary. come close; once .... when
and Mrs. Willis Jonk?r.
Invited were Mesdames Arthur
1939.
Mrs. Henry Elzinga entertained Feenstra. John Muyskens, Robert
But the contacts she had made thought I was parallelingthe rail Hope Mr. and Mrs. Clab
The German invasion of France in the job paid off a few weeks road, I found a long freight was
the members of the North Holland Pluister and the Slisses Sandra
Hears Reports at Meet
became very real to 16 - year - old later when the German Gestapo crossing just in Iront of me.
Home Economic Club at her home Jillson, Esther Timmer. Donna
Helene Deschamps when, shortly asked her to become an agent for almost got it."
Hope Church Mr. and Mrs. Club Tuesday night, Feb. 21. The les- Lamberts and the hostesses.
after her home town of Aix had them. Her first mission was to
held a potluck supper Friday night son was presented by Mrs. A.
experiencedits only air raid of help seek out the leaders of the
followed by a short business meet- Brower and Mrs. M. Nienhuis.
Mrs. Martha Van Hall
Mrs. Jennie Ver Hage
the war, two French army officers, "secret army,” virtually the same
ing. Mrs. Leonard Swartz led devo- Refreshmentswere served by the
friends of her late father, asked men who had first recruitedher to 0( Grand Haven Dies
tions and Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., hustess.
Dies at Zeeland
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE (V6660
her to help them in the resistance work for the resistance.She went
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis
led the discussionof the group outGRAND HAVEN (Special) -Mrs reach resume.
movement which was being organ- to Royal and, in her words “spent
entertained the Nienhuis family at
ZEELAND (Special)- Mrs. Jenized even before the German accu- eight days doing nothing,” then re- Martha B. Van Hall, 55. of Grand
In November, the auction con- their home Thursday nigh,, honor- nie Ver Hage, 86 of 137 Wood- «
»•••••••«
pation was underway.
turned to the Gestapo and reported Haven, died Sunday morning at the ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Charles ing Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nienhuis lawn St., Zeeland, died at her home S
home
of
her
son,
Eugene,
after
a
The officers, unable to get she had been unable to obtain any
Drew and Mr. and Mrs. John Van- who are returning home Friday to Monday evening. She was the J Everybody's happy when MAPLE
through to North Africa, had chos- information.She was sent home in two - year illness. She was born in der Broek showed a profit of $218 their home in Miami Fla . Guests widow of the late D, C. Vei Hage ;
en to remain and help form the disgrace — or so the Gestapo con- Fond du Lac, Wis., and came here which was sent to the mission- included the families of Albert of Vriesland. She wax a member ; GROVE Milk is served. Junior
43 years ago. She was a member
undergroundforces.
sidered it.
aries. the Rev. and Mrs. Blaise Nienhuis. Hero Nienhuis. Russell of Vriesland Rformed Church and | J
knows there's nothing like a cold
She answered their question with
There followedmany missions for of St. John's LutheranChurch and Leva! in India, for Christian cor- Newhouse, Mrs. Harm Nienhuis the Ladies Mission and Aid Sorje- !
an immediateyes, but her decision the underground, including one in the VFW Auxiliary.
respondence. Mrs. Chris Den Herd- and the honored guests. A two- ty. Mrs. Ver Hage wax born in the l glass of milk and
knows
Surviving are the mother, Mrs.
was not accepted until she further which she successfully located a
er read a letter from the mission- course luncheonwas served.
Netherlands and came to this coun- !•
Anna
Kieberg
of
Fond
du
Lac;
promised to tell no one — not even hidden torpedo boat squadron. Oththat MAPLE GROVE'S process of
aries about a visit they had with
In co-operation with the pulpit try at the age of 13.
her mother — of her work. As a ers involved aiding British and three daughters, Mrs. Robert Bar- Billy Graham.
exchange at the Zeeland Classis Surviving are two daughters.
keeping milk cold from the cow
result, throughout the war, Helene’s American fliers to escape via tell of Clawson, Mrs. Harmon S.
The December report was given Rev. Jack Van Dyken from Forest Mrs. Cornelius Wittingen and Miss
Smith of Meriden, Conn., and Mrs.
mother was to suffer from doubt Spain.
by Mr. and Mrs. William Apple- Grove was the guest minister at Marie Ver Hage of Zeeland;two
to you makes it the safest milk
Paul Schroederof Grand Haven;
Following one such mission she
dorn on the clothingthey collected the evening service while Rev. sons. John D. and Cornelius Ver
two sons, Larry and Eugene of
possible.
returned to Aix to find a German
and sent to the needy. Mrs. Rob- Ten Clay conducted the services at Hage of Vriesland; a son-in-law.
Spring Lake; four sister including
agent waiting for her. From his
ert Vanderham reported oh work the Second Reformed Church in Herman Minnema of Holland;
a twin sister in Wisconsin, two
seven grandchildren;nine great
manner she suspected that the brothers, nine grandchildren and with adults, and results of work Zeeland.
grandchildren,and
brother.
Gestapo had caught on to her dual
with children was reported by Mr.
two stepdaughters.
(and Soda Bar)
role and, while the agent waited
and Mrs. Maurice Schaap and Mr.
Almost every variety of grape Henry Dykman of Traverse City.
678 MICHIGAN AVE.
PHONE 2137
i37 :
for her in the living room, ^he esand Mrs. Robert Van Zanten, Dr. Is grown in California.Grapes are
caped through a window and made the Maquis ‘that German Panzers and Mrs. D. Ivan Dykstra were grown in 48 of the state’s58
The last great cavalry charge in
•••••!
her way to Paris where she went awaited them along the route the chairmen of this project.
counties,in a great 700-mile vine- history (Cossacks against Ausinto hiding for eight months. Short- French resistanceforces planned to
Two skits were presented to in- yard streaching from the Mexican trians,World War I) was led by
ly before the Normandy landings take to join up with the Americans. troduce
the club to
the -----future work
----------------------- border almost to the Oregon Michael Cantacuzene. 79, who died
in June, 1944, she received word A monument was erected to Jac- of the group outreach. Included in state line,
recently in Sarasota, Fla.
that the OSS wanted her to work queline’s memory on the spot the cast were Mrs. Lester Deridfor then. She was a passenger on where she died,. July 24. 1945.
der, Mrs. George Stelninger,Northe last train south from Paris.
Followingthe landings. Helene man Ettmueller, John Vander
At Aix she joined forces,with worked for the OSS and U. S. Broek, Mrs. Robert Oliver, Mrs.
Jacqueline, an orphan girl from Army intelligence as an agent Harold Thornhill,RAbert Mills and
North Africa who had been caught travelingin advance of allied Larry Green.
in France by the war and who, even troops. Later she became a code
Dr. Marion de Velder and the
Puffs
Arrange that apaclal busito this day, 'Helene refers to as clerk for G-2 and was thus em- Rev. James Wayer explained* a
ness appointment at The
"my sister." Their job was to pre- ployed when she met and married new project which had been planEclairs
Bier Kelder. Alr-conditloned
pare for the allied landings in the Forest Adams. Following the war ned by Mrs. Lamb, Mrs. Deridder,
with only nationallyadvert
south by obtaining information of she Joined her husband, then living Mrs. Ray Wilkinson and Mrs. GerPies
tlaed beverages, open tor
anti-afreraftguns, troop m6ve- in Lansing.They later moved to ard Haworth.
your convenience from noon
ments, seeking out the big railway California where their daughter.
Refreshments were served by
and
until midnight
guns, mapping mine fields and Karen, was born ahd where, while Mr. and Mrs. Drew and Mr. and
fortifications.
a student in college, Adams died Mrs. Paul Young, assistedby Mr.
Insurance
It was only a day or two after of a heart attack.
and Mrs. Harold Ketchum, Mr.
the landingsin the south that
and Mrs. Brian Athey and Mr.
Jacqueline was to die in Helene’s
Check the cold frame for any and Mrs. Dean Thompson.
Ben Van Lente, Agent
Chester L. Baumann, Agent
arms after being shot from ambush necessary repairs and, if it seems Scheduledmeetings include Fun
177 Collage Avo. Phono 7133
135 E. 35th St. Phone 6-8294
384 CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 2677
by the Germans. TTiey were bn to need It, give It a coat of paint Night on March 16 and a book reroute to a mountain hideout to warn to help preserve it.
Authorized Representatives
view on March 23.
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High School Bids

Runs Past

Opened

Christian Cagers

ALLEGAN

in

Allegan

(Special) -

Low

bid-

ders were determinedbut no contracts awarded for constructionof

Scrappy Vikings
Control Actkni
For 71-63

Wn

NILES — (Special) - A terrific
Holland Christian rally fell short
in the final minutes here Tuesday
night as the Niles cagers defeated
the Maroons. 71-63. The loss was
Christian’sseventh in 17 starts so
far this season.

Allegan’s high school building at

Ottawa County

a meeting of the school Aard Tues-

day

News

Farm

night.

Supt. L.E. White said the board

By Richard Machlele
County Agricultural Agent
We have had a lot of inquiries

would meet Saturday at 2 p.m. to
make final awards based on a
thoroughstudy of bids on altema
tives listed by the architects in

regarding the constructionof plastic greenhouses or plastic plant
houses. A number of these are
being built in the county at the
present time. I saw a nice job in
Hudson ville this past week. Bert
Bosgraafhas constructed a round
roof job with a laminatedrafter
building. With this structure the
entire floor space in the building
is available.There are no poles of
any kind inside. I am sure if any
folks are Interestedin seeing this
building, Bert would be glad to

their specifications.
Bidding on alternativesis not expected to change the bidding order
on general constructionwork, however.
Har-Beck Construction Co., of

’

Grand Rapids was low for
Picturesque Scene in Chile

work with a base bid of

this

3608,990.

Trailing6W6 with seven minutes
Allegan Construction Co., was secremaining in the contest, the Dutch
ond with 3628,000. Four other bid*
at last caught fire and threw in 15
ranged upwards to 372,000 over the
points in four minutes time to narlow bid.
row the Niles lead to 66-61 with just
Hunter-Prell Co., of Battle Creek
have them come and see it.
three minutes left. The Dutch, howwas low on plumbing and beating
ever couldn’t keep up the tremenwith a bid of 3173,800.Industrial
I am also informed that Purdue
dous pace in the final minutes, and
By Willis 8. Boss. 4-H Club Agent Electric Heating Co., of Allegan
lost out just as it seemed they University at Lafayette, Ind., has
Meetings were and will be held with a bid of 376,668 was low on
some plastic greenhouse plans that
might pull it out of the fire.
this week in the three areas of the
By
Matthew
J.
Wilson
the electrical w’ork.
might
be
available
to
anyone
who
Although Niles' 4-11 record
County.
group met Tuesday White said the total of all low
LLAO LLAO, Argentine. Feb. 12
against some of the best clubs in writes for them.
night in Coopersville; in Waverly
bids plus architects fees and
the state, is not too impressive. Saw Thomas Rosema of Allen- —From Lima we flew 1,975 miles
School. Holland,tonight and in land costs would bring the total
Vikings fans believe their squad dale this past week and he was to SSantiago. Chile by way of La
Hudsonville. Thursday night. Ancost of the school to 3918,000, only
The Annual Farm Bureau Coop
is definitelyon the way up and thawing out some of his water
nouncements were made as to the 318,000 over last year's original
Paz,
Bolivia.
meeting
was
held
last week Thurspipes
with
his
electric
welder.
That
could be rough in the class A retime and place of Achievement
We are doubly glad that we day. In the 35 years the local Coop Days for the winter projects. All estimates.
gional in Holland’s Civic Center. sounded good to me. Certainly an
The building is being financed
Using sheer scrap and drive to con- easy wav to get the frost out of canceled our Bolivian trip because has been in existence a seventy clubs of the Coopersville area will
million dollar business was transwith a 3990,000 bond issue which
Mr, ond Mrs. Ronold Domstro
trol the boards most of the night, water pipes. However, if you are the few minutes in the airport at
exhibit at the Civic Center on
acted. The 165 employes of the firm
already has been sold.
(de Vries photo)
the Vikings ran and ran, and then trying to thaw them out with that
March
28-29 and the Hudsonville
14,500 feet affectedus. At least we last year were paid !479,369.22.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John taffeta with matching headpiece.
ran some mor?. Looking their best method, be sure to turn the welder
area at the Hudsonville High
More than 351,000 was paid as withVan Der Poppen, 30 Taft St., Zee- Janice Damstra, sister of the
at the racehorse game, Coach Bob on only 20 seconds at a time. Just were in Bolivia. Can also say that
School on Apnl 2-3. The best exland, was the scene of a wedding groom, was flower girl and wore a
Theus' club gambled often on get- put the ground clamp on the pipe we were in Antofagasta, a name holding tax on the payroll last hibits will be taken to the Holland
ceremony Friday. Feb. 17, when white nylon dress and carried a
ting the rebounds as they repeated- four feet ahead of the electrode that has always intrigued me. It year. Total returns on the 313,820 Civic Center on April 19 and 20.
their daughter, Miss Carol Van miniature bouquet. The bride's
ly sent three men downcourt. To and the four foot pipe area will is a barren place and is where capital investments have been
A meeting was also neld to exThe
Mission
Guild
of
the
ChristDer Poppen, became the bride of nephew, Jimmy Dampen, dressed
use the fast break as effectively heat up like an electric cable. the nitratefields and large copper 31.823.751.60.
plain to leaders how to prepare
ian Reformed Church met last Ronald Damstra. The groom is the in a white suit, was ring bearer.
At the Scout Court of Honor held
mines are near. The Chilean seaas they did in their own pint-sized Don't overheat the pipe.
articles for exhibit and also what
coast from the air is in the north, in the local Community Hall re- the judging basis will be. Judging week Thursday evening. The open- son of Mrs. Janet Damstra of ZeeJack Otting, attended the groom
gym is no mean feat.
cently
Dean
Heyboer,
the
troop's
The annual meeting of the a long arid stretch of desert with
To top it off, the Niles club had
will again be done by leaders from ing devotions and Bible study were land and the late Martin Damstra. as best man and Bill Damstra,
one of their better nights at the Ottawa No. 1 DHIA was held this only the Pan American Highway newest Eagle Scout, presented Ten- the county in an exchange basis in c h a r g e of the Rev. John The home was decoratedwith the groom's brother, was usher.
hoop, collectingon 26 for 66 shots past week at Zeeland. The high as evidence of human existence. derfoot badges to Harley Kimber, Oy districts.
Medendorp. A poem was read by candelabra, ferns and bouquets of James Dampen served as master
for a fine 40 per cent average. cow for this past year was owned The ‘coast seems to run hundreds DuaneBerensand Jimmy Lipe.
Mrs. Edwin Klingenbergand she daisies and gladioli for the double of ceremonies. Miss Vera Brower
The Hollanders meanwhile tallied by Mesbergen Brothers of Hudson- of miles in an absolutely straight Second Gass badges were awardEach year the final evenings of also offered the closingprayer. Re- ring rites performed by the Rev. assisted at the punch bowl.
ed to Norlan Kaper, David Grissen, the district achievementsfeature a
the same number of baskets but ville with 16,810 pounds milk and line.
freshmentswere served by Mrs. John den Ouden. Miss Connie MilThe bride's mothe chose for the
In Santiago we lost an hour and Ted McNitt, Marlin Sterken and program made up of a Style Re- Gerald Ryzenga, Mrs. Joe Boers ler was pianist and Warren Plag- occasiona silk beige print dress
took seven more shots for a 35 663 pounds butterfat.Others were
Marinus
De
Jong.
First
Class
badg
vue and a Talent 'Show. This is a and Mrs. Eugene Wolters during gemars sang "G Promise Me” and and the groom's mother, a cocoa
as follows: A1 Ter Haar Jr., went on AtlanticTime. One hardly
per cent average.
“The Lord's Prayer."
Christian displayed better form Hudsonville, with 17,260 milk and is able to accept the fact that the ed were given to Calvin Lohman reminder for members to start the social hour.
brown suit. They had corsages of
practicing for (he Talent Show.
The bride's gown of nylon tulle yellow carnations.
than it did last week, but still was 654 butterfat;- Neal Andre, Grand- west coast of South America is and Steve Orr.
Viola Kroeze and Dorothy
Merit badges were given to, Rob- Any member who can perform in
outscrapped • by the alert Niles vllle, with 13,390 milk and 653 quite far east of our own east
Beltman were the leaders in the over satin was designed with an
The newlyweds are now at
crew. Particularly on the boards, butterfat In fact, there were 75 coast. Our modern Carrera Hotel ert Billet, Dean Heyboer, Kenneth music by voice or instrument; Christian Endeavor in the Reform- Alencon lace bodice with short
home
at 434 Taft St., Zeeland,
Kaper,
Robert
Kaper,
Paul
Doudrama, such as a small skit; a ed church last week Tuesday eve- sleeves. Her headdress of nylon
the Vikes were aggressive as they cows in this association that pro- had a swimming pool on the roof
after a honeymoon in Chicago. For
countered several times on “tip ins. duced more than 10,000 pounds of and we managed to get some ma, Bruce Eding, David Lugten, reading ; or an acrobaticor novelty ning. They discussed the topic tulle was highlighted by scattered
going away, the bride wore a
Calvin Lohman, Steve Orr, David act should submit a card to the
Coach Art Tuls’ club obviously milk and over 500 pounds of but- tanning and a few dips.
“Blind Spots in Race Relations’'. rhinestones.She carried a bouquet beige wool dress with moutrn fur
had a tough time adjusting its terfat.
of
white
hyacinths
centered
with
a
An interestingthing in the Plaza Grissen, Edwin Boks, Allen Slot- 4-H club office.We would like a
The Women’s Missionary society
jacket and brown accessories.
offense to the narrow confines of
front of the hotel was to see man, and Norlan Kaper. Fred Bil- big turnout in this event so that we of the Reformed church met last lavender orchid. Her double
The high herds for this associalet
of
the
troops
committee,
made
may get the best talent to repreBoth the bride and groom are
' the Viking gym. Particularly in tion were Gerald Poest of Zeeland, the change of the Palace Guard.
strand
of
pearls
was
a
gift from
week Wednesday afternoon. Mrs.
graduates of Zeeland High School.
the first half the Dutch were guil- with an average of 13.096 milk and The palace faces on the square the award of star scout to David sent Ottawa County at district Arnold Immink was the leader and the groom.
ty of infractionsor misplays at the 515 butterfat;Elmo Heft of Conk- and is occupied by the President Lugten and Bruce Eding and Life eliminationsat MichiganState Un- the topic was "Iraq and Islam".
Mrs. James Dampen, who atten- She is employed at the office of
out of bounds lines due to the lack lin, with 13.843 milk and 510 butter- who is well liked and 78 years Scout badges to Kenneth Kaper, iversity.
ded
her sister as matron of honor. Herman Miller Furniture Co., and
Two infants received the sacrawore a gown of blue eyelet over! he, at General Electric Co.
of room. Incidentally, Tuesday’s fat; Harold Ter Haar. Zeeland, old. The Guard is made up of Robert Kaper and Paul Douma.
ment
of baptism in the Christian
A new courtesy mail box will Seven members signed up for
game was the last varsity game to with 13,068 milk and 502 butterfat. Police but they have all had army
Reformed church Sunday morning.
be played 'in the Viking gym, with There were three herds averaging training,with the result the guard soon be placed along the curb op- the Swine Snow last fall. However,
They were Michael Jon, son of *•••••••••••••••••••••«••••
because
we
felt
that
a
larger
numposite
the
local
post
office.
the new court scheduled to be more than 500 pounds butterfat change is precise and very miliMarsha Kaper, Sally Haakma. ber was needed for a show, we Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kraker, *nd
ready next November.
and 17 herds averaging more than tary with full regimental band,
Donna
Ter Haar and Gloria Top canceled it. A tour of the swine Dawn Ellen, daughter of Mr. and
Niles jumped off to a 10-2 mar- 400 butterfatand 12 herds averag- bugle corps and includes a half
spent
the
weekend as guests of projects will be carried on. on Mrs. Edwin Ryzenga.
gin before the Dutch could get ing more than 300 butterfat.
hour band concert ending in a
A ‘brotherhood meeting was held
Connie Place and Ruth Gerlock at March 8th. This along with re••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*******************
their bearings. Dave Vander Hill
parade.
in the Reformed church last week
ports
will
establish
4-H
credit
for
the
Draper
Dormitory
on
the
Westthen started ‘o connect on getting The averages in milk and butSince it is summer here we
Wednesday evening. The presiVisser reports that Michigan has /
By Randy Vande Water
four baskets to narrow the Vike terfat of the associationwas went to their famous beach resort ern Michigan College campus at these members. The members endent, Lesly Schipper, presided, Hope College 'basketball coach 10 schools in the NAIA. The memrolled
are
Bob
Raterink,
Zeeland;
Kalamazoo.
Connie
and
Ruth
have
lead to 16-11 at the quarter.
slightly under last years. This, no of Vina del Mar and spent a week
read scripture and offered prayer. John’Visser,by nature a quiet, bers include six MIAA schools,
The two clubs played on even doubt, is due to the poor pasture at the modern and new Mira Mar been doing some practice teach- Herman Aurich. Nunica; Jerry
solo was sung by Wallace softspoken guy, is all hopped up Hope, Calvin. Kalamazoo, Alma,
terms throughout the second per- because of the hot, dry weather Hotel on the Pacific.Lots of sun- ing here at the local school. The Eisen, Coopersville;Gordon Handlogten. Coopersville;Gerald Geur- Folkert and a clarinet solo was these days and ready to jump on Hillsdale and Adrian. Albion and
girls
also
attended
the
Ohio
iod, despite the fact that Vander
ning but water was very cold and
this past summer.
Western basketball game on Satu- ink. Allendale; LeRoy Dyke. Coop- played by Glen Voorhorst. Rev. the nearest soapbox as he sees Olivet are not members. IndepenHill was out the whole quarter.
We would like to make a correc- the air was colder than any of our
ersvilleand Eldon Geerlings, Hol- Englund of the Second Reformed the NAIA (National Association of dent schools are Detroit Tech, Lawurday evening.
Christian narrowed the count to
tion on the 400 group in that Ward summer resorts. This is due to
Church of Zeeland showed pictures Inter-collegiateAthletics) coming rence Tech. Ferris and Northern
land.
Bom
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julius
three points on one occasion. WarKeppel’s name was left off the the Humboldt Current which comes
of Scotland where he spent some in for some rough treatment.
Michigan. Hope joined the group in
Eding on Thursday evening a baby
ren Boer took over the scoring
state list by oversight.Ward up from Antarctica, but it is also
Members interested‘n the turkey time. The closing prayer was by
1950. mainly through the efforts of
The
“treatment”
has
been
tossed
girl
who
has
been
named
Gwen
burden with seven markers. At
Keppel's herd has an average of the reason that Chilean seafood of
project should start thinking about Mauuice Nienhuis. A social hour out by the NCAA (NationalCollegi- football coach Russ De Vette.
Avis.
, halftime the Vikings led 30-24.
451 pounds butterfat for the last fish, crabs, lobsters,shrimps and
The monthly 4 - H meeting was this now. Orders must be in to the was held and those on the refresh- ate Athletic Association) and it
The local cage coach is in hopes
It was a sea saw battle for
oysters is excellent.
five years.
Hatcheries soon as the project ment committee were Mr. and came in the announcement of an
held at the Community Hall Friday
that Michigan will rally with the
much of the third stanza before
Nearby was Valparaisoand
must start on April 23-30 in order Mrs. Gordon Peters, Mr. and Mrs. NCAA sponsored small-collegebasafternoon with Linda Beyer presidother districts in fightingthe
Niles slowly began to pull away.
to nave mature birds for showing Justin Brink and Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Johnson of MichiganState attended Rotary Club and met
ketball tournament in 1957.
ing.
Ronald
Ten
Brink
led
group
NCAA's move. But as is true in
Several Niles reserves came
some
very
nice
men.
To
my
surNov. 81 h
University was at our annual
Harold Kronemeyer.
And this is a direct move against many sections of the country, some
singing. Neica Veldhof accomprthrough in fine fashion to give the
A meeting place is being armeeting and gave a good talk on prise most of the members spoke nied at the piano. The pledge to
Several of the women of both the NAIA which has been running
schools are members of both
winners a 52-40 lead going into the
dairy management. One of the English so I had no difficulty and the flag and the 4 H pledge were ranged for all members interested churches attended the Women's a small college national basketball groups and this may prevent wholefinal period.
in this project and further details World Day of Prayer service in
charts which he showed was in one man informed me he had
tournament for the past 18 years. hearted support.
Niles really rolled in the first
son at University of Michigan repeated.Mary Ann Lugten led will be announced la!or.
regard
to the number of dates
the Christian Reformed church of
Visser has a couple of reasons
prayer.
David
Lugten
presented
a
two minutes of the fourth to pile
Such is the case in the MIAA,
whom he had recently visited. treasurers’ report. A short busiHamilton,last week Friday after- for getting excited.First off, he is
up an 16-point bulge. Then the cow was dry and its average milk
where Hillsdale'sFrank (Muddy! j
and
butterfatin the next lactation Valparaiso is the main seaport
noon.
district chairman of the NAIA
Dutch, sparked by Dave Bos with
ness meeting was held. Games Union Representative
and is an interesting place with
The SunshineBand and Cadet (23rd district) in Michigan and is Waters and Kalamazoo's Rolla
11 markers began to scrap and period. This is an average of all
were played and cupcakes and milk
Speaks at
Meet
Michigan DHIA herds on the 305- modern apartmentsand trackless were served.
Corps of the Christian Reformed so sold on the organization that he Anderson are Visser's aides. Both
drive, and narrowed the lead to
schools along with Albion belong
trolleys
as
well
as
Colonial
buildday lactation.This chart showed
Raymond Powell, arepresenta- Church met Monday evening.
has headed the unit for the last
just five points with still three minMr. and Mrs. Henry Funckes and
to the NCAA. The other Michigan
that cows which were dry under ings and bum buses. We used the
tive of the UAW-GO-AFL of Grand
Student
Richard
Bouwkamp
was
four years and secondly because
utes left, However at this stage the
son Stevie left last week by plane
aide Sam Ketchman of Ferris, rebuses
and
now
we
know
what
guest-preacher
in
the
Reformed
it’s Hope's only connection with a
Vikes began to regroup themselves 15 days produced the following
for Californiawhere they will visit Rapids was speaker at the monthly
presenting the independent spools,
happens to all of our old, conlactation:
8,980
pounds
milk
and
meeting
of
the
Woman’s
Society
church
Sunday.
In
the
morning
national
athletic
group.
and managed to hang on after a big
relatives. They plan to be gone for
Pis all for the NAIA.
demned
school buses.
347
pounds
butterfat.
Those
that
of ChristianService at First Metho- service the choir sang "Be Still
The local coach isn't the only felscare.
three weeks.
Ketchman isn't too alarmed by
low angry over the NCAA’s deciThe foul lane shows the point were dry from 45 to 59 days pro- The ocean drive is beautifulwith On Sunday morning Rev. Van dist church last Thursday evening. My Soul" and in the evening
the
NCAA move. "I personally feel
fine
beaches,
lovely
summer
After
his
talk
he
conducted
i
solo
"Geanse
Me’’
was
sung
by
duced
10.308
milk
and
404
butterrion. Many other small college athspread. Niles hit on 19 out of 25
Heukelom had as his sermon tophomes, and flowers of all seasons ic the last in a series, "Jonah question and answer period. Hus Mae Dampen.
letic leaders have come out there is nothing to be alarmed
tries and Christian on 11 out of 18. fat. Those that were dry from 90
Mrs. Dan Kleinheksel who suf- vehemently against the NCAA for about ... the NAIA is established
Bos led the Dutch attack with 20 to 104 days produced 10,370 milk blooming at once. Also visited the Running Ahead of God’’. The In- bands of members were guests al
here and it is an accepted fact
Commandant of the Naval Acad termediate choir sang, *T Will Fol- the meeting. Mrs. Dock Rowe was fered a heart attack a few weeks its proposal.
points followed by Vander Hill and 391 butterfat.Those dry 140
chairman of the program commit- ago and who spent a few weeks
The small college group is led that the big small college tournawith 18. Knoll led the Vikes with days were producing 9,555 milk emy who is a friend of mine. The low Thee”.
ment is the one in Kansas City.
18 points from his guard position. and 388 butterfat.From this chart Chilean Navy is first class and
The Rev. Paul Alderink, pastor tee. The speaker was introduced by with her daughter, the De Maagd by Executive Secretary Al O.
family in Rockford is staying with Duer of Pepperdine College. He is
“The NAIA is dedicated to servChristian closes its regular sea- it indicates that cows should be patterned on English Navy
of the J a me s t o w n Reformed Mr. and Mrs. Rowe.
A couple we met that lived
son. Friday at Muskegon Catholic. dry from not more than six to
Church, conducted the evening The subjectof the World's Labor- the Jerrold Kleinheksel family at a smooth-talking lad and a good ice for the small college and has
done the job to keep its programs
»ight weeks and not less than two Vina del Mar took us for a lovely service. Mrs. Clinton Klingenberg er was emphasized in the devo- present.
man to be carrying the ball.
Box score:
tions led by Miss Marian Shackson
weeks in order to get greater pro- dinner in their home and it was sang “Jesus Give Me a Song.”
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Koopman Duer appeared before the NCAA interesting and appealingto our
Holland Giristian (63)
FG FT PF TP duction the following lactation first American style food we had “If I Marry Outside My Church" Special music included a vocal duet became the parents of a daughter, at its annual meeting in January young collegeme- Let us just consince we left New Orleans and filland explainedthe small colleges tinue to do our usual fine job and *
4
20 period.
4
Bos, f .......... .. 8
was the topic discussed by Mrs. by Mr. and Mrs. Ray Swank ac- Barbara Lu, bom Feb. 14.
ed a much needed spot after a suc- Robert Dykstra in the Junior C. companied by Mrs. Rudolph Mat- The Overisel group of the situation and also got in a well- I am sure that the end product will
0
0
Dykman. ...... .. 1
2
cession of Latin American food E. meeting. Calvin Lohman and tson. They aang “My God and I.
Zeeland Hospital guild met on directed blast at the NCAA region- be to our advantage."
4
4
Vander Hill, c . .. 7
18
which is not like home cooking Steve Orr were in charge of the Mr. and Mrs. I^eal Houtman show- Monday evening in the community al TV setup, charging that it was
Visser takes this view of the anBoer, g ....... . 4
3
1
11
Their peaches, strawberries,pears
ed colored slides of the Family hall.
ruining small college athletics, es- ticipated conflict. “We in the NAIA
Westenbroek.g .. 1
0
4
2 little
devotions.
and other fruits are delicious. After
an
Mrs. Kenneth peciallyfootball. He predicted that naturally are concerned over the
0
Mulder, g
0
2
. 1
The Senior C. E. group were Life Camp held at Chief Noonday
dinner our friends took us on
Joldersma,c .. .. 0
0
0
0
guests of the Bentheim C.E. on last summer. Presiding over the Dannenberg became the parents of in a few years a new method of decisionof the NCAA to take steps
lovely drive into the country where Sunday afternoon. Rev. Wingar of business session was Mrs. Hout a son bom Feb. 20.
financing small colleges may have to undermine our organization.We
0
Altena, f ...... .. 1
2
2
we saw large haciendas or farms, the Diamond Springs Church was man, • president, who opened the
feel it would be far better for the
The Sandy View 4-H Gub held a to be taken.
Klaver, f ..... .. 3
0
1
6
many of which had come down guest speaker. His topic was, “If meeting with a reading on the sub- valentine party at the home of He also told the operation of two organizations to cooperate in
Holland Christian’s reserve from a long line of Spanish ancesject of dignity of labor.
Faye De Witt last week Wednes- the NAIA, summing up the organi- their efforts to promote higher
Totals ......... . 25 11 16 63
I Marry Outside My Church."
squad had things pretty much their tors. Being Sunday we saw none
Refreshmentwere served by Mrs day evening. Games were played zation as not just a sponsor of a standards of athletic ethics and
Niles (71)
Next Sunday Rev. Van Heukelom
own way as they humbled the Mus of their cowboys or ’•huasos” at
Wayne Vice and her committee. and valentines were exchanged. basketball tournamentsbut a na- participationthroughout the nation.
Langley, f .... .. 1
0
2
2
kegon Christian second team, 58- work but we did get pictures of will begin preachinga series on
2
“Recent exposures in many of
Refreshmentswere served by Mrs. tional athletic organization funcRalston, f .... .. 2
2
6
the “Second Coming of Christ."
25 on the Civic Center court, Fri- them in their dress clothes with
tioning in all areas of athletics. The our newspapersand magazines
Grime, c ..... .. 2
0
2
4
George De Witt.
day night. The Little Maroons have
brilliant saddles, boots, etc.
Knoll, g ......
0
0
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Folkeri NAIA was built out of protest of have graphically demonstratedthe
18
now won 15 and lost one while the
Back in Vina del Mar we went Fellowship Dinner Held
entertained at a birthday supper the failureof any other organiza- need for further work along this
Brawley, g ... .. 2
4
2
8
Muskegon reserves have a 13-2 to take pictures of the city from
in their home last week Saturday tion to aid in solving its problems line. But if the NCAA wants a
Arnold, f ..... .. 5
6
2
16
By Adult Bible Classes
record, both losses coming at the
a high hill and had the happy
evening in honor of the first birth- or to give its membership an op- fight, we will not back down.
Newsome, c ... ... 2
4
2
8
hands of the locals.
experienceof being invited into
day anniversary of their daughter, portunity to participate in either "It will be tough, however, and
Worm, g ..... .. 3
3
0
9
The
annual
fellowshipdinner of
A total of 16 players got into the the Yurar's Castle, owned by an
Lynda Joy. Guests were Mr. and activitiesor policy making, Duer perhaps both organizationsmay
game for the Dutch with the regu- Arabian who had made much the men's and women's Adult Bible
suffer somewhat as a result. Hare /
Mrs. August D**Witt from Holland said..
Totals ........ . 26
19
12
71
Gasses
of TrinityReformed Giurch
lars playing a little more than a
money. This place had a magnifi- was held Tuesday evening in Ter
and Mr. and Mrs. Manne* Folkert But the NCAA voted unanimously in Michigan we are just getting
half. Christian raced out to an cancent view and lovely gardens and
and Frieda from Overisel. Also for the rival tournament and re- well organizedwith ten members
Christian Debate Team,
ly lead and was out in front 16-3 was like something from a story Keurst auditorium. A total of 108
present were Kendell, Douglas. stated its interest in the small and hope to add more in the future.
were
present.
Invocation
was
given
at the quarter mark and upped the
Rodney and Vaughn Folkert
book.
colleges and pretty well left Duer Most of these are soundly interestParents Stage Dinner
by Richard Van Eenenaam.
total to 27-6 at the half.
ed in our NAIA program. Some
We came south on a very new A vocal duet was sung by the
A neighbors welcome party was and his supporters boiling.
The Dutch continued to roll in
Mr. and Mrs. Hero Bratt were
held in the Overisel community
and modern diesel train from Revr and Mrs.- J. Hains accomEight of the 32 districts quickly are also members of the NCAA.
honored at a dinner Saturday (he third period to lead 40-15 go- Santiago to Puerto Varas, a 750 panied by Mrs. John Griep and rehall last week Saturday evening in got on the bandwagonand have These may hive to make the deciing into the final stanza. Reserves
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Cauchy and voluntarily supplied100 percent sions on going one way or the other,
evening given by parents of the
mile ride taking 17 hours. Came marks were given by Dr. M. Stegdid well in the final quarter as
debating team Holland Christian
four sons who recently moved here loyaltypledges to fight to the end which may not be easy.
through very interesting country enga.
the Dutch outscored the Warriors
from Grand Rapids. Those present to keep the smaller , tournament “But it has been our experience
High School of which Mr. Brat is
very
much
like our Pennsylvania Four couples who will celebrate
18-10.
were the honored guests and Mr.
coach.
While the NCAA was busy cater- as the smaller colleges have beand houses were built of wood and their 50th wedding anniversaries
Jim Kool paced the locals with
and Mrs. Merle Slotman and fam- ing to the bigger schools, the so come familiar with the aims and
Th« event took place at Cumerlooked more like our farm houses this year were recognized.They
17 points, followed by Cal Klaasen
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Sander Wolters, called athletic foundries, the NA- functions of our program they have
fords restaurant. A gift was prethan those seen further north. You are Mr. and Mrs. Sietse Baron, Mr.
with 12, Dan Bos with nine, Jerry
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Folkert and IA, which originally started as enthusiasticallyendorsed it. They
sented to the coach by the team
see as we go south it gets colder and Mrs. A. Hoeksema. Mr. and
Altena with six, Warren Otte with
family. Mr. and Mrs. Burton just a basketball tournament (Na- know from past experiencesthat
members.
and
also lighter. It is hard to real- Mrs. D. Langejans and Mr and
five, Gerald De Weerd with four,
Peters and family, Mr. and Mrs. tional Association of Intercollegi- the NCAA has done little to aid
Attendingbesides the guests of Bob Klingenbergand Arlyn Lant- ize that we > are further south than Mrs. Carl Drenel.
Bob Bradford and family, Mr. and ate Basketball) picked up*a mem themselvesin solving their probhonor were Dr. and Mrs. C. Van ing with two each and Jim Meur- Australia or Cape of Good Hope
The Rev. Harold Englund, pastor
Mrs. Systeman and family. Mr. ber list of 465 colleges with some lems or producing any type of naAppledom and Carl, Mr. and Mrs. er with one. Rop and Van Dyke in South Africa.
of Second Reformed Church, Zeeand Mrs. Levi Van Ommen and 550,000 students. The NCAA has lonwide competition for their outLouis Damstra and Philip, Mr. led Muskegon with seven each.
land. gave an illustrated lecture of
standing teams or athletes."
family, Mr. and Mrs.
225 small college members.
and Mrs. A.W. Hertel and Richard
Do not be in too great a hurry his travels in Europe and the midMiss Lois Ann Vander Molen
Mindful • of U>e small college
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dykstra
to roll the lawn. Wait until the dle east. The closing prayer was
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Vander Wolters and family. Mr. and Mrs.
and Larry.
Marriage Licenses
soil has partly dried out. Rolling given by Dr. Lester Kuyper.
Molen of Jenison announce the James Kollen, Mr. and Mrs. neglect, the NCAA with its choice One-twelfth of the total popuOttawa County
when the ground is soaking wet
engagement of their daughter, Harvey Holler and family, Mr. and of Kalamazoo College for the na lation of the United States can
------ ----- and _______
Mrs. Gordon
Peters
family, tional tennis championships,may be seated at the same time in
Nearly all work that required Arnold Brondyke,25. Muskegon, merely packs the surface and Some two million sightseers vi- Lois Ann. to Pvt. Marvin De Wendt -----close use of the eyes was done and Barbara Dykhouse,21, Grand makes it that- much more difficult sit the American Museum of Natur- of Hudsonville, who is stationed Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wolters. Mr. be trying to Increase small college the nation's motion picture theaters, .
outdoors in earler times.
and Mrs. Harold Michmerhulzen. 1 friends.
Haven.
for the grass to breathe and grow. al History in New York annually. in Detroit.
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Deliberate

After All-Day Trial
(Special)

-

record.

jot a proper parent to bring up his

two daughters, 9 and 6, who have
oeen temporary wards of Ottawa
Probate Court for the last 18
months.
It was Ballenger himself who
provided decisive information
which led to the verdict. When probate Judge Frederick T. Miles
asked him whether it was beneath
his dignity to go into a shop to
work, -Ballenger replied. "You

- HoUand

.

a six-woman jury only 40
i* minutes after an all-day hearing
Friday to decide that William Lee
Ballenger,43, self-styled artist,
professional man and scientist,was
It took

made the difference for Holland.
Behind 36-34 at half-time,the
Miss Wilma Kalman

Mr. and Mrs. John Kalman of
East Central Ave., .Zeelfmd,
announce the) engagement of their
daughter, Wilma, to John Virfser,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Visser,
Sanford St, Zeeland.
522

Dutch hit

for 28 points In the third
quarter while holding the losers to
seven to break up the game. The
third period score was 62-45.
Pacing the Holland attack were
Sherri Shaffer and John Klelnheksel, each made eight points and
Bill

don't expect a race l)orse like
Nashua to be pulling a milk
wagon!"

,(

Ballenger, who was haled' into
court for being 5987 behind in sup-

Scene near Liao Liao, Argentina

Library

Japinga and Ron Van Dyke,

with six each.
The Dutch, who made 27 out of
68 shots in the game for a mark of
just under 4C percent, hit on nine
out of 18 in the third period and
also struck on 10 out of 14 free

Locals

members of the Fraternal Society
of Hope College attended the annual Washington Day Stag dinner
Thursday night In the Juliana
HILLSDALE (Special)- For the
Room of Du r fee Hall.
A paper on the history of Fra- second straight time, Hope Colternal was presented by Dave lege's basketball team ran into a
Spaan, recipientof one of the two unit that "couldn’t miss" at the
scholarshipsgiven annually by the free throw line and the reaultf
society's alumni. Jack De Pree en- were disastrous for the local fiv«.
Hope dropped an 84-00 decision
tertained with the humor paper.
Music was provided by an instru- • Hillsdale here Saturday night
mental trio composed of Jack and in doing so slipped into A tie
Docherty, John Winter and Don with Adrian for third place and
made the game tonight imperative
Kroos.
the Dutch are going to save
Society presidentHarvey Mulder
presided at the event Milt Lub- ace this season in the MIAA.
While the Dutch were losing to
bers gave the Fraternal highlights
of the past year. The Rev. Paul Hillsdale by the identical score
Hinkamp, president of the alumni that the locals stopped the Dales
group, gave the invocation and here in December,Adrian was
alumnus Alvin J. Cook presented knocking off Kalamazoo, 63-58.
The Hornet setback left them in
the master critic’s report.
Group singing was led by Gordon second place with a 9-5 record with
Meeusen. Tom Carey and Pete Hope and Adrian right behind with
8-5 marks. If Adrian defeats Hope
Byling were general chairmen.
in Adrian tonight the Bulldogs tie
for second and leave Hope knotted
for fourth with Hillsdale.
A red-hot 10 minutes at the start
! the second half and 34 out of
i successful free throw Attempts
broke Hope Saturday.

At Adrian Tonight

High cagera chalked up their second straight victory here Saturday
with a convincing 72-59 win over
Muskegon Catholic Central in the
Catholic gym.
The victory gave the Dutch
3-10 mark and leaves the Crusaders
with a 2-12
'
A strong third quarter, after an
uphill fight In the first two periods

Only 40 Minutes

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

)ales Win;

i

More than 100 active and alumni

Win Easily 72-59

Two Daughters

Six

•

Gives Dutch Lead;

Case (or Custody

Argentina Beef and Breath-Taking
Scenery Enthralls Local Travelers

West Christian

Looking Glass
THE DEATH OF THE HEART

by Elizabeth Bowen — This is
Controls
Behind by only a bucket 40*38
novel which one can read several
port payments for his children,
with machine gun rapidity.
By M. J. Wilson
t halftime, the Dales got a fast
ridiculedthe boarding parents for
Clearing Chilean Customs the times, and find simethlng new and
LLAO LLAO, Argentina
tosses.
break going and completelyconmowing their lawns. "It’s only
The Dutch tied the score at 30- Spent a day in Puerto Varas and next morning we had a 15 - mile intriguing every time. Miss
trolled play during the next few
fools who work," he said.
bus trip to Laguna Frias (mean- Bowen's style might be described Takes
all in the closing minutes of the
Puerto Montt, the latter a fishminutes to hold a 68-54 margin
Mrs. Cy Hosley, who previousing Cold Lake) fed by glaciers. ns that of Henry James up to date
quarter and Shaffer sent the Dutch
Holland Christian’sup and down with 10 minutes remaining.
ing villagewhich was very inter- There we had lunch and went Such vision she has into the human
ly cared for the Ballenger girls in
into a two point lead with a driveLee Jones and Frank Wesner,
esting. They bring the boats load- through Argentina Customs which soul, and such clarity of descrip- basketball team was definately
her boardinfi home, retorted that
in shot seconds later.
down Friday night as a good with four buckets each and John
there must bo a lot of fools in the
Catholicwas still wide awake and ed with fish near the piers and are not so bad but they take a tion. In this book we see the slow
scrappy Muskegon Christian quin- Woods, with three were the big
World as everybody has to work
Allore pushed .through the bucket as the tide goes out the boats are long time and you must declare murder of an young girl's innotet outplayed the locals to take a guns in the Hillsdale drive.
cence—
her
mental
and
spiritual
all
grounded.
Little
wagons
go
out
Ballenger told the court he wantyour cameras, light meters, and
that tied the score 34-all and Paul
Hope then went into a tight press
ed to get a trailerand take the
Comes, with a quick glance at the and load, the fish refuse is thrown other attachmentsas well as this innocence— by members of her 43-36 win on the Civic Center court
The loss was Holland’s sixth a- and it worked for Coach John Vischildren from place to place, conclock, sank a long shot from the out beside the boats but strange to typewriter. Carrying four camer- family, and her friends,who are
galnst 10 wins while the Warriors ser's crew as the Dutch narrowed
tending that they can learn just as
center of the floor in the final say, no smell. Then when tide re- as, etc., meant some time to check really quite nice people. Miss
have now won 11 and dropped the score, behind the scoring of
much that way as staying in a
seconds to give Muskegon a 36-34 turns it floats the ships and wash- and enter and then they give me Bowen conveys the idea that these
four.
Hal Molenaar,Jun Butpima and
people
mean
well,
they
are
just
boarding home.
es
the
debris
to
sea.
a
slip
with
which
to
get
out
of
the
halftime lead.
•Leaving Puerto Varas by bus we country again.
everyday normal people, but that Although the Hollanders had Whltey Riemersma and With two
Mrs. Norman Dunn, another witShaffer and Japinga led Holland
ness. testified she had met BallenAt Puerto Blest we boarded a the tragedy really lies in the fact whipped the Muskles by a 10-point minutes to go Hope was within
with eight points each in the sec- passed along the shores of Lake
I
margin earlier this season, it didn't two points of the winners, 76-74.
Llanquehue
pronounced
"Yankeeger in Holland back in 1953 and he
fairly large lake steamer the Mo- that nowdays people have foi^
ond quarter. Holland hit seven out
seem to bother Coach Elmer WalThe press was costly and the
told her he had just brought the
of 2Q shots in the second canto and way", a beautiful lake with the desta Vistoria and another beauti- gotten how to "live from the
Miss Alma Jean Vredeveld
cott’s fired up club. Dlsplsylng Dales picked up some more foul
perfect
coned
volcano
Osorno
and
heart"
and
the
world
crucifies
children to Michiganin a car and
ful
boat
ride
across
part
of
Lake
Mrs. Kathryn Vredeveldof Pine six out of 19 in the first period.
tremendous backboard power with shots, making six straight in the
they were in the car at that time.
Then came the big thini quarter its companion Calbuco. Osorno is Nohuei Huapi to Liao Liao and those who do. Very poignant, but
St., Zeeland, has announced the
beautifullysnowcapped but had a this super Liao Liao Hotel. No we not at all dreary or sentimental. not an exceptionallytall club, the last two minutes.
She said she took tl\e children into
that
displayed
some
of
the
best
engagementof her daughter, Alma
violent eruption in 1929 and is only are not in China but it may sound COMPLETE STORIES OF THE Warriors were seeminglyall over
Hope made its last 16 points on
her home the next day and they
Jean, to Paul G. De Vries, son of offensive power the Dutch have
sleeping now. All of this and for like it! This hotel faces the lakes GREAT OPERAS, by Milton both boards. On many an occasion field goals.
remained there for the entire sumshown
this
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob De Vries of
the Dutch were getting one shot,
The Dutch took command In the
mer of 1953. She said she had never
With reserves playing much of the next few days we were in what from a high promontory and on Cross — This will interest and help
Holland.
while
the winners were getting early stages of the game and pumpis
known
as
the
Chilean
Lake
counmet the man before the encounter.
every side are gorgeous views. all those who "rather like opera"
the fourth quarter for Holland,
three pokes.
Ballenger,who has had 18 months
ed through 17 field goals in the
Catholic outscored the Dutch 14-10. try which I would recommend any Every way you look is a picture but arc obviously not at all clear
Playing strictly set>\ip basketball first half,* five on tips by Paul
traveler
or
fisherman
to
visit.
Not
to figure out a solution to the care
and
my
cameras
have
worked
overHolland made five out of 13 field
about it. The stories of practically
the Warriors controlledthe ball as Benes. The Dales were held to 10
of his daughters, came up with a
goal attempts in the fourth period. being the latter, I can vouch how- time and I am still not finished. all the known operas are given in
Several
well as the tempo of the game all tpskets in the first half but tallied
ever
that
some
of
the
fightingest
suggestion on direct examination
We
are
glad
that
we
will
be
in
Holland made 18 out of 32 free
meticulousdetail, and subtly renight long. Paced by a heavy six consecutive free shots in the
that they -might go to an uncle
throws and Catholic sank 11 out of and largest and most eatingestfish this garden spot a week before lated to the music whose convoluin South Carolina or otherwise with
are caught around here.
flying to Buenos Aires. I think it is tions they follow. They are fas- backcourt performerin Ken Kran- last two minutes, similar to the last
21.
After lunch at Petrohue we the prettiestplace that we have cinating stories in themselves, and nltz, the Warriors played for good half exhibition, and pulled to within
two cousins who have expressed a In Local
The game marked the first time
shots, shooting only 48 times in the twq points, at halftime. Hillsdale
willingnessto care for them.
this year that Holland did not have Crossed the Lake of All the Saints ever been as far as scenery and if they seem unreal and flamboyUntil the court decides where
Two persons were referred to to give way to a height advantage which reminded us so much of a modern hotel with gpod service ant. Mr. Cross tells you why in contest. Holland’s defense did how made 18 out of 22 foul shots in the
the children will be placed, they traffic school and four others who but the Dutch found the parochial the lakes in the Canadian Rockies and food makes it perfect. Here in the latter part of the book which ever keep the Warriors from using first half.
their twin pivots a lot, forcing them
will remain with Mr. and Mrs. completed the course had their five full of speed and fight, es- such as Morrair.; Lake. Our mod- Argentina beef is wonderful.
Benes was held to just one basket
is devoted to the history of opera
ern Swiss Chalet type of hotel was
• James Wildschut near Holland fines suspended when they re- pecially in the first half.
Mountains rise to over 12,000 feet and its ballet, and instructions and to use individual driving and out- in the second half as Dale Coach
court shooting for their counters. Doug Wickeni got good rebound' where they have been living since appeared in traffic court Thurs- The Crusaders outscrappedthe nice and had a lovely view. Right and right up from the lake. I tried guides on how to enjoy opera.
Meanwhile the Hollanders were ing and aggressive play from
August, 1954.
day night. Several others also were winners the entire first quarter and in midst of high mountains and to read but the scenery is so wonMr. Cross, for instance, tells us
playing
perhaps their poorest game Woods, former Bentos Harbor JC
On Aug. 21, 1954, Probate Court arraigned.
much
like
Switzerland.
That
is
derful that it keeps your mind from why the musical dialog is so unthe greater part of the second.
ordered Ballengerto pay 520
Referredto trafficschool were With guards Tom Eddy and Dave probably the reason so many Swiss reading. We are so far south that realistic. It is because the words of the season.- Aside from the fact star. Woods, subbing for regular
week for the care of the children. Esther Mae Hassevoort. route 3, Kelley hitting from outcourt,Cath- settled through this whole region, last night the sun set at 8:30 and and movements must synchronize that the Dutch couldn't ffnd the center Ken Blizzard, dumj
During that period he had paid improper left turn, and Nicolas olic jumped to a 15-9 margin be- as well as Germans. It seems to there was a beautifulsunset. Very with the music, and because music hoop, their general all around play through six buckets and 10 tree
^ 5810 but was in arrears for 5987. Ellerbroek,route 3, failure to have fore the Dutch began whittling. strange to hear these little tow- much like in Inverness in Scotland is such an emotional form of ex- was not as sharp as it might have tosses for 22 points. •
Friday's hearing was finally held car under control.
A corner shot by Bud Vogel headed kids that looks so like our where we saw the sun go down at pression that everyday words and been. They threw away passes on Hope made 31 baskets In the
occasions and were just a step game and the Dales 24.
after the custody case had been
Those given suspended fines pushed the Crusaders to a 19-15 children sputteringo nly Spanish 9 p.m. So much for now.
the usual rate of spbech would be
behind on many play situations
postponed several times, usually were Elias J. Vander Kooi. of 182 first quarter edge. Kleinheksel had
Visser felt the game wqs a well
quite impossible to convey It. That
From the field the Dutch connect- played and although the ,offi
because Ballenger failed to appear. East Seventh St., speeding, S12; been the big gun in getting Holland
is probably why translationsinto
ed on only 15 out of 58 tries for
elating was "looser'7 than In in
He and his common-lawwife, Donald J. De Pree, of 465 East back into the game with seven
English seem so incongruous. Mr.
26 per cent average. Muskegon on Civic Center the Hope mentor felt
Sara Mae, 26, were divorced May Eighth St., speeding, 512; Lucille points, but had picked up three
Cross mentions that children and
it was consistent.
4, 1955, and Ballenger received Smith, route 4, right of way to fouls in the opening quarter and
simple, uneducated people fre- the other hand hit on 17 for
tries for a 35 per cent average.
The local coach was especially
custody of the girls in a Florida through traffic, 512; Jean Weer- Coach Fred Weiss didn’t use him
quently takd to opera like a duck
Aside from a brief stage in the pleased with the work of Molencourt.
stra, of 1164 Graafschap Rd., as- much after this except for a time
to water. Goddesses and witches
sured clear distance and no opera- in the third quarter.
and such are accepted by them early part of the contest, the aar, Buursma and freshman Bob
Dutch never led in the game. They Thomson, who scored 11 points In
tor's licenseon person. 512.
The E. E. Fell Junior High
Continuing to get many of the rewithout any difficulty. After readBoy Scoots, Explorer
did narrow the gap to three points a substitute forward role. RiemersPaying fines were Ramon Gaitan, bounds, the Catholic five took
School Orchestra and Band will
ing this book one feels that one
on a couple of flurries in the final ma and Buursma led Hope's icorof 182 East 17th St., expired chauf- 23-17 lead in the second quarter. give a joint concert Thursday at
Post Have Potlack
can sit back and enjoy opera withquarter but couldn't close the ftp iog each with 14 points.
feur’s license, 52; Charles A. Kreun But from then on, the complexion 8 p.m. In Holland High school audiout
having
to
understand
its
inBoy Scout Troop 10 and Explorer
in the last two minutes.
Hope's game at Adrian tonight
of 41 East 10th St., right of way changed. Holland caught fire and torium. Music of classic and modtellectual aspect.
Post 2010 held their annual family
Play was slow throughout the
to pedestrian.512; Richard Dayton began to move, grabbing rebounds ern origin' will be presented by the
THIN ICE by J. Beim. - For opening minutes of the first quar- winds up the season. The Dutch
night potluck supper Monday evenpresently have a 10-10 record.
Burns, Fort Wayne, Ind., assured and getting shots.
groups.
the young man who has just learning. The dinner was planned by
ter with both clubs angling for the
Box score:
clear distance,512; Joyce Burt, of
Shaffer, not only led Holland's The band, directed by Raymond
ed to rend, and for one who does good shot only. Muskegon finally
mothers of each patrol and apHope (80)
716 Aster Ave., allowing person to scorers with 20 points, but was Roth, will feature Jim Bos as
not
think
the
effort
worth
while,
proximately110 were present.
FG FT PF TP
ride on fender,55.
credited with 13 offepsive and six trombone soloistin "Prelude and ' HUDSONVILLE(Special)-Hud- this is just the book. It has nice broke a 6-6 tie in the last two minThe program included skits by
4
4
14
Jon Schrotenboer, of 186 East defensive rebounds. Kleinheksel Beguine" by Helbig. The orches- sonville High's basketballteam big print, thick creamy pages, utes to take a 10-6 first quarter Riemersma, f ... 5
ti each patrol anl a film "Come to
lead.
Buursma, f .. ... 5
4
1
14
32nd St., failure to controlcar, 515; took off 10 defensive rebounds and tra, conducted by Carleton Kelch,
Philmont."
ended the regular season here Fri- bright and realistic pictures and a
The Dutch managed to find the Benes, c .....
0
3
12
Florian Rameriz, route 3, Fenn- scored 18 points.
will featureBrian Dykstra, pianist,
large
and
obvious
moral.
Gever
Bernard Shashaguay, troop comday night with an 85-59 victory over
hoop a little better in the second Molenaar, g ..
1
1
13
ville, assured clear distance, 515;
Weiss was also pleased with the in "Scherzando,"by Beethoven,
Mr.
Beim
to
know
that
children
mittee chairman, was in charge
quarter but never could get a sus- Rltsema, g ... ... 3
2
3
8
Alva B. Melton, of 128 West 16th board work of Japinga, Van Dyke and Jim Van De Vusse, trumpeter, Byron Center.
of the Court of Honor. The followThe winners were down 24-16 at secretly delight in a moral tale! tained drive underway. After the Thomson, f .. ... 3
5
4
11
speeding, 57; Lyle Schippa, and Dave Hilbink.
in "The Trumpeter’sLullaby"by
Lee
who
does
not
want
to
learn
to
ing awards were presented: St.,
the end of the first period but retwo squads had traded baskets,the Woodcock, g ... 1
0
0
2
route 1. speeding. 57; Leslie Dale
Eddy led the losers with 20 Anderson.
read, goes skating with his smallTenderfoot, David French, Rusty
0
4
4
De Vries, route 3, speeding, 515; points, nine coming in the fourth The Junior High Band has been bounded and Iqd 35-32 at halftime. er brother Bobby, and while he Is Muskles paced by Ed Meyerlng Teusink, g ... ... 2
Wilkinson, Bill Klungle, Don
The third period score favored the
and Krannltz took a 20-11 lead Vander Lind,
2
5
2
George T. Knight, of 122 West quarter.
o
active in a massed band festival
painfully
spelling
out
the
sign
Jacobs, Walter Grigsby, Eddie
Eagles by 20 points, 63-43.
their biggest of the game. Baskets
Ninth St., speeding, 512.
Holland
plays at Grand Rapids held in Muskegon and performedin
Bosch, Ricky Dunn, Jim GrossNorm Schut led the winners with "Thin Ice" Bobby skates on to it, by Vander Hill and Dave Klaver
Totals ... 31
18 25
80
man, Jerry Bauman and Dan Jessie Wilson, of 1695 Perry St., Ottawa Hills Friday night and the Holland all-school band concert 26 points, two ahead of Roland and the ice begins to crack. Lee however narrowed the lead to 24Hillsdale (84)
right of way, 55; John N. Giblin, ends the regular season here earlier this season. The orchestra
Campau; second class, Harold Van
Schut. Roland ended v the season manages to get him back to safety 17 at halftime.
White, .........
4
1
6
Chicago, speeding,515; Laveme against Muskegon March 9.
recentlyheld a pops concert in the
and is thankful he was able to
Tongeren, Brian Rowder and Tom
Holland stepped up the pace
Duncan, f ...
0
1
4
Box score:
Thomas Jefferson School and re- with 441 points for 16 games. Mid- spell out the word in time. He reaVan Langevelde; first class, Roger J. Boevc, of 24 lj West 27th St.,
dlebush and Vander Wege each
bit In the third period in an effort Blizzard, c
... 0
0
0
0
speeding. 515; Robert Lee HigHolland
(72)
presented
the
state AA junior high
lizes how necessary it is to read
Klungle, Warren Smith, Chuck
had 10 for Byron Center.
to upset the slow Muskegon game. Neff, g ...... ... 1
8
0
10
gins, route 2, Fcnnville, right of
FG FT PF TP orchestras in Ann Arbor.
to
avoid
danger-and
also
to
know
Klungle, Steve Kolcan, Charles
Schaefer, g . ... 3
2
3
8
way, 55; Don E. Rynbrandt,route Van Dyke, f
... 5
2
2
12
Much of the music to be played The Hudsonvillereserves won what flavors in ice cream you can It did have the desired effect
Tuesink, Garth Knutson, Dale
over the Byron Center seconds,
the Maroons managed to narrow Wesner, f ...
8
2
16
1,
Dorr,
speeding, 522; Hollis Shaffer, f ..... ... 9
2
2
20 at the concert by the two groups
buy.
Kraai, George Besko and Roger
56-44. Gerald Visser was high for
the gap to 31-28 going into the final Jones,
.....
2
3
12
Northuis, of 40 West 17th St., no Kleinheksel,c ... 6
6
3
18 will be presentedat the Grand
Jacobs.
the
winners
with
25.
stanza.
Woods, c ....
10
3
22
license for lodging house, 513.90. Japinga, g ... ... 3
6
3
12 Haven festival in March. Band
Merit badges: Dale Kraai, swimBoth teams will compete in the
However the Warriors weren't Tate, f ......
1
4
6
Parking costs of 51 each were Vander Yacht. g • 2
0
4 Selections will include "Liberty
1
f\ ming; David Barber, printing;
Gass C district tournament in
going to be denied as they matchpaid by Robert Novota, of 460 Overway, g
... 0
0
0 Bell," Sousa; "Traver Sinfonie,"
1
Roger Jacobs, printing and
Civic Center March 6-10.
Totals ... 24 34 17 84
Washington Ave.; Ben Mulder West Hilbink,f ..... ... 0
0
0
0 Wagner; "Debonnaire Overture,"
Admitted to Holland Hospital ed every Maroon basket to protect
scholarship; Roger Klungle, printtheir small margin. Muskegon lost
2
20th St., Donald Brown, of 115 Plagenhofe, g ... 1
4 Leidzen; "Mississippi Suite,"
2
Thursday
were
Allen
Scheur,
97
ing and scholarship;John EshleNinth St.; A1 Van Faasen, of 376 Vande Poel, f ... 1
0
0
2 Grofe-Bennett, and "March FanWalnut; Nella Siam, 156 West 17th one of their big rebounding guns Drivers Uninjured
man, swimming and nature; Eric
750-Pound Sale Proves
Larry Timmer, via the foul route
College Ave.; Harriet George, Aye, c .......
0
0
0 tasy," Baroni.
St.; La verne Westerhof, route 1;
Anderson, ‘scholarship,swimming
with three minutes left. But with As Semis Sideswipe
route 4; Ralph Tibbitts,Holland; Robbert, f ... ... 0
0
0
0
The
orchestra
will
play
"TrauToo
Much
for
Burglars
Richard
Bryan,
369
West
18th
St.;
and printing,and Chuck Klungle,
the Dutch trailing 39-36 with two
Jim
Kuipers, of 82 West Eighth
merei
and
Romanze"
by
SchuBarbara
Huizenga,
157
Vander
swimming
A 750-pound safe proved to much Veen Ave. ; Dan Murray, 333 Wash- lef, Christian lost Dave Vander A crash between two semis
St.; William Rietveld, Jr., of 349 Totals ........ . 27
18
14
72 mann, "Symphonyin D" by SamThe three Eagle Scouts, Dennis
Muskegon Catholic 59)
martini and "Some Day My Prince for thievesto move Thursday night ington; Robert Christophel, Wauka- Hill on five personals. Muskegon Saturday morning on US-31 eight
Smeenge of Troop 10, and Dean College Ave.; Buford Quillan. of
but they tried to slide it out of zoo; Preston Bos, 1440 South Shore managed to ice the win in the clos- miles south of Holland tied up traf69 East 15th St.; Ray N. Smith, Dugas, f ..... ... 0
3
1
1 Will Come" by Morey.
and Davis Maris of the Explorer
the door at the Kalkman Redi-Mix Dr.; Mrs. Bernard Zwiers, route ing stages at the foul lane.
fic for a time until huge wreckers
of 262 College Ave.
Fitzpatrick, f
... 1
2
4
1
Post 2010 presented their mothers
At the charity line, Holland con- managed to right one of the trucks.
Co., on US-31 north of Holland.
Comes,
c
____ ... 3
6
4
12
4;
Mrs.
Ted
Dykema,
379
Howard
small Eagle pins.
Mrs. John Hesselink
Ottawa County deputies said the Ave.; Mrs. Leonard Sowers, 398 nected on just six out of 19 tries South Haven State Police said a
Kelley, g .... .. 4
0
3
8
Jim Parker, explorer advisor, Red Cross Gray Ladies
safe was moved only a few feet. Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. George while Muskegon hit on nine out of truck operatedby Arthur Worm,
Eddy,
g
...... ... 9
2
4
20 Succumbs at Her Home
Cliff Vander Yacht, assistant and
18. Vander Hill led the Dutch with 25, St Louis, Mich., apparently
A feeble attempt was also made to Bouws, route 6.
Vogel, g ...... ... 3
0
3
6
A1 Kane, scoutmaster, led in clos- Receive Caps, Awards
Mrs. Kathryn J. Hesselink, 65, open the safe.
Schuler,g .... ... 2
0
0
4
DischargedThursday were Mrs. 11 markers while Meyerlng was dropped off the road onto the
ing.
The burglars also tried to use a Wayne Vander Yacht and baby, high for Muskegon with 16.
shoulder and when the vehicle
A banquet and award and cap- Allore, f ..... ... 2
0
4 wife of John Hesselink, East 24th
1
Christian next travelsto Niles on swerved back It sideswiped anpickup
truck owned by the com- 1216 Ottawa Beac’i Rd.; Wesley
ping service for Red Cross Gray Grawbowski,c ... 0
St.,
(route
5),
died
Friday
morn0
2
0
BAR Evening Group Has Ladies with assignment at Vet- Inoscendio, f ... 0 0 0 .0 ing at her home followinga short pany but it slid into a cement truck Sterenberg, route 6; Gerrit Bru- Tuesday and then closes the sea- other semi.
at the rear of the plant and became ursma, 594 Lake St.; James Klein- son at Muskegon Catholic on Fri- The second semi was driven by
erans Facility in Grand Rapids
illness.
Meeting at Becker Home
was held Thursday evening at the Totals ........... 21 11 21 59
Calvin Parcher, 29, Grand Rapids.
She was born in Butler county, stuck. Entrance was made by heksel, route 5; Hub Boone, route day.
Box score:
State police said
to
Iowa, in 1890, and came to Hol- smashing a window.
The Ida Sears McLean .Evening Schnitzelbank in Grand Rapids.
2; Laveme Westerhof, route L
Holland Christian (M)
Ten Gray Ladies, includingseven
Worm’s semi was estimated at
land 32 years ago. She was a memCommittee of the Elizabeth SchuyHospital births include a daughNew Officers Named
FO FT PF TP $1,000 and damage to Parcher’s
ber of Trinity Reformed Church.
ler Hamilton Chapter of the Daugh- from Ottawa county, were capped
ter, Gwen Avis, born Thursday to
Three Cars Damaged
Dykman,
...... 1
0
2 truck was estimated at $250.
Surviving are the husband; four
ters of the American Revolution for service at the Facility by Mrs. By Young Calvinists
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Eding, route
Bos,
........... 3
3
9
Neither driver was Injured.
sisters, Mrs. George Hunkie and In Crash Frida; Night
met Monday evening at the home Newton Dukes, chairman of volun1, Hamilton; a daughter, Elaine
Vander Hill, c .. 5
1
5 11
teer services, and Mrs. Stuart Officershave been named by the Mrs. John Lemberg of Ackley,
of Mrs. Clarence Becker.
Joy, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
2
6
Mrs. Bruce Mikula, vice chair* Bell. Those from Ottawa were Mrs. Holland • Zeeland Young Calvinist Iowa, Mrs. R. U. Harken of Aus- Heavy fog coupled with the exces- Marvin Van Tatenhove,route 2; Boer, g ......... 2
Sons of Revolution Stage
0
4
man, presidedover the business Gladys Aldrich,Mrs. Merrill Crull, League.
tir.ville,Iowa, and Mrs. Bertha sive speed of one motorist was a daughter, Janice Kay, bom today Westenbroek,g . 2
Klaver,
........
2
0
4 Washington Day Dinner
meeting in the absence of the Mrs. Ruth Hyma and Miss Maxine George Brink of East Saugahick Roberts of Ciaudeville,Idaho; a blamed for the smashup of three to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Van Dorple,
Joldersma, c .... 0
0
0
chairman, Mrs-. Austin Walker. Potts of Holland, Mrs. I. V. Shep- is the new president;Paul De Vries brother, Arthur Jansonius of Ack- cars at 7:50 p.m. Friday on Quin- 390 West 20th St
Altena,
......... 0
0
0
Sons of the Revolution observed
The pledge of allegiance to the ard, Mrs. Carl Woods and Mrs. of Zeeland North Street Church, ley. Iowa, and several nieces and cy Ave. near 96th St
Mulder, g ...... 0
0
0 George Washington’s birthday with
Deputiessaid a car driven by
flag opened the meeting and Mrs. Louis Kramer of Grand Haven. re - elected assistant secretary- nephews.
a dinner Wednesday evening at the
Roger Riedsma, 23, route 1, Zee- Car Hits Child
Jack Daniels led devotions. Mrs. Ottawa women unable to attend treasurer; Roger Naber of Central
Totals ... 15
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
6 13 36 Dutch Mill restaurant Members
land, skidded off the road and was
John LaBarge gave the secretary’s were Mrs. Marion Moore, Mrs. Avenue Church, treasurer,and
Muskegon Christian (48)
entertainedtheir wives as guests at
report.
Norris Van Duren and Mrs. Wil- Harris Pieper of East Saugatuck, Holt in Lansing
hung on a culvert. Marvin Koeman, Rudolph Heyn, five-year-oldson
0
the event and each was presented
Herb Holt, City Manager, visit- 19, route 1, Zeeland, stopped a few of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heyn, Palsrok, f ...... 0
Mrs. Don Winter read a paper liam Jellema.
board member.
1
5
Several Other Holland Gray Other officersand board mem- ed Lansing Thursday to appear minutes later to see if he could route 1, fractured his left leg when Timmer, f ...... 1
an orchid corsage.Twenty-five
written by Estelle Browning Mc0
3
he was hit by a car on Green St., Workman, c .... 3
members and guests were present
Lean about the life of Elizabeth Ladies attended the meeting at bers, whose terms expire next year, before the Senate Committee on help.
4
16
Speaker for the occasion was U.
Schuyler Hamilton,for whom the which Mrs. Thomas Lunan, vice Include John Keuning, vice presi- State Affairs to give his views on
Before the cars could clear the in Robinson township at 7:40 a.m. Meyering,g .... 6
2
chairman of volunteer services, dent; Herschel Kuipers, secretary; modernizing state dog laws. He road a vehicle operatedby Jerry Friday. The child was on his way Krannltz, g ..... 5
12 S. District Attorney Wendell A.
local chapter is named.
4 Miles. Regent H. A. Hutchins preRefreshmentswere served by presented10-year pins and Miss John Schutteh and John Spykman, suggested to the committee fhat Boersma, 17, route 1, Zeeland, to Clarks school when a car driven Hendrickson, f .. 1
2
2 sided. Two new members were inthe hostess.
Erma Chicklan,chairman of Federation Boabl members. Peter greater emphasis should be given slammed into the canf. Deputies by Frank Parcheta,36, route 1, Wilks, g ........ 1 0
troduced, Edwin Ensfleld of GanThe next meeting will be held Grand Lhdies at the Veterans Faci- Vander Wall of East Saugatuck to maintenanceof adequatefacili- said damage to the vehicles Grand Haven, skidded sideways on
Totals ... 17
9 13 43 ges and Harold Whipple of SaugaMarch 19 at the home of Mrs. lity, presented bars and chevrons. serves as Back-to-GodHour sec- ties for the care of city dogs. The amounted to $700.
the crest of a small Incline and
Lewis Borgman. The program for
The program featured a book re- retary - treasurer.
Boersma was issued a ticket for struck the child who was walking
old dog law of 1919 is aimed to
the evening will feature slides of view of "Teacher" by Helen Kel- Retiring from offices are the Rev. protect domestic animals from excessive speed and Riedsma was on the shoulder, correctly facing The loquat, a fruit that looks Arrangementsfor the event were
the schools which are wholly or ler, presented by Mrs. Doolittle, John Schuurman, Bob Dykstra, dogs and to provide funds for the given a summons for failure to traffic. The boy was taken to like a plum, belongs to the same made by a committee headed
family as the apple and the ^ear. R. E. Chapman.
partly supported by the DAR.
Municipal Hospital^
wife of the Facility chaplain.
keep his car under control.
John Spykman and George Btynk. recovery of losses due to dogs.
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650 Mothers, Daughters

1956

Ganges

Maroon Reserves

The

temberi of the Ganges
Club who recently completed
a fund raising campaign to purchase an Auto-Clave for the
Douglas Community Hospital are
NILES (Special).
HoUand entering this project in a ComChristian’s Little Maroons had a munity Achievement contest.This
real scare here Tuesday night, contest is sponsored by the Sears
but came through under pressure Roebuck Roundationand the Gento eke out a 36-35 win over the eral Federation of Women's clubs
Niles reserve squad. It was Chris- and their entry will be judged in
tian’s 16th win against one loss this the regional state national and inJill

Attend Tea, Style Show
About 650 mothers and daughCamp Fire tea and
style show Saturday afternoon in
the Fellowship Hall of Third Re-

1,

Eke Out Victory
—

ters attended a

Holland Boy Held

formed Church.
Junior High Camp Fire members and their mothers had tea.
followed by the program, at 1:30
pjn. and the Senior High School

In

Auto

Heft

season.

ALLEGAN (Special) - An

In-

vestigation of a small fire Wednesday night in a rural school near
Dunningvillelead to the arrest
Thursday of two youths sought for
car theft in Watervliet.

Horizon Club members and their
mothers enjoyed the same program following tea at 3:30.
The lovely tea tables featured
valentine motifs. The junior high
girls used a large heart as a cen-

terpiecewith long tapers and the
senior high girls featured red and
white tulips with tapers.
Each junior high group had a
guest of honor forthe occasion,
and these were introduced by
group presidents.Honored guests

Deputies Robert Whitcomb and
Jack Frost arrested James Burleson, 17, of Watervliet and John
Robberts, 18, of 49 East 16th St.,
Holland, on warrants charging
them with breakingand entering
in the night. They will be arraigned

Trailing by one point with 30
seconds left in the game, Guard
Dan Bos sank two foul shots to
clinch the victory for the Dutch.
Up until this time the Dutch had
held as much as a 13 point bulge
in the third quarter, before a
phenomenalNiles shooting barrage from outcourt almost snatched the win from the locals.

Christian trailed 11-8 at the end
moved out
to a 18-15 halftime lead. The locals
built up a 28-15 lead in the third
later today.
included Mrs. Robert Vander Deputies said they had been quarter before the \£ikcs narrowed
the lead to 28-21 going into the
Hooning, Miss Katherine Vander called to investigate the breakin
and fire at the Dunningville School. hectic last period.

Veere, Mrs. Lawrence Wade,
Miss Mary McLean, Mrs. B. Am- They found evidence of a drinking
bellas, Mrs. John Plewes, Mrs. party and checking the vicinity disTom Sanger, Mrs. Albert Timmer, covered a car listed as stolen park-

of the first quarter, but

The contest was an abbreviated
affair inasmuch as Niles plays all
of its home reserve games in six
minute quarters.

ternational contests. Much credit
is due this enterprising club for
the purchasing of this badly needed equipment. It entailedmuch co-

operation, plahning, and selfsacrificing by this group of twenty
young women of the Community
and the interestsof various clubs
and organizationsof this community, Fennville, Saugatuck arid
Douglas were alerted and helped
to make the project a success.
Mrs. Qrrin Ensfield,Jr., has been
in charge of preparingthe final
draft of their entry which must
be entered by March 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye entertained a group of neighbors
Tuesday evening at a 500 party.
The Lake Shore Rural Teachers
club was held Tuesday, Feb. 21, at
the Glenn School with the teachers
Miss Virginia Galbreathand Mrs.
Virginia Shoppee as hostesses. A
program on conservation was given
by Miss Dorothy Stokes.
The Ganges Home Club will meet
Friday afternoon at the home of

—

BIG CROWD AT OPENING
The opening of the seventh Saturday.Manager Ray Metzger said the opening day "went
Mrs. John Moeller, Mrs. Cena Roe, ed in front of a. nearby house.
annual
Holland
Home
Show
in Civic Center Tuesday attracted fine" and the spectators have been a "good buying" group. The
The
two
youths
were
arrested
in
Jim
Kool
led
the
Maroon
attack
Miss Joan Parker, Mrs. Lloyd Van
about 1,000 people and the folks just milled around looking at the
show features all the latest appliances, furniture, furnishings
Raalte, Mrs. Frank Brieve, Miss the house. Deputies said six dollars with 14 points, followed by Jim
latest household devices.The show will be open at 3 p.m. Feb. 29
Margaret Van Vyven and Mrs. had been stolen from the yhool Meurer and Jerry Altena with
and even a completehouse.
and they indicated the pair would seven each, Dan Bos with four,
William Bloemendaal.
and will be open until 10:30 p.m. daily the same hours through
(Penna-Sas photo)
The girls presented corsages to be held for Watervliet police after Cal Klassen with three and Warthe
case
had
been
disposed
of
ren
Otte
with
one.
Frucci
was
the mothers and guests of honor.
Mrs. Edwin Ensfield. The pro- Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson A number from this vicinityat- wealth for Boys at Albion was in Chicago Wednesday where he
high for Niles with 10 points.
Setting the stage for the style here.
gram on Schools will be given by return this week from Tampa, tended the 40th anniversary open guest pastor at the Ganges Baptist
officiated at the funeral of a friend,
show was an arch decorated with
Mrs. Walter Wightman.
Fla., where they have spent the house held Sunday, Feb. 19, for
Church
Sunday, due to the absence Henry Mosher, who died Monday at
flowers.Mrs. Mary Emma Young
The Mr. and Mrs. Club of the past two months.
Mr. and Mrs. U.S. Crane. Around
wrote the script and served as narGanges Methodist Church met The Ganges W.S.C.S. met at the 85 relatives,friends and neigh- of the regular pastor, the Rev. his home there. Mr. and Mrs.
rator for the show, which featured
Tuesday evening at the church. Church Tuesday for an all day bors being present.
Eugene Burgess.
Mosher had recently purchaseda
spring and summer fashionsfor all
Hosts for the occasion were Mr. meeting. A, potluck dinner was
The annual guest night of the
Ganges Union .Parent lot at Pier Cove and planned to
occasions, from beach wear to
and Mrs. Earl Sorensen and Mr. served at noon with Mrs. La Verne Ganges Jill Club will be held Wed- Teacher? club will meet Friday
dress suits and ensembles. Freshand Mrs. Howard Margot. Rev. Foote and Mrs. Edwin Ensfield as nesday evening,March 7, at 8 p.m. evening at 8 at the schoolhouse..
man and senior girls,along with a
Willis Hunting of the Fennville hostesses. Mrs. Marvin Wolters at the Ganges Methodist Church. A dessert luncheon will be follow- Franklin D. Roosevelthad the
FREMONT
(Special)
—
Zeeland
Dykman paced the winners with Methodist church
number of Camp Fire leaders and
guest of Fennville had charge of the Mrs. Orrin Ensfield,Jr:, will have ed by a program with Mrs. Wal- longest presidentialterm and Wilmothers, were models.
High’s cagers, playing their best 29 points and Carl Wissink ended speaker and his subject, “The program and devitions were led charge of the program.
ter Billings in charge.
liam Henry Harrison, who served
as
the
top
Zeeland
scorer
with
24.
General chairmen for the two all-around game of the season,
RememberedLight.’’
by Mrs. Orrin Ensfield, Jr.
Rev. Boyd of the Starr CommonThe Rev. Henry Alexanderwas one month, had the shortest.
This total gives Wissink 246 points
teas were Mrs. Anthony Bouwman,
made a valiant try to clinch a tie for the season.
Mrs. Ray Smith and Mrs. Paul
the Ken - New - Wa league
Box score:
Jones.
Friday night but lost out in an
Zeeland (81)
overtime, 85^1 _ to the Fremont
FG FT PF TP
Packers.
Six Drivers Appear
Wissink, f ..... . 10
4
3
24
The victory gave the Packers Bos, f ......... . 2
2
3
6
For Examinations
the undisputed league title with a Vande Bunte, c
4
4
7
15
10-0 mark and left the Chix in sec- Kaat, g ........
. 5
65
16
GRAND HAVEN .(Special)
ond with an 8-2 record. The two Klamt, g .......
5
3 13
Six drivers appeared before Lars
Zeeland losses were administered Wiersma, f .... . 3
1
5
7
Syverson, in charge of driver serFeatured below are the full texts of two editorialswhich appeared in The
on
by Fremont.
Looman, c ..... . 0
0
2
0
vices for the Department of State,
The
game
ended
Zeeland’s regu- Beyer, g ....... . 0
0
3
0
in the sheriff’s office Thursday
February 26, 1956 and in The
PRESS on February 27, 1956. Because they present the
lar schedule and gave the Chix a
afternoon.
12-4 record. The other two ZeeTotals . .. 28 25 28 81
Harold Holthof, 17, of 282 Van
considered editorialjudgment of two of Michigan’s great newspapers, we are reprinting them in full *
Raalte Ave., Holland was given a land defeat! were administered by
Fremont (85)
Holland
Christian.
The
Packers
30-day suspension, as was Ronald
Dykman, f ......
9
4
29
as a public service for the information of our 3,600,000 Blue Cross members and all the people of Michigan.
now hava a 14-1 mark, with the Fowler, f .....
Bazan, 18, Hudsonville.
1
5
15
lone
loss received from Ludington.
Henry Pippel, 67, of 328 N.tCoWorkman, c .. . 5
8
4
18
lonial, Zeeland, Robert Felon, 78, Both teams enter Class B districts Crandall, g ... . 1
3
4
5
' route 5, Holland, and Eugene Ken- with the Chix competing in Civic De Kuiper, g . 6 2 1 14
neth Krause, 46, of 211 North Center.
Cook, f ........ . 1
2
3
4
The regulation game ended with Burt, g ....... . 0
Seventh St., Grand Haven, were
0
1
0
the terms knotted at 79-all. It lookgiven instructions.
on the people who are most seriously ill Who wants
But it makes a rather sensationalsubject to write,
No action was taken on John J. ed in the fourth quarter as though
Totals . .. 30 25 22 85
that?
about-and
some
people
talk
too
much
about
it
This
Zeeland
might
turn
the
trick
as
Slag, 84, route 2, Hoffid.
•
We didn’t suspect a week ago today, when we “over-utilization” while it does happen, is not occurthe Chix led 73-67 with two and a
half minutei to go. This margin
started a series of articles on Blue Cross, that the
ring to the extent that it makes any vast difference in
Rep. Green, with the best of intentions, has over*
Yandnom Club
was the biggest held in the game
fuss over hospitalprepayment would attain the inpremium payments.
simplified the situation. Besides, he wants to make
but it was shortlived.
tensity it has now reached.
Miss Ethelyn Metz
And that is the most important issue in this whole
this compulsory for everybody— doesn’t even want to
The- rebounding Packers fought
The amount of hullabaloo,frankly, is gettingout
problem.
give
subscribersa choice of which way they’d rather
The annual guest meeting of the back and with 14 seconds to go in
of hand.
Why do we think “over-utilization” is not as great
Circuit
do it
Yadnoiq Club was held Monday the game held a 78-77 lead.
Rep. AllisonGreen has a bill for the Legislature,
as some people try to suggest?
CommissionerNavarre, for reasons which escape
Zeeland center Ken Vande Bunte
evening in the home of Miss Laura
which he fondly hopes will solve everything.It won’t
us, has indorsed Rep. Green’s notion. We suspect
Knboihuizenand Mrs. Margaret came through with two foul tosses
GRAND
(Special)
Insurance Commissioner Joseph A. Navarre has
Strong. Miss Blanche Cathcart ant and Zeeland fans went into a* fren- Foqr persons pleaded guilty and
some politics somewhere,because we think Navarre
been quoted with some remarks which we suspectha
Miss Myrtle Beach were assisting zy but a Zeeland foul sent Don one not guilty on arraignments
ought to know better.
First because a Blue Cross study group itselfwas
Dykman to the free throw line and Wednesdayin Grcuit Court.
hostesses.
will regret when he begins to realize what he has said.
We wonder, too, why Navarre has questioned the
the
first
to
dig
into
the
matter.
No
attempt
to
hide
he
tallied
with
seven
seconds
to
The president, Miss Maibelle
John A. Wadsworth, 28, of 97
A group of unions in Detroitand Flint is proposing
sincerity of the Blue Cross in offeringa so-called
anything.Just an effort to correct the situation, since
Geiger, presided, and Mrs. Irene send the game 'into an overtime. West 13th St., pleaded guilty to a
to set up a rival “Blue Cross plan,” which is entirely
“deductible”policy.
In the overtime Fremont play- charge of gross indecency. Bond
chiselingby one subscriber is paid for by all the
Ver Hulst, chairman of the prowithin their rights, even though we doubt it will look
People have been able, if they chose, to buy such
gram Committee,introduced Miss ers Workman and Paul Cook did of 52,500 was not furnished and
•honest
ones.
as simple to them once they have gotten into what is
the
scoring
with
Workman
getting
a
policy
from Blue Cross for upwards of the last year.
sentence was deferred until April
Ethelyn Metz who gave two prose
Second, Blue Cross, by subsequent and continuous
a very complicated problem.
two baskets and Cook one. Carl 3 at 10 a.m. The alleged offense
Blue Cross made no secret of the fact that such a
readings, “The Paintable Type,
inquiry,thinks that this evil is under good control,
Of the three— Rep. Allison, CommissionerNavarre,
policy was being offered. People could have it, at a
by Cornelius Otis Skinner, and Wissink sank Zeeland’s lone buck- occurred on or about Dec. 20 in
even though there is still an occasionalviolation.
et
and
the
union»-we
think
the
unions
are
behaving
Holland city.
“InternationalCourtship’’by Marlower price, if they wanted it They didn't want it
Third, because Michigan isn’t the only Blue Cross
A see - saw battle all the way Ralph Meeuwsen,39, route 1,
most reasonably.We differ with them only in our
jorie Barton Cooke, and several
To get back to the unions, now. They’d like a
plan. The same general plan exists in all the states,
of Paul Lawrence Dunbar’s poems that had the more than 1,000 fans HoUand, pleaded not guilty to a
opinion as to whether they CAN produce what they
policy which gives more benefits at lower cost Who
in Fremont gym up in the air charge of gross indecency and faileach under its own laws and its own management.
think they can.
doesn’t like the idea? Who doesn’t want the good
throughout saw the Packers take ed to furnish 52,500 bond for trial
If the plan here Jiappened to be at fault, in some
But of the whole lot we think Blue Cross and its
five-cent cigar back, or the $700 automobile, or the
Leap Year Babies
an 18-14 first period lead.
during the April term. The aUeged
way, it is hardly possible that all the states would be
present managersare the most capable of providing
three-cent newspaper, for that matter? We’d like them
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Zeeland sneaked ahead in the offense occurredon or about Oct.
at fault in the same way.
Gtand Haven MunicipalHospital second quarter and held a 38-37 31 in HoUand township.
what we want We think Blue Cross is getting a
all back.
Somewhere
in the country we would find that Blue
reported that two babies were bom halftime margin. The Packers, who
James Oliver Gregory, HoUand,
But you can't slap economics in the face.
viciousand needless pushing around.
Cross rates were markedly lower-we would find it, •
at the hospital on Feb. 29. They also had a six - point lead, for pleaded guilty t<- a charge of drunk
You can’t legislateUtopia.
In our news stories wa have tried to tell what was
' that is, if Michigan’s Blue Cross were letting the cusare daughters to Mr. and Mrs their biggest margin of the game driving, second offense, and will
And so far as we are concerned,you can't say that
happening without letting our opinions sway us.
,
tomers
get
away
with
murder.
Arnold Reenders, 615 South Ferry obtained it in the third period work- return for sentence March 9. Bond
Blue Cross hasn’t been doing a good job.
But
this
is
the
editorial
page,
and
this
is
our
St, Grand Haven, and Mr. and ing the score to 58-52, but Zeeland of 5250 was not furnished.The alSomebody would have found a solution, and would
Its prices haven’t gone up any faster than factory
opinion, and we are saying what we think.
Mrs. Paul Balavitch,3700 Farr Rd came back and the quarter ended leged offense occurred Feb. 18 in
be bragging about it But no, rates are pretty comwages. It has been so good that it now has 3,600,000
with the Packers leading 59-56.
Fruitport
HoUand city.
parable anywhereyou go.
The Chix hit 28 out of 58 shots Raymond Ranee, 19, Grand
people,or half of the whole state, using Blue Cross
Therefore, we suspect this “over-utilization” has
Kendall C. is the name of the for 49 percent and the Packers had Haven, pleaded guilty to a charge
and liking it
been publicizedinto a bigger fault than it really is.
First of all, a series of articles whicfi began conson bom Feb. 29 at Holland Hos- 30 out of 77 for 39 percent Zee- of breakingand entering and will
We don’t think very many people get much fun out
pital to Mr. and Mrs. Corstian land sank 25 out of 36 free shots return March 9 at 11 a.m. for sencurrentlyin another Detroit paper is, for all we know
of going to, or stayingin, a hospital.
Trying to make out, all of a sudden, that something
Klein, 88 East 16th St.
and Fremont 25 for 46.
tence. Bond of 51,000 was furnishat this moment, still running. We don’t have any
Now
Rep. Green thinks he could bring about lower
is “wrong,” or that some simple little bill in the
ed.
quarrel with the facts in it
rates, and thwart all the chiselers (such as therfc are
Legislaturecan turn time backwardand make things
Everett Bruner, 26, Grand Haven,
We do believeit hat placed too much emphasis on
—most people are honest) by a law making Blue
cost less— that’s nonsense.
also pleaded guilty to nighttime
“ovrr-utiliiation”-that
is, the complaint that some
breaking and entering and will
Cross change its policy.
We don’t think this union group can do it, either,
people either stay too long in the hospital, or get in
return for sentence March 9. Bond
He would make everyone who uses Blue Cross pay
but we’ll concede their right to try. At least they

Fremont Edges Zeeland

In

Overtime

The

Loop

for

Titl

a

was

Two Editorials on Michigan Blue Cross
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From The Detroit Times, February 26
BLUE CROSS FUSS

a •

Hem

Several Appear

Court

In

-

HAVEN

.

-

•

of

55,000

was not

furnished.

Bruner was returned to Grand
Haven from Phoenix, Ariz., and
admitted a long list of breakings
and enterings.Ranee also was impUcated in some of the jobs.

under Blue Cross when they

shouldn't—

The Timet reportedthat We can take you beck

in

aren’t trying to tell

most expensive day, because then you have

They're undertaking to show how to do it
We think, flatly, that Blue Cross is a fine thing, and

all the

tests, and usuallythe operationif you need one)

and

also pay 15 per cent of the cost after the seventh day.'

newspaper to report there was some of this chiseling

Of course that would reduce the premium you pay

We

think it is being

for Blue Cross- but you’d soon find it didn’t save

any

money. Furthermore, it would put the biggest burden

halted.

everybody else how to do

the whole cost of the first day in the hospital (the

the files a couple of years and show we were the first

going on. It should be halted.

Rebekahs, Odd Fellows

when they

aren’t really sick.

it

we hope

all the noise won’t fool the people and
unduly alarm them.
Blue Cross is merely a victim of our rising econjust as everybodyelse is.

omy

Have Joint Dinner Meet
Members of the Erutha

Re-

bekah lodge held a regular meeting Friday evening with Mrs.
Ruth Durfee, noble grand, presid-

From The Detroit Free Press, February 21
Hospital Insurance Costs

Is it hospitals for operating inefficiently? Is

ing.

The grodp discussed the apparent success of the joint dinner
held Thursday evening by the
Rebekah and Odd Fellow lodges
for their members. The dinner
marked the 76th anniversary of
the Rebekah lodge, and completion of the kitchen at the hall
made it a dual celebration.
The Rebekahs’ next meeting is
scheduled March 9, when they will
entertain Mrs. Helen Gray, vice
president of the Rebekah Assem-

bly, at a potluck dinner and
special visitationmeeting.

'

Refreshments were served by
Mrs. June Hein and her committee. Mrs. Blanche Shaffer was appointed memorial chairman by
Mrs. Durfee.

physicians who find

TRYING TO SPOT THE REAL VILLAIN
is

not Sb in the current

that require only an hour or so each morning? Is it
patients who unnecessarilydemand and get from,,
-

uproar about hospitalization
insurance.Rates have
skyrocketed. Many think Blue Cross has thrust its

hand too deeply into the pockets of

its 3,600,000

Michigan subscribers. Investigations
are being made,
bills are being submitted to the legislature, and the
air is blue with charges.

Much

is still being learned, but

we think some

observations can be made now.

The

public’s

demand

in the last decade for better

medical and hospital care has been greet Therefore,

on top of

must be added the cost of this
unproved care. An increase in Blue Cross rates might
inflation

then, be consideredautomatic.

The question is: Do the allegedlyexcessiverates
reflect only inflation and improved care?

Bacs, Coopersville Meet

GRAND HAVEN (Special)-

CATCHES WHOPPER—

Making a strong bid for the top prize in
the Boynton Beach, Fia., Chamber of Commerce annual fishing
tournamentis the 287 >4 pound Jewfish landed by WiUard De Jonge
of 14285 James St., Holland. ’Hie lunker was boated aboard Capt.
Harold Lyman’s Charter boat, “Britch^.”

_

_

__

_

_

CoopersviUeand Grand Haven
meet March 8 in the Gass B district opener here and North Muskegon and Sparta battle in the nightcap. Finals wiU be played March
9. In Class D, Holton meets Grand
Rapids Rogers in the opener

and Saugatuck plays
the other game. Finals
will be played ^larch 9.
March 7
Marne in

___

Ample proof to the contrary appears in surveys of
hospital cases covered by hospitalisation
insurance.

The

it

convenient to group patients

in hospitalsfor quick and lucrativerounds of call

Old melodramashad their advantages.It was easy
to identifythe villain.This

it

their doctors a hospitalbed and costly care? Is it
Blue Cross for permitting such known abuses to

the remainder of the hospital stay.

The

saving of but

16 per cent in premiums does not seem adequate,
consideringthat the average stay is seven days. Blue
Cross also is readying a “catastrophe”policy, but if
the saving is no greaterthan offered under the yearold deductibleplan it too probably will not be widely

popular.
One additional thought stands out prominently.

continue?
Frankly, we suspect the answer to all such ques-

Physicians,through their dealings with patients and

tions may be “Yes!”

because they control both the hospitals gnd the Blue

At

one offered solution appears to be precipitousand short-sighted. A bill introduced in the
least

Michigan Legislaturesuggests a deductibleplan similar to auto insurance.The proposal to

make

Cross organization, have failed, in our estimation, to
take an active public stand on the abuses under the
voluntaryhospitalization insuranceplans.

sub-

Because they are so closely involved in the abuses

of hospitalization
and

and because voluntary plans were their answer in a

15 per cent after seven days no doubt would cut rates.

period when socialized medicine appeared around the
corner, they should be availableto counsel the public.

scribers

pey

for the first

day

It also ^rould greatly reduce the value of the service.
It

would not, we

believe, strike hard

enough at the

abuses.

The public wholeheartedly accepted the voluntary
plans and should have the wise advice of doctors.

It would, however,

seem

logical to offer optional

plans. Blue Cross has such a plan, in Which the patient

pays the cost of the

first

two days and $2 e day for

Sines Blue Cross is a $100,000,000-a-yearbusiness, th<\ entire problem should

studies indicate clrarly that alarming abuses

have cropped up. These take the form of tmnecesatry
hospitalization, prolonged stays for convenience or

BLUE GROSS

comfort and excessive use of drugs and laboratory
facilities.

• Michigan HospitalServios

The problem remains the same. Whom do wa him
and boo?

441

4

EAST JEFFEBSON

be

thoroughly'

examined, calmly, circumspectly and publicly.
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